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ABSTRACT

The goal of this dissertation is to tentatively

evaluate the current U.S. immigration policy by reference to

a scrutiny into such dimensions of immigration as motivation

of migration and the role and effects of immigrants in the

host country--the United States. Based on the findings from

discussions and also the economic conditions in Mexico,

suggestions on the future policy reform are proposed.

This study is sUbstantially composed of statistical

model tests as a base of argument in explaining the issue of

illegal immigration. The major framework and derived

findings are presented as follows: The research begins with

a general and brief discussion about the relationship

between economic development in an individual country and

labor migration beyond political boundaries, attempting to

profile a space at which the policy dealing with immigration

issue should be situated.

Then, the focus comes to an investigation of forces

attracting and stimulating migration between Mexico and the

United States. In theory, both supply- and demand-side

forces should be of great significance to the labor

migration between countries. On the supply side,
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overpopulation, poverty, and limited employment

opportunities are all important factors. Conversely, on the

demand side, higher wages, labor shortage, and higher

standard of living appear to be attractive. In reality, by

referring to a well-defined dual sector model and data from

a variety of sources for the period of 1945-1986, both

supply- and demand-side forces--employment opportunities in

Mexico and the United states, respectively--are indeed of

great magnitude in affecting labor migration. However, by

taking into account the historical variation in immigrant

tide, it is speculated that the pressure of migration from

the supply side should be more important. This finding

provides a valuable guidance for immigration policy makers.

Immigrants with different labor market characteristics

may bring about somewhat different effects on the host

country. By dint of a cross-section model, individual data

are analyzed to obtain the following findings: In the

recent period, immigrants crossing the U.S.-Mexican border

can be characterized as female-dominated, less-educated,

young, less-skilled, seasonality-typed, non-permanent, and

most importantly, undocumented. Moreover, an analysis of

these individual data helps clarify a mistaken perception

that illegal immigrants are likely to take more and pay less

for social services programs; illegal immigrants are in fac~

likely to take less and pay more. The finding with respect

to the seasonality character and temporary nature of
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immigrants provides a basis of argument for instituting a

foreign worker program to resolve the issue of illegal

immigration.

The most pressing concern with the presence of

undocumented workers is associated with their effects on

such economic dimensions as job competition and wage

depression, and also on such non-economic dimensions as

demography, language, politics, and assimilation. As for

measuring the immigrant impact on job competition, the

analysis is conducted at both macro and micro levels. The

influx of Mexican immigrant workers does not give rise to an

increase in unemployment rate for the overall labor market,

but leads to job displacement for native-born workers who

have similar occupation skills and perform the same types of

jobs. However, the job displacement is not on a one-on-one

basis. It is therefore speculated that the influx of

immigrant workers will surely displace a small fraction of

unskilled native workers, but contributes to the increase in

employment opportunities in particular for semi-skilled and

skilled workers. By the same token, government intervention

in helping "displaced" native workers locate jobs in the

primary labor market is of necessity, since the influx of

i~~igrant workers cannot be eased in the short to medium

run. In addition to job competition, the presence of

immigrant workers would depress the wage level of native

workers performing the same types of jobs. However, the
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depression is slight. The most explicit effect of immigrant

workers on the wage level is slowing the growth of wage

rates for unskilled native workers. As for the effect on

variation in income level for native workers, because

Mexican immigrant workers are mostly less-skilled, unskilled

native workers will therefore be hurt, but skilled workers

and capital owners will benefit.

Assimilation theory suggests that after a long, slow

process immigrants will be less discriminated against and

gain more respect as their economic status and understanding

about the host culture and language improve. This implies

that the discrimination and exclusion from the mainstream

society indeed impede the assimilation of immigrants into

the host society. However, immigrants' self-conception of

reluctance to assimilate may also be an important factor in

determining their process of settlement. In addition,

concentration of immigrants in some areas may be a

determinant giving rise to the concern with job competition

and the fear of changing demography and cultural values.

Yet concentration of immigrants seems hardly avoidable;

since newcomer immigrants cannot speak English fluently,

their dependence upon prior immigrants becomes an

alternative to gain assistance in adaptation to the host

society.

Finally, based on the above findings and the discussion

of historical evolution of immigration policy, suggestions
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on the reform of immigration policy are proposed: The

preference system in the immigration law can continue, but

the focus should be diverted from humanitarian consideration

to economic consideration corresponding with the "need" in

the American economy. Coupled with the cooperation of the

Mexican government, a long-term solution to illegal

immigration is to attract foreign investment in production

technology that could absorb plentiful labor. In addition,

the regulation of the high growth rate of fertility in

Mexico should be of great concern to Mexican policy makers.

In an attempt to remedy the projected labor shortage in the

united states and help Mexican government assuage the

pressure of abundant labor force, a short to medium-term

solution is to institute a system ot monitoring the u.s.

labor market conditions, and therefore to provide u.s.

employers in need with a foreign worker program. However,

employers willing to hire foreign workers are required to

pay additional costs other than wages as a compensation to

the government in assisting "displaced" native workers

locating employment opportunities. Both solutions are

intended to provide the u.s. government an access to regain

controllability over the issue of illegal immigration.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

The year 1864 was the watershed in the history of u.s.

iIlL,tigration policy. The passage of the Act of Encourage

Immigration, also known as the Contract Labor Act,

represented the beginning of government intervention in

immigration matters. However, rather than reflecting an

inimical attitude toward the inflow of immigrants from

Europe, the 1864 Act instead encouraged the immigration of

unskilled workers to meet the demand for labor throughout

the North. It was not until the year 1885 with the passage

of Alien Contract Labor Law that restrictions were placed on

immigration from Europe. Yet, because the court's

interpretation of this law favored Europeans, the practice

of contracting foreign labor from Europe continued. The old

immigrant groups, primarily the dominant Anglo-Saxon and

strongly Protestant citizens, reacted angrily to the

increased flow of immigrants into the United states. The

workingmen felt the new immigrants from parts of Europe

other than Britain posed a threat to employment

opportunities. other people thought that the importation of
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Catholicism would damage the dominant Protestant culture and

institutions (Briggs, 1984b: 22). Eventually, the breakout

of The Civil War turned the old immigrants' attention to the

antislavery movement. However, the growth of resentment

continued, as the Chinese became the victims of retaliation

by white workers--many of whom were also immigrants. The

passage of the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1882 was not only a

move to deny entry to Chinese immigrants, but also an

initial step to exclude the possible elltry of other groups

such as Japanese, Russians, and immigrants from East and

South Europe (Briggs, 1984b: 26-27).

The combination of the breakout of the Mexican civil

War in 1911, the discontinuous supply of European

immigrants, and the First World War demand for labor allowed

hundreds of thousands of Mexicans to immigrate into the

united States as a solution to the labor shortage problem.

Undoubtedly, the Mexicans' pursuit of employment

opportunities was also a part of the broader drive to

migrate during that period. This mass emigration from

Mexico "marked the beginning of the process of

institutionalization of the flow of legal and illegal

immigration from Mexico that has continued to this day."

(Briggs, 1984b: 38)

In a review of the history of Mexican immigration to

the united States during the years 1900-1965, several

characteristics should be stressed:
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1) The u.s. immigration policy had always treated ethnic

minority groups unfairly. For instance, the first official

immigration investigation report by the Dillingham

Commission asserted that new immigrants were inferior, and

should therefore be restricted from entry. As a result of

this report, the Immigration Act of 1917 erected literacy

tests as barriers to control the type of person who

immigrated into the United states. In addition, the

National origins Act of 1924 set quotas to regulate the

allowable number of immigrants from each country. In

reality, the methodology of setting quotas favored only the

nations of Northern and Western Europe.

2) The restrictions on the entry of new immigrants were

derived primarily from the illiberal and hostile attitudes

held by whites--many of them immigrants themselves. Legal

access to enter the united states narrowed, not only because

organized labor feared of economic competition from the new

immigrants, but also because Protestant church leaders

feared the decay of Protestant character caused by other

religions.

3) The entrance of the Mexican workers was fundamentally

based on t~e consideration of "need." In times of need,

during World War I and II for instance, labor policies

allowed the entrance of millions of Mexican workers in order

to fill job vacancies in agricultural and manufacturing

sectors. In times of no need, those workers once brought in
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would be sent home through actions like the Mexican

Repatriation Movement during the 1930s and the cessation of

the Bracero program in 1965. The use of established

repatriation mechanisms became especially evident during the

U.S. economic downfall (Garcia Y Griego, 1983).

After the end of the Bracero Program, it is fair to say

the illegal immigration of most of the Mexican migrants was

due to several good reasons: (1) The majority of Bracero

program workers returned illegally to the United States

"simply because they could not relocate in Mexico nor could

they meet the tightened U.S. immigration requirements."

(Blejer, Johnson, and Porzecanski, 1978: 220) In addition,

(2) illegal migration is much faster and cheaper method for

Mexicans to enter the United States, when compared to the

limited quotas, the requirement of self-sufficiency proof,

and the required payment of many fees and key documents

postulated for legal immigration (Blejer, Johnson, and

Porzecanski, 1978). Most importantly, (3) the demand for

low-wage and low-skilled workers still exists, and it is

this demand, usually ignored by the u.s. government, which

actually attracts the migration across the border.

Guest workers and undocumented workers are substitutes

for each other especially in the case of migration from

Mexico to the United states. Whenever the border is

strictly tightened or restrictions on legal migration are

put into practice, illegal migration across the border
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appears to increase. A method for solvi.ng the dilemma of

the immigration policy is of great significance and

challenge.

Since the termination of the Bracero Program, the

inflow of illegal immigrants has apparently to become an

issue of great concern to the united States. Because of

geograph~c proximity, illegal immigrants from Mexico have

drawn particular attention from the pUblic. There is no

doubt that their presence in the united states has given

rise to a number of common perceptions:

1. The number of illegal immigrants is skyrocketing.

2. The growing pool of undocumented Mexican workers is a

threat to the employment opportunities of native-born

workers.

3. Illegal immigrants use pUblic services which cost more

than their tax contributions in the areas in Which they

concentrate.

Are the above-mentioned perceptions verifiable? Have

illegal aliens really caused the aggravation of social order

and deprived native residents of their economic interests?

These are some of the problems which will be dealt with in

this study.

These questions must be addressed because they are

inevitably linked to the process of economic development.

Under some models of development, when a country's economic

development reaches a certain standard of living, it is
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faced with the unavoidable issue that the labor market will

lack the adequate labor force to fill the low-wage and low

skilled jobs. The deficiency is soon be filled by the

inflow of a foreign labor force, legally and/or illegally.

The impact of foreign laborers on the destination country

should be judged on the basis of an assessment of measured

effects rather than sentiment.

A. Methodology and Framework of the Research

The research here is be segmented into three main

parts: The first part concentrates on the immigration

process and the characteristics of Mexican immigrants, the

second deals with the effect of illegal immigrants on both

the United states and Mexico, and the third discusses policy

implications for illegal immigration. with respect to the

process of illegal immigration and characteristics of

Mexican immigrants: This part is intended to set the

framework of illegal immigration into the united states, and

to help define the "policy space" within which the issue of

illegal immigration is situated. The focus is then on the

factors stimulating the departure and entry of illegal

immigrants. Chapter III examines concepts related to

traditional "pushing and pulling" factors. While

traditional studies can outline broad pushing and pulling

forces, they cannot tell which force will be the most

important. The factors driving the departure and arrival of
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illegal immigrants can be identified through the use of

several regression models. This approach is the extensive

application of an aggregate economic model to data collected

for both Mexico and the united states to examine the factors

stimulating migration across the border.

Focusing on the model at the aggregate level is not

enough to fully depict the reasons why illegal immigrants

leave their homeland for the United states. Therefore, a

model estimating employment and mobility at the micro level

will be adopted by referring to Massey's (1987) data set.

In studying the immigrant effects on the United states

as well as Mexico, Blacks, American Hispanics, and youths

are usually seen as the groups vulnerable to the entry of

immigrant workers into the labor market. Therefore, two

chapters are devoted to the discussion of the effect of

(illegal) immigrants on those three groups of workers. The

emphasis is placed on the effect on employment of Blacks,

American Hispanics, and youths. In order to test the

hypothesis that the presence of illegal immigrants in the

labor market will not result in increased unemployment for

each group, a set of aggregate and individual data models is

employed.

In addition to using the regression models, these

chapters also explore the existing literature on the effects

of illegal immigrants on wages, social services, welfare
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programs, and such non-economic aspects as language and

political participation, as well as immigrant adaptation to

the host society.

In discussing the impact of illegal immigrants on this

country, several elements in association with the

demographic transition cannot be ignored. It is widely

known that a stage of slow population growth and an aging

population faces the united states. If economic development

does not reach a stage in which labor-saving technology is

widely used in labor-intensive industries, the concern will

be the question of who will fill the labor shortage in the

foreseeable future.

However, the ability to draw the conclusion that

illegal workers have "positive effects" on the labor market

necessitates knowledge of both the extent of displacement

and depression and of the benefits undocumented workers

bring to other Americans and the American economy as a

whole. In addition, this ability requires a means of

weighing such benefits against costs.

To understand the U.S.-Mexican relations and the policy

toward the illegal immigration, the focus can be turned to

the description of U.S.-Mexican relations based on the

discussions above. It is often suggested that for the

United States to curtail the inflow of illegal immigration

one effective policy is to support the economic development
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of migrant-sending countries, especially in the case of

Mexican immigration (Weintraub, 1983). To jUdge this

assertion, one must first of all have insight into U.S.

Mexican relations in economy, geopolitics, and even

strategy. Only on the basis of a clear understanding of

these relations, can one evaluate the current American

immigration policy. Since the (illegal) immigration issue

involves both countries, the United States cannot solve this

issue alone. Bilateral cooperation is the right direction

in dealing with the immigration issue.

In addition, a projection into the future and the

evaluation of the current immigration policy of the United

States is required in order to make policy proposals: What

will be the characteristics of future immigrants with the

current imposition of a new immigration law? What problems

will employers face after the implementation of the

sanctions? Is the new immigration law able to solve the

issue of illegal immigration? These are some of the

problems which are discussed in the conclusion of this

study. In sum, if the illegal immigrants' impact is

positive, rather than granting amnesty from time to time, a

good way to resolve the issue might be to provide a legal

process to allow the entrance of low-skilled workers for

employment. Of course, many conditions relevant to the

legalization are taken into account in this study.
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B. Summary o:f Framework

To make the organization more explicit, the framework

of this research can be divided into the following chapters:

Chapter two--focusing on the relationship between

international (illegal) immigration and economic

development. The purpose of reviewing this relationship is

to understand the "environment': within which the issue of

illegal immigration is derived and situated.

Chapter three--concentrating on the factors stimulating and

attracting the migration from Mexico. In addition to

referring to the existing literature, a regression model

using aggregate data is employed to gain an insight into the

migration process.

Chapter four--in addition to the continuation of probing the

factors influential to migration, a regression model using

individual data is employed to understand the

characteristics of immigrants. The understanding of

immigrant characteristics can help policy makers work out

appropriate policies to resolve the issue of illegal

immigration. Immigrant impact on the use of social services

is also taken into account.

Chapter five--emphasizing the impact that illegal immigrants

have on the United states. Several regression models are

used to measure the magnitude of immigrant effects on
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employment of such ethnic minority groups as blacks and

Hispanics and on employment of an age group--youths.

Chapter six--continuing to shed light on the impact of

immigration on employment, but at the micro level.

Chapter Seven--in addition to the economic effects of

immigration, immigrant impact on such non-economic aspects

as demography, language, integration, and political

participation is discussed.

Chapter eight--highlighting the U.S.-Mexican relations in

economic and political aspects to point out the importance

of the cooperative work of both countries on the issue of

illegal immigration. Any proposal given by unilateral

effort will not be valid. On the basis of analyses in

previous chapters, an assessment of the system in effect of

U.S. immigration policy is made, and some suggestions on the

improvement of the ongoing immigration policy are also

proposed.

c. Data Sources

The aggregate data employed for the time-series models

in chapters three and five are collected primarily from such

sources as International Financial statistics (International

Monetary Fund), The statistical Abstract of the united

states (Census Bureau of the united States), statistical

Yearbook of Immigration and Naturalization Services, the

Employment and Earnings Survey (Labor Department of the
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United states), and, when possible, data from Mexican

government pUblications. In addition, data with respect to

certain areas and industries in which illegal immigrants

concentrate are taken into account. However, because of the

elusiveness of illegal immigrants, accurately estimating the

annual inflow of illegal immigrants seems to be a serious

problem. Therefore, the number of apprehensions weighted by

the expenditures on border patrol will be used as a proxy

for the annual inflow of illegal immigrants.

The data used in the cross-section models are heavily

dependent upon the survey data generated by Massey (1987)

and chiswick (1986) who have been interested in this

SUbject. The summary of their survey data is presented as

follows:

Massey (1987): Data surveyed in both Mexico and California

by focusing on information like selection into the Mexican

labor force and also selection into the U.s. migrant force,

and their relevant variables.

Chiswick (1986a): Personal survey on the matched employee

employer data is used to analyze the wage of illegal aliens.
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CHAPTER II

Economic Development vs. Labor Migration:
origins of Mexican immigration to the united states

How the international population movement occurs has

remained a profound question. Since the world today is

integrated into an economic system operating on the grounds

of free market mechanisms, the ability to answer this

question requires the exploration of the relationship

between international and indigenous economic development

and labor migration. The integration of global economy

makes economic migration an indispensable component of the

free market system. This chapter begins with tr-e discussion

about the interaction between international economic

development and labor migration, and then the focus sheds

light on the effect of domestic economic development on

labor migration. In focusing on the case in Mexico, the

highlight of discussion is how economic development in

Mexico leads to Mexican migration. Finally, questions with

respect to Mexican immigrants in the United States are

raised as a threshold for subsequent discussions.
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A. International Economic Development va. International
Labor Migration

International labor migration is more than a population

movement across national boundaries. Because of the

transfer of human capital and the motivation to pursue

economic profits, international labor migration is actually

the movement of human resources from one place to another,

leading to a change in economic development of the countries

involved. In contrast to the international circulation of

capital and goods, the international transfer of labor

receives less attention because it has no immediately

obvious effect on a country's economy. However,

international labor migration is indeed a circulation of

resources in the international system, a reflection of

development inequalities between countries, and a

contribution to development inequalities between labor-

sending and labor-receiving countries (Sassen-Koob, 1978).

Under the circumstance of development inequalities, a

common pattern of international migration appears to be that

individuals in areas with higher unemployment and lower

earnings move to areas with lower unemployment and higher

earnings. The emigration countries are therefore always

thought to be the beneficiaries from labor migration to the

rich countries. The international economic system can

roughly be segmented into two groups of countries according

to the degree of industrialization: developed and less-
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developed countries. Due to high industrialization, the

former is usually faced with labor shortage, particularly in

the non-monopoly and agricultural sectors. On the other

hand, the latter appears to face the reverse condition that

unskilled and semi-skilled labor is abundant, stemming from

the concentration of industrial structure on capital

intensive production and cash-crop agricultural production.

The labor shortage in developed countries and labor

surplus in less developed countries is attributed mostly to

the difference in the development stage and also to the

development policy that individual countries select. In

this circumstance, labor migration from less developed to

developed countries becomes unavoidable. Therefore, given

the interdependence of countries in the world economy, both

countries of importing and exporting labor are likely to

gain from the international transfer of human resources.

For instance, labor-exporting countries would benefit by

means of remittances sent home by emigres and the relaxation

of population pressure. For labor-importing countries,

which are primarily highly industrialized countries with a

labor scarcity, the importation of labor can substantially

meet the labor demand, leading to the decrease of labor

costs in production. In addition, the temporary nature of

migrant workers usually makes migrant workers a resource for

labor-importing countries to counter cyclical recession.

Migrant workers are imported when needed, otherwise they are
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repatriated (Sassen-Koob, 1980). The case of Western Europe

employing massive numbers of foreign workers since World War

II in order to reconstruct and operate its economy may be

one of the best instances to substantiate the benefits

accrued to labor-importing countries.

Not only is the international labor migration derived

from development inequalities, but it is also conducive to

development inequalities among the rich and poor countries.

In the case of the employment in the developed countries of

highly skilled, educated workers fr,')m the less developed

countries, the latter usually sufi~~s from the drain of

highly trained professionals. The "Brain drain" may lead to

the widening of the gap between countries in economic

development (Sassen-Koob, 1978).

Except for a few cases such as political and religious

persecution, the currently international labor migration is

motivated mostly by the desire to pursue economic

opportunities. As this desire is not satisfied, the labor

migration occurs. The economic opportunities in association

with the desire to migrate are not confined merely to those

factors that can be quantified, such as wage differentials,

employment or unemployment, and remittances or savings.

They are also comprised of unquantifiable factors such as

quality of life and kinship chain of migration. Under some

circumstances, although it might be a necessary condition,

the wage differentials can not be seen as sufficient to
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explain the international migration phenomenon.

Diversifying family income sources and thus reducing risk

may be a determinant of migration.

If the migrant's mean income in the country of
destination is at least as large as any of his nor-
migrating mean incomes, and if this migration income is
distributed independently of all other family incomes,
it is mandatory for a risk-averse family to introduce
the migration income into its optimal portfolio
regardless of the variance of each income--provided
only that it is finite (and non-zero). (Stark, 1980:
208)

Therefore, it can sometimes be observed that some members of

a household may migrate in an attempt to make higher

earnings on one hand, and reduce the risk of generating

family incomes on the other.

The desire to pursue a better quality of life may be

another determinant of migration, even though it is

difficult to define the criteria determining the quality of

life. Today, many immigrants from East Asian countries

enter the developed countries in an attempt to find a better

quality of life but still rely on family incomes earned ir

the countries of origin as sources of maintaining family

livelihood; this unique pattern of migration reflects that

the desire to pursue higher earnings in the countries of

destination evidently becomes less significant.

Nevertheless, although wage differentials and even

employment opportunities may not in some cases be of major

concern for migration, they are still important in

influencing the decision of many individuals to migrate,
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particularly for individuals unable to earn a higher income

in the country of origin.

The labor migration across countries is not only

activated by the individual choice to pursue better economic

opportunities, but also influenced by the variation in the

macro environment of a nation or nations. Since most of the

countries in the world have been encompassed in an economic

system--capitalist or free market system, change in one

country's economic conditions may lead to change in the

other. One of the best instances may be the large demand

for foreign workers in oil-producing Arab countries starting

from the early 1980s. After the energy crisis, the booming

economic conditions in those countries resulted in the

importation of foreign workers to meet the need for labor

for rapid industrialization. It has sometimes been argued

that the incorporation of many areas into the world

capitalist system lead to the division of the center and the

periphery in terms of the level of industrialization, and

that the labor migration is the result of economic expansion

of the center in the periphery (Sassen-Koob, 1981). This

argument may be radical, but at least it indicates that

labor migration has to do with the variation in economic

interaction between countries and with the role of states,

which is reflected in the development policy that an

individual country adopts. If the actions of states is

excluded as determinants to international migration, the
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explanation about the international transfer of labor based

merely on individual choice can provide only a partial

profile.

Labor, as indicated above, is only one of the resources

circulating internationally; capital and goods are also

components constructing the international circulation system

of resources. Labor, capital, and goods constitute a

triangle relationship, and are mutually affected by each

other in circulation and accumulation. However, the

circulation of both capital and goods is much faster than

that of labor, because the restrictions set on and the

influence of spatial distance over the former are

comparatively limited. The influence of capital and goods

over the circulation of labor is therefore comparatively

stronger; the unbalanced development of international trade

and capital accumulation between countries will sometimes

result in international labor migration but international

migration would not contribute to the improvement of

unbalanced development. Under this circumstance, the

international trade and the competition in the global

mcrkets may greatly influence international labor migration.

It is widely known that many less developed countries have

burdened themselves with massive foreign debts in order to

maintain their existing economic scale. What if the source

of capital were cut off or those countries were not able to

repay their debts? One immediate result would be the
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collapse of the economy in those debtor countries. As a

consequence of economic depression, the unemployed labor

would move from one place to another.

In addition, in order to gain competitiveness in the

world market, each country develops its own pattern of

economic development in terms of individual factor

endowment. As a resnlt, in terms of economic capacity some

countries are unable to provide enough employment

opportunities to absorb the abundant labor force, and the

outward migration becomes one of the best alternatives. On

the other hand, some developed countries such as Japan and

the united states are faced with a labor shortage, leading

to the inflow of immigrant workers (Kusuda, 1971).

Particularly for rapidly industrializing countries, a need

for labor which is only partially offset by labor-saving

technology may be compensated by the importation of foreign

workers, reducing labor costs to sustain competitiveness in

the world market (Sapir, 1983).

In short, the international labor migration can not be

regarded as a independent event as it is an integral part of

the international economic system. A variation in any

component of the system would affect the circulation system

of resources, making this system more complex in operation.

Since the actions of states play an important role in

affecting labor migration over national boundaries,
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attention should be given to the policy for determining the

direction of economic development.

B. Economic Development policy and Labor Migration

within the world economic system, a country's economic

development policy will not only affect indigenous economic

conditions, but also influence economic conditions in other

countries. Because many less developed countries compose of

the major source of labor emigration, their models of

development must be an important determinant in the

explanation of the outward labor migration.

Generally speaking, many developing countries have

widely adopted two development models in association with an

individual country's size, geographic location, and history:

import-substitution policy and export-oriented policy. The

import-substitution policy encourages economic growth on the

basis of expansion of domestic market. The idea of the

import substitution policy is to "make the country less

dependent on foreign exchange and imported goods and less

vulnerable to fluctuations in the market prices for raw

material and agricultural exports by improving internal

manUfacturing capabilities, starting with the production of

consumer goods previously imported from abroad." (Wyman,

1983: 21) As the products produced indigenously are not

able to compete in the global markets because of

inefficiency and high costs,le domestic products make no
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contribution to the increment of foreign exchange. On the

contrary, when the domestic producers increase demand for

cheaper foreign raw materials and manufacturing products,

import substitution policy opens a gate of foreign exchange

drainage and puts the country into debt.

In the attempt to expand the domestic market,

increasing the size of the population may become an

alternative method for maintaining economic growth. When

the number of jobs provided cannot catch up with the

quantitative increase in labor force or when an economic

downturn hits, the immediate result is usually an outward

migration of the excessive labor force. One important

feature of the import-substitution policy for economic

development is the emphasis on capital-intensive

manufacturing industries and cash crop agriculture. As

such, the capacity to absorb labor force is limited.

Although some countries adopting import-substitution begin

at the latter stage of development in order to seek new

markets abroad, because of their early focus on capital

intensive production the transformation is not very

effective in providing employment opportunities for their

own labor force.

For countries following an export-oriented policy, the

consequence is quite the reverse. At the initial stage of

development, the emphasis on labor-intensive production,

coupled with extensive implementation of family planning
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program, helps to alleviate the pressure of overpopulation.

In addition, in the beginning phase of industrialization

export-oriented countries are greatly reliant upon the

monetary assistance from abroad in order to procure

necessary equipment and materials for maintaining the scale

of economic production. However, with the continuation of

capital accumulation from product exportation and

technological advancement, as well as the proper control of

population growth, those export-oriented countries have not

only repaid the borrowed foreign exchange, but also begun to

face the problem of labor shortage and the increase of labor

costs (see Kusuda, 1971; Portes, 1983).

Both economic development policies to some extent

encourage emigration. countries with export-oriented

economies are more likely to lo~e their professional

workers; the labor-intensive industries require more

unskilled and semiskilled workers and the demand for

professional workers is relatively lower. In contrast with

export-oriented countries, countries encouraging economic

development through the expansion of their internal markets

may lose their plentiful unskilled and semiskilled workers.

As indicated above, the capital-intensive production cannot

provide enough employment opportunities to indigenous

workers, particularly under the pressure of an excessive

labor force.
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In comparing the quantity of emigres, countries with an

export-oriented policy may have fewer emigrants than

countries adopting an import-substitution policy. In terms

of the quality of emigration, the export-oriented countries

seem to have suffered a heavy loss of talented workers.

However, with capital accumulation and technological

advancement the emigrant professionals from export-oriented

countries have shown strong proclivity to return to their

homeland, this is especially true for emigrant professionals

from newly industrialized countries. Nonetheless,

regardless of the model selected for economic development,

labor emigration over national boundaries has shown a close

connection with the economic development policy that a

country chooses.

The choice of the economic development model is only

one of the factors affecting labor emigration. The

international labor migration is in actuality the outcome of

inequalities derived in the process of internal as well as

international economic development. It has been found that

countries in a s~ate of transition from traditional to

modern economies are more likely to have higher emigration

rates (Lee, 1970: 441). A common trait to those countries

facing rapid transition is the disparity of income

distribution, along with the contraction of available

employment opportunities. As a result of income disparity

and limited employment opportunities, outward migration
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occurs. However, massive migration in those countries is

first reflected in rural-urban migration. with rapid

industrialization, urban areas attract many rural workers

with increasing wage levels and emploYment opportunities.

Yet, with the saturation of job markets in the urban sector

and the limitations of commercialized agriculture in

providing higher wages and jobs to meet the plentiful labor

supply, the rural migrants are either unemployed or employed

in the informal sector of urban economy. The unemployed

rural migrants and the displaced urban residents become the

reserve of international migrant labor. When those

countries are proximate in geography with countries with

abundant capital and a rising wage level, emigration becomes

one of the best alternatives to mitigate the pressure of

unemployment and underemployment in labor surplus countries

(see also Lewis, 1954; Mazumdar, 1983).

In summary, both domestic migration and international

migration can be characterized as following a general

principle: labor shortage--decrease of income disparity-

inflow of migrant workers, or labor surplus--increase of

income disparity--outflow of migrant workers (Kusuda, 1971).

The interference of states in market adjustment mechanisms

through the imposition of minimum wage and the fluctuation

of foreign exchange rates plays a very important role in

affecting labor migration.
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The circulation of labor, as indicated above, cannot

proceed faster. Limited primarily by geographical distance

and the transportation vehicles capacity, labor migration

usually happens in regional areas with regional

consequences. In each region of the global system, there

are always a few highly industrialized center economies

surrounded by many peripheral economies facing economic

transition. Because of development inequality between the

centers and the peripheries, labor migration, evidently

motivated by a search for better economic opportunities,

~akes place between the center and the peripheral countries

(see also Portes, 1978).1

Labor migration plays an important role in reducing

inequalities which are a result of economic development in

labor emigration countries, but to some extent aggravates

inequalities in labor immigration countries. countries

receiving immigrant labor are likely to gain from the

decrease of wage level, but the income disparity between

groups hurt by the decreased wages and groups benefited

would be widened. Labor-receiving countries are likely to

gain by the additions to human capital, but the addition of

heterogenous persons to the host society may lead to

political and social tensions. However, the incrementation

of new labor in the host country, if considered in economic

terms, is likely to increase the total output of the economy
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and stimulate investment and production in both public and

private sectors (Miracle and Berry, 1970).

For labor-sending countries, the gains are likely to be

the decline of income disparity because of the increased

wage level, the additions to human capital after the return

of migrant workers, and the remittances as a source of

foreign exchange (Sjastad, 1962; Miracle and Berry, 1970;

Godfrey, 1983).2 However, if migrant workers fail to

return, the total output of the economy may decline and

losses of human capital may occur.

After comparing the gains and losses in both labor

sending and -receiving countries, it is likely that at least

in the short run the development inequalities between

countries may continue, especially given the decline of

total output and the losses of human capital in the labor

sending countries. Labor migration starts with inequalities

which are a consequence of economic development within the

world economy system. If the labor-sending countries

continued to stimulate their economic growth based on the

expansion of domestic markets or on capital-intensive

production, labor migration might continue as development

inequalities increase (see also Kearney, 1986). The policy

emphasizing the expansion of domestic market and the

capital-intensive production at the initial stage of

industrialization will lead primarily to an increase in

population size and inequality of income distribution.
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Under a circumstance of limited employment opportunities and

unequal income distribution, the surplus labor force will be

continuously driven off from the countries of origin.

c. Economic Development and Labor Migration from Mexico to
the United states: The origin of Illegal Immigration

The relationship of labor migration to economic

development in the framework of global economic system and

also limitation of massive labor migration usually to

regional areas of the international system have been briefly

sketched above. Based on the recognition that labor

migration is derived from national and international

development inequalities, the focus diverts to the labor

migration from Mexico to the United states and its

relationship with economic development. The immigration

flow between Mexico and the united states has a long history

because of their geographic proximity. Discussion on this

particular immigrant phenomenon can not only indicate the

origin of immigration from Mexico, but also address the

fundamental issues facing both countries.

The outward labor migration from Mexico is to a

substantial degree the consequence of development

inequalities with Mexico. During the growth phase of the

Mexican economy, the Mexican government adopted an import-

substitution policy for lowering the prices of agricultural

products to support the development of industrialization. 3
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Consequently, this policy aggravated the already severe

problem of rural poverty, resulting in the widening of

income differences between rural and urban areas. Along

with the adoption of capital-intensive production techniques

in rural areas, the unbalanced development between rural and

urban areas accelerated the outward migration out of rural

areas. However, for many rural migrants migration to urban

areas might not be as promising as expected. In urban

areas, the Mexican government's encouragement and the

introduction of multinational corporations (Blomstrom, 1986)

has substantially concentrated manufacturing on large-scale,

highly capital-intensive production. 4 As a result, access

to employment opportunities has been narrowed for a large

portion of the Mexican labor force (Roberts, 1982; Briggs,

1984). More seriously, the modern sectors that once molded

a "miracle" in the history of Mexican economic development

can no longer afford the increased demand for employment

opportunities by the plentiful work force in Mexico

(Reynolds, 1983: 29).

In addition to income differences and limited

employment opportunities, from 1950 to 1980 the dramatic

population growth rate in Mexico has been an important

determinant in the further deterioration of development

inequalities and subsequent exodus from rural areas and out

of Mexico. The age-specific fertility rate has been

gradually declining with the economic growth, but the high
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fertility in Mexico has continued as compared to other

developing countries. The disproportionate distribution of

age structure under 15 years old in many rural areas not

only reflects the rapid rate of population growth, but also

increases the reserve of potential labor force for Mexican

labor markets (Butterworth, 1975). As a result of

contracted employment opportunities available in both rural

and urban areas, the excessive labor force pours from the

rural areas into the urban areas in Mexico and the United

states. However, the out-migration from rural areas in

Mexico does not imply that the Mexican people who migrate to

the United states must be former rural migrants in Mexico.

Because of the contraction of employment opportunities in

Mexican urban areas, the unemployed and underemployed in

urban areas may also illegally migrate to the United states

in pursuit of employment opportunities (Portes, 1979;

Roberts, 1982).

Currently, illegal immigration is the most pending

issue facing Mexico and the United states. For many

reasons, the annual inflow and the number of Mexican illegal

aliens in the U.s. population cannot be accurately

estimated. However, based on the number of apprehensions by

immigration officials on the southern border, the annual

inflow of Mexican illegal aliens to the United states is of

great concern. Because Mexican illegal aliens possess

lower levels of schooling and occupational attainment, a
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large fraction of them work in low-skilled jobs (Chiswick,

1986). As a result, the appearance of illegal aliens in the

labor market has triggered a concern of wage depression and

job displacement by native labor performing the same types

of work.

The inequalities of economic development in Mexico has

stimulated the migration of Mexicans to either urban areas

or to the united states. These migrants are in essence

workers in search of employment opportunities rather than

political refugees. For a long time, migrants across U.S.

Mexican border have play~d an important role in alleviating

development inequalities in Mexico; their incomes have been

a primary source of foreign exchange to Mexico and of

livelihood to many Mexican families (see also Reichert,

1981). Given the close relationship between Mexico and the

United states in economy, politics, and strategy, migration

between Mexico and the united states would continue to be an

essential and uneasily separated element of this

relationship.

The political border between Mexico and the United

states separates not only two political entities, but also

two levels of living resulting from economic development.

The higher income level, better quality of life, and

relative abundance of employment opportunities are

attractive to Mexican people who suffer from poverty and

unemployment or underemployment. Moreover, the
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establishment of cultural and kinship networks through

former Mexican migrants in the United States has also been

an important pUll factor in stimulating the subsequent

migrants. The concentration of Mexican immigrants in

several states not only exemplifies the magnitude of the

network, but also provides protection and assistance for the

subsequent immigrants in adaptation to the host society

(Briggs, 1984).

In addition, the acquisition of cheap labor by

employers to sustain capitalist production has also been

argued as the motivation to recruit workers from abroad

(Bach, 1978; Jenkins, 1978). Because of foreign labor's

political weakness, the recruitment of immigrant workers has

been regarded by employers not only as a way to reduce labor

costs and maintain production profits, but also as a

mechanism to suppress the expansion of organized labor.

Moreover, the recruitment of immigrant workers helps reduce

the direct costs of human capital investment, because

immigrant workers are usually young, well-educated and

trained enough to assume production in agriculture and low

skilled or semiskilled occupations. Given the proclivity of

employers to reduce the production costs and their

confrontation with organized labor in compensation

bargaining, employers have undoubtedly played an active role

in recruiting foreign labor.
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The massive importation of foreign labor to the United

states, particularly from Mexico, started with an attempt to

fill vacancies left by the out-migration of blacks from the

southern states to solve the problem of labor shortage in

agricultural sector, accompanied by the impediment of

migration across the Atlantic during the First World War.

The flow of black out-migration and foreign labor

immigration continued, but slowed during the Great

Depression. During World War II, the flow resumed in

earnest to meet the demand for labor. At that time, most of

the blacks not in the military were employed in the

industrial and service sectors in urban centers, and the

vacancies left in agricultural sector were filled mostly by

immigrant workers. The bracero program from 1942 to 1964

exemplified the magnitude of immigrant workers in

agricultural production in the Southwest (Petersen, 1978;

Muller and Espenshade, 1985).

The U.s. fruit and vegetable industry has persistently

relied on a cheap labor force--from the reliance on blacks

to Hispanics and immigrant workers--to maintain its profits

of production, because of agriculture's nature as both a

labor-intensive and a seasonal industry. The reliance of

agriculture producers on a cheap labor force therefore

establishes an economic tie with immigrant workers who are

paid less and can be recruited on a seasonal basis. It has

been argued that the fruit and vegetable industry can resort
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to mechanization to eliminate the dependence on foreign

labor and increase competitiveness with produce from other

countries (Martin, 1983). However, given the comparatively

lower labor costs of agricultural production in other

countries and the questionable effectiveness of replacing

labor with machines to harvest fruits and vegetables, the

traditionally established tie of u.s. agriculture with cheap

immigrant labor is not easily terminated. The demand for

foreign labor to work in the agricultural sector is expected

to continue.

For employers in the non-monopoly sector, the desire to

reduce labor costs and scarcities which are a result of high

industrialization in the United states stimulates the

recruitment of foreign labor. This is especially true since

1967, when, along with the calls for higher welfare

benefits, the coverage of minimum wage was extended to

include young and minority workers. The inflow of foreign

labor has not only increased the supply of cheap labor, but

also resulted in a generally deflationary effect by reducing

production costs, prices, and wages (Sassen-Koob, 1978;

1980). Under this circumstance, employers surely benefit

from the labor importation.

Based on the above description, international or

domestic labor migration is one of the components of the
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following policy framework composed at a macro level of a

chain cycle: economic development--labor migration

(international and/or domestic)--role and effects of labor

migration--government policy. The operation of this cycle

can be explained in the following terms: the unbalanced

economic development in an area will usually lead to a

disparity in income distribution and to labor migration from

the area with lower income or fewer employment opportunities

to the area with higher income or more economic employment

opportunities. Yet, as a result of labor migration workers

already in the destination of migration may be displaced or

forced to leave. Therefore, the government may need to

intervene in the labor migration process to maintain an

equitable distribution of income among areas or to provide

information for allocating labor to the place in need.

However, the uniqueness of the policy aimed at handling

international labor migration is its connection with other

countries involved. The oscillation of the international

migration policy of one country will be relevant to the

welfare concern of other countries, especially of the less

developed countries from which many people leave to seek

better economic opportunities. In this study, the emphasis

of analysis will be placed on only the last two components

of the chain cycle; that is, the role and effects of
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immigration and the government policy dealing with the

issue.

D. Literature Review and Research Direction

Research with respect to the role and impact of

(illegal) immigration and related policy issues can be

roughly classified into three main categories. The first

category is concerned with the "pushing and pUlling" factors

that give rise to the flo'llT of illegal immigrants between

countries. The second one is related to the effect of

illegal immigrants on the u.s. labor market and society.

The third one deals with the search for appropriate policies

to resolve the issue of illegal immigration. In each

category, a number of related questions have also been

discussed.

D.l. "Pushing and PUlling" Factors

"Pushing and pulling" factors are those factors that

constitute an environment resulting in the occurrence of

(illegal) immigration. In the host country, demand for low

wage workers, high expected monetary returns, and a higher

standard of living are a great attraction to the population

movement across the border. On the contrary, high

unemployment rates, high inflation, and social upheaval are

obviously significant in stimulating the departure of

inhabitants in the migrant-sending countries. In short, the
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inquiry into the "pushing and pulling" factors addresses the

problems of why migrants, legal or illegal, move back and

forth between countries. An understanding of those factors

will provide insight into the causes and effects of

migration.

Basically, problems in this category are concerned with

the conditions facing both migrant-sending and -receiving

countries which lead people to migrate. Much research has

explored the causes of migration between countries. For

instance, Ethier (1986) attempts to deal with the illegal

immigration issue from the host-country perspective in terms

of the pure theory of international ~rade. He discloses the

importance of a border enforcement policy in controlling the

unskilled labor employment rate and wages, and the

disadvantage that domestic enforcement policies have on the

illegal aliens when firms can distinguish the illegal aliens

from legal residents. The application of "spatial scale"

and "degree of spatial pattern analysis" is also adopted to

explicate the forces driving the out-migration from Mexico.

This analysis seems to provide a new access to the

understanding of undocumented migration (Jones, 1984).

Brown and Shue (1983), in cooperation with many

researchers, tried to explore the immigration issues. They

hypothesize that overpopulation, poverty, and proximity to

the united states have encouraged increasing immigration

from countries in Latin ~~erica and the Caribbean. However,
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the causes of out-migration from Latin American countries

need to be examined with care. Can only the "pushing and

pUlling" factors explain the migrant flows between

countries? The government's attitude toward the flow of

aliens may be one of the important determinants creating the

flood of illegal aliens. Therefore, the inquiry into the

variation in government policy toward immigration should be

important.

D.2. Effects of (Illegal) Immigration on Labor Market and
Society

The extent that the effects of immigration would have

on the host country is sUbstantially relevant to the

population size of immigrants in the country of destination.

Inquiry about the number of immigrants is therefore of great

significance.

D.2.1. Estimation on Number of Illegal Aliens and Difficulty

Many scholars have tried to approximate the population

size of illegal aliens in the United states. Robinson

(1980) attempts to determine the approximate magnitude of

the resident illegal alien population in the United states

through a comparative analysis of trends in age-specific

death rates in the United states. Because of the downward

trend of death rates for all age groups in the united states

since 1970, his finding that there is on average estimately
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2.6 million illegal aliens is contradictory to the

perception that many millions of illegal aliens (perhaps

over 6 million) are present here. Heer (1979), by referring

to the Current Population Survey, presents seven estimates

concerning the net flow of undocumented Mexican immigrants

to the United states. In terms of these estimates based on

the population growth of Mexican origin in the United

states, he concludes that the annual net flow of

undocumented Mexican immigrants ranges from 82,300 to

232,400 persons. His estimate does not conform with the

official conjecture that an average of 1.4 million illegal

aliens come to this country annually. The official estimate

is evidently an estimate of the grass flow of illegal aliens

and does not consider the departure or death of illegal

aliens.

Although many scholars have estimated the approximate

number of illegal immigrants, firm conclusion has hardly

been drawn. Some scholars have therefore discussed the

impact of unreliable data relevant to the size of illegal

alien population on the studies of the influence of illegal

immigrants on the American economy. A common issue

indicated in both Briggs' (1984a) and Houstoun's a (1983)

research papers is the difficulty in estimating the number

of illegal aliens or aliens in an irregular status. The

precise estimation of the number of illegal aliens is very

significant in evaluating the substantial impact of illegal
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aliens on the nation's labor force, or to a large extent on

the host-nation's society, politics, and economy.

The solution to the problem of imprecise estimation, as

Briggs (1984a) points out, is to concentrate on the local or

regional market conditions. Mexican and non-Mexican illegal

aliens should be analyzed separately, because each group

presents a different situation and labor market

significance. Many Mexican illegal aliens are concentrated

in areas in the Southwest United States, working as_Fural

"peasants." Non-Mexicans entering as students and travelers

present quite different occupational backgrour.d~ and future

horizons. Therefore, while estimating the number of

Mexicans illegal aliens, an awareness of the importance of

regions of origin and destination is required.

Because of the effects of a variety of political,

economic, and social changes in both sending and receiving

areas, estimates with regard to the flow of illegal aliens

have been markedly inconsistent (Houstoun, 1983).

Unreliable information about aliens in irregular status

might affect the measurement of the impact of illegal aliens

on the labor market in the host country.

The question of length of stay--sojourners settlers--is

another issue in assessing the impact of illegal aliens.

For instance, the stereotype that undocumented Mexican

workers engage in farming in the United States for few

months each year while maintaining social ties with their
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homeland has lost currency. Moreover, some undocumented

workers--probably significant numbers--move from irregular

to legal immigrant status by virtue of marriage to a u.s.

citizen (Houstoun, 1983). This tendency indicates that the

transition from temporary migration to settler immigration

in turn generate more migration from Mexico. The complexity

of the migration process itself might cause discrepancies

between reports, statistical and otherwise, of an enormous

flow of undocumented aliens across the southwest border of

the United states and in the recent relatively low estimates

of the size of the population of Mexicans in irregular

status in the united states (Briggs, 1976; Johnson & Ogle,

1978; Houstoun, 1983).

D.2.2. Influences of Immigration on wages, Employment, and
Social services

As the problems are relevant to the influences that

illegal immigrants have on the U.S. labor market, they are

usually seen as the centerpiece of illegal immigration

research. Their influence lies not only in that both legal

and illegal Mexican immigrants are today one of the fastest-

growing groups in the U.s. labor force, but also in that

their participation in the labor market as low-skilled and

low-wage workers is definitely of great importance to native

workers at low steps of the occupational ladder.
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A large amount of literature deals with the exploration

of illegal immigrant influences on the l~bor market. Borjas

(1982) presents an empirical analysis of earnings

differentials among male Hispanic immigrants in this

country. His discovery shows that competition exists even

between Hispanic ethnic groups; success in economic mobility

depends on the human capital investment of each ethnic

group. Grossman (1984) develops an equilibrium model to

scrutinize the general perception that illegal immigrants

displace native-born workers in the labor market. He

estimates that the disproportionate distribution of illegal

immigrants in agricultural sector would have a positive

effect on the employment of domestic unskilled workers.

Apart from the impact of illegal immigration on

employment, its influence on wage levels is also of great

concern. Chiswick (1986a) uses matched employee-employer

data to analyze the wages of illegal aliens and the employer

differences in on-the-job training provided to illegal

aliens. The result does not conform to the view that the

illegal aliens in the labor market lack opportunities for

economic advancement and job mobility. If his argument is

accepted, then participation of illegal aliens in the labor

market could menace native-born workers in some occupations.

Houstoun (1983) tries to describe the characteristics and

role of undocumented aliens in the u.s. labor market by

using statistical data from different sources. He concludes
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that the illegal aliens working in this country are mostly

low-skilled, low-status and low-wage workers, less educated,

male dominant, and, most importantly, demanded in the labor

market.

with respect to the impact on social services and

related considerations, a survey conducted by Weintraub

(1984) reveals that the state of Texas receives more from

taxes paid by undocumented persons than the costs to provide

them with such public services as education, health care,

and welfare. This finding seems to contravene the view that

illegal aliens take more and give less to this society. One

controversial issue concerning the impact of illegal aliens

is whether the entry of undocumented migrants mitigates

domestic pressures for structural change in the labor

market. Although unsanctioned labor migrants may lead to

political and social disruption, they may also serve

essentially as a buffer against internal pressures for an

upward change in the wages and working conditions of low

level jobs (see Sassen-Koob, 1978).

Some business interests claim that they cannot operate

without the illegals (see Chiswick, 1986a). Therefore,

illegal aliens seem to have contributed to economies of the

areas in which they work. Although a controversial

argument, it might be proper to assert that the Mexican

workers have been helping to feed Americans for years by

harvesting the crops.
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D.2.3. Non-Economic Impacts of Immigration

Apart from the above-mentioned effects of immigration

on the American economy, the most pending concern with the

appearance of immigrants is the possible effects that

immigrants may have on some non-economic aspects, which

include demography, language, and politics.

A value held by Mexican families should be deemed

important: Mexican families traditionally place a high value

on family ties and obligation. This value is very important

in creating a relative-to-relative chain which accounts for

the inflow of Mexican immigration and in influencing the

behavior and relationship of Mexican immigrants to other

ethnicities in the united states. This relative-to-relative

chain phenomenon is reflected in that Mexican immigrants are

likely to concentrate in areas where relatives have settled

and that they in turn attract more family members from

Mexico.

It is widely conceived that most Mexican immigrants

cannot speak English fluently. The ability to speak English

is c~lcial in improving the economic well-being of Mexican

immigrants. Their limited English language capability

sometimes results in friction between Mexican immigrants and

native Americans, the latter fearful of the dominance of

English language being undermined by the non-English

language used by immigrants. However, worry or controversy
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should be placed methods of helping immigrants achieve

proficiency. Bilingual education might be a good way to

improve immigrants' English language capability, but the

question of who should pay for the costs of bilingual

education program is a matter of great concern to native

Americans.

The influx of immigrants and high fertility rates among

Mexican women accrue to the concern over the effects on

population. The effects on popUlation are closely

associated with the overall economic development and

demographic change in the United states, especially in areas

with a concentration of Mexican immigrants. For instance,

large-scale Mexican immigration would perhaps lead to the

outflow of native residents from large urban centers and to

the expansion of professional and management jobs. Because

Mexican immigrant workers are basically unskilled and less

educated, their entry would produce a surplus of operatives

and laborers, posing a threat of job competition to native

workers who have the same types of skills. At the same time

it would lead to an increased demand for such professional

jobs as social workers and bilingual teachers. In addition,

the influx of Mexican immigrants since 1970 might be

conducive to the expansion of highly competitive industries

that face low-wage competition from other parts of the

world. with the participation of immigrants in the labor

market, some people may lose their jobs, but more employment
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opportunities would be created and lower prices for some

goods and services would be passed to consumers (Muller &

Espenshade, 1985).

Perhaps the most significant sentiment against the

continual immigration is the concern over the threat of a

change of national identity in this country. In addition,

the potential political strength possessed by immigrant

ethnic groups, who are usually geographically concentrated,

has become apparent in elections at all levels of

government. The importance of these social and political

issues is uppermost in the minds of many Americans concerned

with the consequences of immigration. These non-economic

issues, which are likely to become increasingly important in

formulating a national immigration policy, are perhaps the

greatest challenge for recent immigrants.

D.3. Interest Interaction Between the united states and
Migrant-sending country

Of the related interests of the united states and

migrant-sending countries, close geopolitical integration is

typically considered to be of great importance. Yet,

seeking a policy which appropriately satisfies the interests

of an individual country has been more difficult than

expected. For instance, in addition to the interest of

~~erican entrepreneurs in the number of Mexican workers, the

united states also has a vital strategic interest in the
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maintenance of political stability in Mexico. The outflow

of surplus Mexican laborers therefore helps maintain

economic stability and avoid social unrest in Mexico.

However, the question remains how to achieve a balance of

interest between the United states and Mexico.

The effects of immigration, as indicated above, have

been controversial. If the argument that a negative

economic effect of illegal immigration were demonstrated,

would it follow that undocumented workers are harmful to

other U.s. interests? If so, on which U.s. interests or

whose interests? Is a restrictive policy the only or even

the best solution? In oonaLder Lnq U.S. interests, it may be

important to take into account the interests of migrant

sending country. However, to what extent, if any, and on

what grounds does the United states have an obligation to

consider migrant-sending countries' interests in policy

making? Also, where do migrant-sending countries' interests

lie?

However, how are the interests between the United

states and migrant-sending country related? Is there a more

efficient way to solve the problem of large illegal

population inflows into the United states and yet conform to

individual countries' interests? Rivera-Batiz (1986)

examines the impact of the Mexican Border Industrialization

Program on immigration to the United states and tries to

evaluate how this program affects both countries' interests.
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He is suspicious of the efficiency of the Mexican border

assembly industry in reducing labor inflows to the united

states. It is obvious that his point of view is

incompatible with the view that reducing the gap between

economic opportunities in Mexico and the united states could

be a way to diminish the flow of Mexican migrants (Blejer,

Johnson, and Porzecanski, 1978). As to which the above

arguments conforms to individual country interests requires

further inquiry. Obviously, the task of finding an

interest-compromising pOlicy would not be easy.

In summary, discussion in this section indicates not

only the relevant research about the role of (illegal)

immigrants in the host country and policy issues dealing

with (illegal) immigration, but also the direction of

research in the following chapter. In other words, problems

concerning the role and effects of (illegal) immigrants and

relevant immigration issues will be further examined as

motifs of this research.

E. Conclusions

The issue of (illegal) immigration has been regarded as

complicated not only in its investigation, but also in its

effect on the intricate U.S.-Mexican relationship. As

Teitelbaum remarks:

The leitmotifs of both Mexican and u.S. views on
immigration have been ambivalence and misunderstanding.
These general tendencies have been exacerbated, in both
countries, by contention and exaggeration that has
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poured from the pens of committed advocates. Such
contentions rose to their highest volume during debate
about proposed changes in u.S. immigration law.
(Teitelbaum, 1988: 133)

Accordingly, the attempt to dilute misunderstanding by

clarifying the obscurity of the (illegal) immigration issue

is therefore the motif of the research in the following

chapters. It is a hope that the findings in the research to

be conducted will become a valuable reference to "proposed

changes in u.S. immigration law."

In addition, since labor migration has been linked to

economic development on both the global stage and in

individual countries, the location of the solution to the

(illegal) immigration issue must take into account economic

conditions in both migrant-sending and migrant-receiving

countries. otherwise, any effort that considers only the

internal conditions of an individual country in easing

illegal immigration would be dubious.
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Chapter II Notes

1. In addition to geographical limitation, migration is

usually not directed to unknown areas (Portes, 1978).

Therefore, migration would usually occur from

peripheral areas to nearby center(s) in the same

regional system.

2. Remittances sent home by migrant workers can be of

great help to the economy, when they are efficiently

used for productive investment. However, remittances

can also be seen as a long-term source of foreign

exchange. In the adjustment of economic development

policy, for instance, from import substitution to

export orientation is a good option (Godfrey, 1983).

3. Such conditions as the break-up of small land-holding

agriculture and the lowering of agricultural product

prices have motivated the out-migration from rural

areas in Mexico since 1950s. However, the united

States does not receive all the migrants from Mexican

rural areas, most of rural migrants choose to settle in

their home country (Arizpe, 1981).

4. In contrast to the import substitution strategy, the

oil boom in Mexico provided a financial source without

counting on domestic markets to buttress the

development of economy. However, because the

production of this abundant source was capital and
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import intensive, for a majority of Mexican workers

access to employment opportunities was not consequently

enlarged (see Reynolds, 1983: 29-31).
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CHAPTER III

Forces Driving Migration Across
the u.s.-Mexican Border: Evidence from

Application of An Economic Model

A common obstacle in dealing with the factors

stimulating migration between countries is the lack of an

appropriate model to estimate the immigrant flow from origin

to destination. In an attempt to solve this problem, much

research has been directed toward the explanation of factors

which motivate people to migrate (e.g., Blejer et al.,

1978). Generally speaking, the migration theory can be

classified as economic, geographic, or demographic.

However, since pure geographic and demographic migration

theory cannot fully explain the incentives stimulating and

attracting population mobility, an interdisciplinary

integration between geography and economics or between

demography and economics becomes necessary.

substantial research has attempted to combine spatial

systems and economic models to examine the reasoning

underlying migrants' endeavors to move by crossing

geographical barriers (e.g., Brown & Moore, 1970; Speare,

1971; Walsh, 1974). In contrast with the geographic-
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economic approach, the combination of demography and

economics calls attention to the relative size of population

movement under different economic conditions which are

influential in migration decision making (e.g. Harris &

Todaro, 1970; suits, 1985).

Demographic mobility studies have argued that both push

and pull factors are needed to explain why migrants want to

move back and forth between origin and destination, and many

researchers have attempted to identify the specific factors

stimulating migration. Nevertheless, much research intended

to gauge the magnitude of pull and push factors is confined

to purely theoretical deduction and is seldom capable of

applying extant aggregate data to the explanation of

international migration phenomenon. In other words, it

emphasizes only one-sided force, either supply-side or

demand-side, and is unable to tell whether supply-side or

demand-side force would be more important. It is fair to

say that without understanding the strength of each force on

the migratory process only partial profile of migration

between the United states and Mexico can be pictured.

Therefore, only when the underlying policy model

simultaneously considers the individual rational choice

elements in the migratory process can solutions to the

illegal immigration issue be provided. otherwise, no matter

how restrictive an immigration policy would be, the migrant
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flow would not necessarily be eased, especially in the case

of migration across the U.S.-Mexican border.

A. Theoretical Background

In order to remedy this deficiency, an appropriate

model is derived from Suits' work (1985) to measure

simultaneously observed migratory flows and determinants of

migration. Suits (1985) used the Harris-Todaro model to

examine the influence of the unemployment rate in the urban

sector on rural-urban migration in the united States from

1900 to 1976. Basically, the Harris-Todaro model is a dual

sector model of rural-urban migration focusing on the

allocation of labor between rural and urban areas, assuming

that migration is attributed to people's concern with

maximizing their welfare. This argument of the model tests

the proposition that the number of migrants is a function of

the difference between expected urban earnings and real

wages in the rural sector. As long as expected urban

earnings exceed the wages received by people working in the

rural sector, rural-urban migration is expected to continue

(Harris & Todaro, 1970).

In addition, the role of expected earnings in the

destination is important in motivating migrant's intention

to move in both Harris-Todaro and Suits studies. Given the

wide wage differentials on the both sides of the border (see

Cuthbert and Stevens, 1981; Chiswick, 1986j, it is widely
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perceived that the higher earnings in the United states have

no doubt been predominant in attracting population out

migration from Mexico; especially since 1964, as the

devaluation of Mexican currency has contributed to the

increased wage discrepancy between two countries and

furthered the motivation to migrate. However, expected

earnings are to a large extent determined by the employment

opportunities in the destination. The wage differentials

appear to be meaningless to emigres if no job is available

to them in the destination. In other words, immigrant

workers are regarded as passive "wage takers," they exert no

influence over the wages to be received.

Moreover, some empirical studies (e.g., Blejer,

Johnson, and Porzecanski, 1978) have shown that migrants are

more sensitive to the variation in unemployment in both the

destination and the origin than to the wage differentials,

and surprisingly the wage differentials exert no influence

over the out-migration from Mexico. Apart from the

empirical result of immigrants' insensitivity to wage

differentials, imperfect competition and rigid wage rate on

the labor market would also force immigrants to see the

prospects of employment, rather than a higher standard of

living, as the main criterion in the decision to migrate

since immigrant has no effect on the wage rate variation in

order to get employed (Isaac, 1947). Accordingly, the focus
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will be placed on the role that employment opportunity plays

in the determination of migration.'

B. Explanation of the Model

In Suits' model, one important factor explicitly and

implicitly employed to predict the migrant flow is the

unemployment rate in the destination of migration--the urban

sector. Suits' model, as commonly implemented, holds that

unemployment in the destination would deter migrants from

the origin, the rural sector, as people would not move to a

place with lower labor incomes. Rising destination

unemployment is expec~ed to deter the out-migration from the

rural sector and increase the equilibrium population in the

rural sector. 2 As a result of incorporating the

unemployment factor, the annual flow of migrants from the

rural sector to the urban sector can be obtained as the

difference between the equilibrium and actual population in

the rural sector (Suits, 1985).

Considering only a single factor--the unemployment rate

in the destination--may not explain the complex migration

process between the United states and Mexico. On the basis

of the assumption that the economic relationship between the

United states and Mexico can be regarded as similar to the

urban and rural relationship, Suits' well-defined dual

sector model needs modification in order to explore the
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factors stimulating and/or deterring the out-migration from

Mexico.

Here, a problem that arises from the use of Suits'

model is the applicability of the model to explain u.s.

Mexican migration. According to suits' model, the fraction

of labor force employed in the rural sector is determined by

the interactive relation between labor productivity in both

urban and rural sector simultaneously. Given the

inseparable, close relationship between the United states

and Mexico in economic interaction, this study argues that

the relationship between these two countries could be

regarded as dual sector relationship.

The intimately economic relationship is reflected in

the trading and financial connection between these two

countries. In 1981, the exports and imports of Mexico

amounted to $19.4 billion and $23.9 billion, respectively.

It is estimated that 72.2 percent and 72.4 percent of which

were exported to and imported from the United states.

Moreover, in 1982 all U.s. banks loaned nearly $24.4 billion

to Mexico, which accounted for 39 percent of Mexico's total

bank debt (Musgrave, 1985: 57-94). Given the extent to

which Mexico and the United states have been economically

interdependent, there is little doubt that the labor

productivity of Mexican worker will to a substantial degree

be influenced by U.s. labor productivity. In the

agricultural sector especially, where the agribusinesses in
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both countries are closely linked in such manners as farm

prices, agricultural productivity, and capital investment,

changes in the connection of agribusinesses always lead to

the variation in immigrant flow from Mexico (Frisbie, 1975).

In addition, suits' model attributes mobility in large

part to the differential unemployment between source and

destination regions. Incorporation of the unemployment rate

into the Suits' model to explain rural-urban migration is

important for two reasons:

1) The search for better employment opportunities is

believed to be the fundamental motive of labor migration.

The unemployment rate reflects the employment probability

in the areas to which labor will migrate.

2) The unemployment rate in Suits' model indicates that the

labor market dealt with is not a system at full

employment. It reflects the degree to which the supply

of labor exceeds the demand for labor, if there are no

structural interferences.

Insofar as the motivation for mobility and the equilibrium

status of the labor market explain domestic rural-urban

migration, they should surely explain rural-urban migration

across national boundaries when these are permeable.

Because of the geographical proximity between the United

States and Mexico, economic fluctuation in one country can

easily affect the other.
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In contrast with suits' model, the designed model

estimates both pUll and push factors affecting the observed

migratory flow. The model is formulated as follows:

In f mt = a + a' In Pmt + a" In Pus t + E t

*F mt = f' mt eLFt / ~t

I II *M t = k{ [b+b' (l-Uus t ) -b (l-Umt ) ] F mt

-(Fmt - 1 +Imt)}+ z,

(1)

(2)

(3)

For each variable, the notation and the mean value and

standard deviation are given in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2,

respectively.

There is no appropriate estimate with respect to the

annual inflow of illegal immigrants; therefore, the annual

number of apprehendees along the southern border is used as

a proxy estimate. The number is not a direct estimate of

the total illegal migrating population for the year, but it

serves as an index of the volume of people who migrate. It

also reveals the trend of migrant flow as affected by

economic conditions in the origin and in the destination

respectively.

The use of apprehension data as an indicator of the

inflow of illegal immigration undeniably has some problems.

For instance, the multiple counting of repeatedly captured

persons and the concentration of INS (Immigration and

Naturalization Services) efforts of conducting border patrol

on the U.S.-Mexican border will easily lead to serious bias

problems in the use of apprehension data. However, the
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Table 3.1

Description of variables in
Regression Models (1)-(5)

============================================================
Code

In

Pust

*F mt

f I mt

Description

logarithm.

fraction of labor force employed in Mexico in
year t.

average productivity per worker of Mexico in year
t.

average productivity per worker of the United
states in year t.

residual term, a vector consisting of variables
capable of influencing the fraction of labor
force employed in Mexico.

the corresponding equilibrium Mexican population
in year t based on the estimation of equation
(1) •

calculated value from equation (1).

the sum of civilian labor force in Mexico and
selected states in the united states in year t. 3

the ratio of Mexican workers to Mexican
population in year t.

===========================================================
Source: Author's Tabulations.
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Table 3.1 (Continued) Description of Variables in
Regression Models (1)-(5)

===========================================================
Code

*M t

I

M t

*F mt

I

k, b, b,
and b"

Description

the number of people migrating from(-) Mexico,
but apprehended along the U.S.-Mexican border
in year t.

. *.the pred1cted value of M t , der1ved from the
equation (5).

the unemployment rate in the United States in
year t. 4

estimated equilibrium population in year t. 5

the Mexican population in the preceding year(t
1) •

the naturally increased Mexican population in the
current year (t) .

constants, statistically determined.

the unemployment rate in Mexican urban areas in
year t.

============================================================
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Table 3.2

Mean Values and Standard Deviations of variable
Employed in Regression Models (1)-(5): 1945-1985

============================================================
variable Mean standard

Deviation

f mt 0.364 0.020

Pmt 1.051 1.053

Pust 4.470 3.300

f'mt 0.364 0.009

CLFt 33876761.905 11536216.224

~t 0.311 0.053

*M t 322237.310 284325.379

Uust 0.052 0.019

Umt 0.106 0.055

*F mt 40115143.849 14732881.269

Fmt 44868952.381 17822927.430

I mt 1398714.905 532727.484

BUDGET 46742285.714 58564420.443
============================================================
Source: Author's Tabulations.

Aggregate time-series data collected from sources as
indicated in Footnote 11.
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apprehension data can to some extent be used as an indicator

in reflecting the rough trend of increasing numbers of

illegal immigrants crossing the national boundaries (Briggs,

1984). It is believed that the number of apprehendees

varies with the law enforcement effort made by the

Immigration and Naturalization Services (INS) in the border

patrol activities (Jenkins, 1977: 181-182). Based on this

sentiment, the number of apprehendees can therefore be

formulated as a function of INS bUdget allocated to the

border patrol activities in the equatic~ as follows:

*M t = a + a' BUDGET + Et (4)

BUDGET means the monetary resources spent by the INS on the

border patrol activities, and Et residual term. The

* .relationship of M t to BUDGET 1S expected to be positive,

and it means that the more money spent, the more people

apprehended along the border.

As indicated, the number of apprehensions is

substantially affected by the bUdget allocated to the border

patrol activities. Since the formulation of equation (4)

can only reveal the interactive relationship between law

enforcement effort and the number of migrants apprehended

along the southwestern border, an additional equation should

be constructed in order to reduce the effect of apprehension

effort on the number of apprehendees (see also Jenkins,

1977). The proxy estimate can thus become more

statistically appropriate. Accordingly, after obtaining the
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parameter estimates from equation (4), equation (5) aimed at

reducing apprehension effort can be formulated.

*M' t = M t - a' 0 BUDGET

a'o is derived from the coefficient a' in equation (4).

After the computation of equation (5), M't will be used as

the dependent variable in equation (3).

It is hypothesized that the U.s. employment coefficient

b' would be positive because lower employment opportunities

in the destination will deter the inflow of Mexican

migrants, and the Mexican employment coefficient btl negative

because lower employment opportunities in the origin would

tend to encourage people to leave. In addition, the

coefficient k is hypothesized to be negative, because the

negative sign of k reflects the fact that out-migration from

Mexico has indeed taken place periodically. Moreover, [b +

b' (1 - Uust) - btl (1 - Umt)] is expected to be positive but

less than one. This hypothesis indicates that employment

opportunities both in Mexico and in the United states exert

influence in affecting the variation in equilibrium

population in Mexico.

The basic motivation expressed in equation (3) is that

migrants' expectations of economic profits both in the

destination and in the origin directly influence the

willingness to migrate, and indirectly influence the size of

the equilibrium population in the origin. After comparing

the prospects of finding jobs in both places, people choose
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to leave or to stay. Of course, the unemployment rates in

Mexico have been usually higher than those in the United

states in past decades and both show a trend of upward swing

in the recent years (see Appendix A, table of data). Yet,

difficulties in the process of migration might lead people

to choose either the place with higher possibility of

finding jobs, or the place which has lower job possibilities

but would satisfy their mental need for security. Note that

l-Umt in equation (3) represents a deterrent to migration,

and l-Uust a force attractive to migration from Mexico.

This approach stresses the importance of "optimal size

of population" in the delineation of popUlation mobility

between areas. When the job market in one area has reached

its highest capacity of absorbing workers, it is assumed

that it must emit the surplus labor to find jobs elsewhere. 7

Based on this assumption and coupled with the inclusion of

the indicator of selection--employment opportunities, the

equilibrium population in the model can be derived, and the

prediction can be made that the actual population in excess

of the equilibrium population level would leave voluntarily

or through encouragement. 8 In addition, by considering both

actual and equilibrium popUlations in the origin, the out

migration from Mexico reflects to a substantial degree the

existence of population pressure in Mexico. In other words,

when the actual population in Mexico exceeds the optimal

level of popUlation that Mexico can sustain with its lower
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employment opportunities, the expectation level about job

opportunities in Mexico become sufficient and necessary to

induce out-migration. 9 However, under a restrictive

immigration system, becoming an illegal immigrant seems to

be the only substantial access to better economic

opportunities and the most important means of assuaging

over-population pressure.

c. Theoretical Predictions

In terms of the research design as described above,

some theoretical predictions regarding possible outcomes of

those well-defined regression models can be proposed. Even

if the size and direction of parameter coefficients k, b, b l

and b" conform to the theoretical expectations, there are

three possible cases worth examination due to differences in

the confidence levels of coefficients b l and b".

First, both coefficients b' and b" are statistically

significant; that is, the employment opportunities in the

destination and also in the origin exert visible influence

over the migration between the united States and Mexico. In

other words, because of the lower probability of finding

jobs in Mexico, the negative sign of coefficient b" implies

that declining local employment opportunities are expected

to give rise to the increased mobility of people from the

origin. The positive sign of coefficient b' implies that

lower employment opportunities in the destination would
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deter the inflow of migrants. In short, statistically

significant coefficients on both b ' and b" determine the

size of equilibrium population in Mexico and the resultant

size of population emigration from Mexico. The decrease in

equilibrium population in Mexico is to some extent

attributed to the loss of jobs in Mexico.

Second, only coefficient b" is statistically

significant, and b l is not. Under this circumstance, it may

be expected that the magnitude of employment opportunities

in the migrant-sending country play a greater role in the

determination of population mobility than those in the

migrant-receiving country.

Finally, as a reverse of the second case, only

coefficient b ' appears to be predominant. The predominance

of employment opportunities in the destination shows

stronger force of the deterrent factor in the determination

of out-migration and the diversion of population from Mexico

to the United States. 10

If the third case were exactly reflective of the

migration phenomenon across the border, then policies to

regulate the demand for alien labor would become desirable;

fewer employment opportunities in the destination would lead

to the decrease in immigrant inflow. Naturally, the

imposition of strict methods on the restriction of alien

labor inflow seems to be reasonable. However, given the

pressure of surplus population and fewer employment
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opportunities in Mexico, the effectiveness of strict

immigration policy stemming the inflow of migrants remains

dubious.

On the basis of the first and second cases, it might be

fair to say that as long as employment opportunities in the

origin play a substantial role in constituting a rational

basis for population mobility, the one-side attempt to

restrict the inflow of migrants will be inefficacious. This

would particularly be the case if push factors took a

leading role in stimulating the migration between Mexico and

the united states.

If this finding is recognized in the test of the models,

it could be argued that the solution to the illegal

immigration problem facing both the united states and Mexico

lies sUbstantially in finding ways to reduce unemployment in

the origin. The view that the reduction of the gap between

economic opportunities in Mexico and the United states could

diminish the flow of Mexican migrants seems to be acceptable

(Blejer, Johnson, and Porzecanski, 1978). In other words,

methods for increasing the employment opportunities in

Mexico should be of great concern to decision makers of u.s.

immigration policy. As long as Mexican workers make

individually rational migration decisions, any unilateral

endeavor involving restrictive immigration quotas or simply

conducting a closed door policy will prove to be ineffective

and wasteful.
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D. Application to Mexico-O.s. Miqration from 1945 to
1985

When dealing with the immigrant problem, an explicit

obstacle is the collection of proper data to fit into the

specified models, particularly collecting annual estimates

of Mexican demographic data and economic statistics on the

Mexican population.'1 In addition, several problems might

arise in the employment of the aggregate data collected,

resulting in some bias in resulting estimates of the model.

First, as pointed out above, the surreptitious nature of

illegal entry makes the estimate of migrant flow inaccurate.

Therefore, the best alternative to index the dimensions of

immigration flow becomes reliance on the almost only

available data on the number of apprehensions. Second,

again, because of the clandestine characteristic of illegal

immigration, the government statistic data may be unable to

truly reflect the actual labor market and demographic

conditions. Hence, the aggregate data used here can only

show the rough conditions in economic and demographic terms;

the actual conditions may be worse (or better) than the data

show, especially data in relation to Mexican economic

conditions (see also the discussion of Briggs, 1976).

Finally, the concentration of migrants in several states of

the United states reflects the regional impact of

immigration. However, the standard of choosing those states
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with concentration of Mexican immigrants is hardly set up.

Only the viewpoints of interested scholars and self-

judgement can be referred to as a standard of drawing line,

this arbitrary jUdgement may more or less generate

overestimation or underestimation of immigrant impact.

. *standard sources are used for var1ables M t' Uus ' Um' and

so forth, the models outlined above are adopted to a

longitudinal regression analysis. Because of sparseness of

Mexican data, additional measures are taken to supplement

data missing for some periods (See Appendix A for detailed

explanation of the data set.) For example, missing data for

the size of Mexican civilian labor force (1945-1955) was

imputed from the average growth rates from 1945 to 1955.

E. Results and Analysis

In order to model out-migration from Mexico to the

united States, the whole united states cannot simply be

regarded as the non-farm sector in which promising economic

prospects attract Mexican people. It must be recognized

that only a few states of the Union are typically chosen as

destinations by Mexican people in consideration of ethnic

ties, kinship networks, and geographic proximity. Although

it is possible that the concentration of Mexican immigrants

through extended family networks will impede the

assimilation of immigrants into the mainstream of the

destination society, the concentration will to a large
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extent operate as a mutual assistance system, especially in

finding employment opportunities (Keefe, 1979).

Accordingly, the destination should be assumed to be those

states with high concentration of Mexican migrants instead

of the whole United states. Estimation of the U.S.-Mexico

intercountry migration should properly focus on the regional

impact of migration due to the concentration of immigrants

in certain areas.

By focusing on several states of the Union with high

concentration of Mexican people as destinations of

migration,12 the equations assessing the out-migration from

Mexico are estimated as follows:

==>

In f mt = a + a'In Pmt + a"In P ust + s, (1)

2In f mt = -0.999 + .029 In Pmt - .009 In Pust' R=.17.

(- 7.659) (0.535) (-.109)

where, t-values are given in the parentheses ,and the same

for the following equations.

When Mexico and the united states are regarded as

paired regions in a farm and non-farm relationship, the

result in equation (1) corresponds to the theoretical

expectation that the proportion of labor force in Mexico

should decline with the decrease in the productivity per

Mexican worker, and that the proportion of labor force in

Mexico should vary negatively with the productivity per U.s.

worker.
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This result is evidently contrary to Suits' finding

that "the proportion of labor force on u.s. farms declined

significantly with increase both in farm productivity and in

non-farm productivity." (Suits, 1985: 825) The contrast

lies in the application of the same model to the explanation

of labor migration in a "closed" economic system--the united

states in which the marginal productivity curve of farm

labor is more inelastic than that of non-farm labor.

Therefore, the marginal productivity of non-farm labor

varies more sensitively with the labor migration from farm

to nOD-farm sector. After marginal productivity of non-farm

increases with the decline in the proportion of farm labor

force, the marginal productivity of farm labor will also

increase to reach a relative position where the labor force

both in farm and non-farm sectors will be allocated in a

state of equilibrium. As for the application in this

chapter, partly because the discussion is concerned with a

"two-way" economic system--Mexico and the united States, and

partly because there is no available information about which

marginal productivity curve in each country is more elastic,

it is difficult to presuppose the relationship of f mt to P
mt

and Pust " Nevertheless, strictly speaking, the result in

equation (1) is theoretically acceptable. The signs of

coefficients on both a' and a" in equation (1) imply that

the decreased labor employed in Mexico will lead to a

decrease in productivity per Mexican worker and contribute
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to an increase in productivity per u.s. worker. Yet both

coefficients are statistically insignificant.

However, the analysis of labor migration from Mexico to

the United states may entertain the possibility that under

the condition of surplus labor the absence of some laborers

from their original residence would not necessarily

contribute to a decrease in average product per worker. In

other words, when the labor surplus exists, the out-

migration will not reduce the average product per worker in

the origin (Bhatia, 1979). Yet, equation (1) cannot reveal

that because of the existence of surplus labor in Mexico the

emigration would not decrease the employed labor force and

lead to the decline in average productivity per worker.

As indicated above, the number of apprehension is a

function of the resources that immigration officials

allocate to the border areas, and the appropriate index for

measuring the resources invested is the expenditures on the

border patrol activities. Equation (4) is constructed to

examine the relationship between the number of apprehendees

* .(M t ) and the allocat1on of INS bUdget to the border

enforcement of the U.S.-Mexican border. After testing the

equation (4), the result can be presented as follows:

*M
t

= 185059 + .003 BUDGET (4 I )

(4.116) (5.082)

--------

The result conforms to the above-mentioned hypothesis that

the number of apprehensions varies positively with the
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increment or decrease in expenditures on border patrol

activities, and their relationship statistically is

significant. The significant apprehension increase in

recent years relative to the increasing concentration of the

INS's border patrol activities on the Southwest border

supports the trend of parallel increase in both the

apprehension and the intensity of border patrol (Briggs,

1984).

On the basis of the results derived in equations (1),

(4) and (5), the relationship of the number of migrants

crossing the border to the difference between equilibrium

and actual Mexican population can now be scrutinized.

The result of testing equation (3) turns out to be:

(-.346) (2.413) (-2.917)

(3' )

(-3.696) R2=. 67

Rewriting equation (3') in the usual stock-adjustment form,

it becomes:

I *M t =.024{ [-1.042+4.792 (1-Uust)-2.833 (l-Umt) ]F mt-

(Fmt-'+I mt) } (3" )

Equation (3") reveals that the annual flow of migration

from Mexico would be 2.4 percent of the difference between

equilibrium and actual Mexican population. Because of the

lower probability of finding jobs in Mexico, the negative

sign of coefficient b" conforms to the theoretical

expectation that declining local employment opportunities
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will give rise to increased movement of people from the

origin. The positive sign of coefficient b l implies that

lower employment opportunities in the destination would

deter the inflow of migrants. Similar to the case of job

opportunities in Mexico, job opportunities in the United

States also turn out to be a statistically significant

determinant of the size of the equilibrium population.

Therefore, it may be concluded that employment opportunities

in both the migrant-sending country and the migrant

receiving country play an important role in the

determination of population movement across the national

boundaries. In short, the employment opportunities in both

the migrant-sending and -receiving countries have almost

equal magnitude effects on the size of equilibrium

population in the origin of migration.

E.1. Estimation of Undocumented population from Mexico

with the annual flow of Mexican immigrants estimated to

be 2.4 percent of the equilibrium-actual population

differential, an intriguing question arises as to exactly

how many Mexicans will slip across the Southwest border.

The estimated population inflow from Mexico for 1976-79

can be computed if the data during these years of such

variables as unemployment rates in the united states and in

Mexico, the predicted values of equilibrium Mexican

population size, Mexican population in the preceding years,
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and natural population increase of the current year are

imputed in the equation (3") (see table 3.3). Assuming an

average annual flow of 611,000 Mexican illegals, the

suitability of this number in the estimation of illegal

annual flow should be explored in terms of over- or under

estimation.

According to Heer's (1979) estimate, based on the

account that the net flow of immigrants is supposedly less

than the gross flow of immigrants, the net flow of illegal

Mexican immigrants'ranged from 82,300 to 232,400 persons in

the period 1970-75. The annual inflow of undocumented

population seems not to have greatly increased in the

subsequent years. Passel and Woodrow's (1985) estimation

that in the period 1979-1983 the net annual inflow was

100,000 to 300,000 persons shows a steady growth trend of

undocumented immigrant inflow.

On the other hand, the official estimate claimed that

an average gross flow of 1.4 million illegal aliens entered

the United states annually without being apprehended.

Because the official estimate is believed to be the number

of gross flow instead of net flow of illegal aliens, this is

believed to be an overestimation (Heer, 1979; Keely, 1980).

Taking into account the number of foreign-born emigrants

from the united states (see also Warren and Peck, 1980),

Keely and Kraly (1978) believed that net flow of illegal

immigration should be 70 percent of the gross flow estimated
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Table 3.3

Values of u.s. and Mexican Economic and Demographic
Indicators and Predicted Numbers of Illegal Immigration

============================================================
*F mt; Fmt-1 IlI)t

(m11. ) (mil.) (m1l.)
Estimated Gross
No. of
Illegals(,OOO)

1976

1977

1978

1979

.076 .091

.069 .077

.060 .081

.058.096

63.1

62.9

64.7

64.4

75.0

76.5

78.5

79.6

2.2

2.0

2.1

1.9

625.2

669.5

600.6

547.9
============================================================
Source: Author's Tabulations.

Aggregate time-series data collected from sources as
indicated in Footnote 11.

Notes: Uus : U. S. unemployment rate

Urn: Mexican unemployment rate

F*",t: Estimated Mexican equilibrium population size

Fmt-1: Mexican actual population size in the
preceding year

I mt: Mexican actual increased population size in
the current year
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by government officials. Therefore, the net flow of illegal

immigration derived from the official estimate should be

around 980,000 persons annually. On the basis of the

assumption that 80 percent of the adjusted official estimate

is from Mexico, the Official estimate on the net flow of

illegal Mexican immigrants is then computed to be 784,000

person annually. Accordingly, the estimate of 611,000

illegal aliens derived from the model evidently ranges

between Heer's and government estimates and seems reasonable

and acceptable (see also Corwin, 1984), even though this

number reflects the estimated gross flow of illegal Mexican

immigrants.

In addition, during its peak years the Bracero program,

a guestworker program, brought in over 400,000 Mexican

workers annually. If the above estimate were acceptable,

then since the 1965 end of the Bracero program the annual

gross flow of Mexican migrants increased by 211,000 more

persons in the 1970s than in the years of the Bracero

program. Obviously, it is fair to say that the annual

inflow of illegal migrants from Mexico has not increased so

overwhelmingly since the termination of the Bracero program.

Many of these migrants may be former braceros entering the

united states illegally to regain old jobs. Others may

enter to fill job vacancies left by former braceros (Fogel,

1977). Speculation about the possible relationship between

former braceros and current inflow of illegal migrants seems
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conceivable given the elusive characteristic of illegal

immigrants and their difficulties in finding jobs without

networks with extended families and/or former employers (see

also Reichert and Massey, 1980). However, in contrast with

braceros, today's immigrants seek jobs not only in

agricultural settings, but also in urban areas. However,

the annual flow into the United states of more than a half

million undocumented migrants has substantially effected

population growth and labor markets.

The above estimation indicates only the annual inflow

of undocumented Mexican immigrants; stock cannot be

estimated, because of the unknown number of migrants leaving

the destination and illegal entrants through other channels

and from other countries. Evidently, the unreliable and

inaccurate information concerning the number of undocumented

migrants staying in the United states would affect policy

makers in taking appropriate actions dealing with illegal

immigration (Keely, 1977; corwin, 1984).

E.2. Migration: Product of Interaction Between Demand- and
supply-sided Forces

Because of strong pressure brought by decreasing

employment opportunities in the origin, Mexican people often

choose to leave even the decrease of employment

opportunities in the United states. The fact that post-

1920s immigration reached its peak in the late 1970s and
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early 1980s when unemployment in the United states was

growing rapidly supports this argument. The period from

1970 to 1982, in which unemployment rates rose rapidly both

nationwide and in California, was also the period in which

an inflow of foreign born people accounted for an increasing

portion of California's population (Muller & Espenshade,

1985). Obviously, to some extent push factors account more

for migration from Mexico than do pUll factors of economic

conditions in the destination, particularly in the case of

institutional changes in the Mexican economic development

process, as indicated in the previous chapter (Jenkins,

1978). In addition, empirical research shows that the

financial well-being gained by migrants exceeds that of non

migrants, suggesting the strong supply side motivation to

migrate (Blevias, 1971).

Based on the above result, both pUll and push factors

are important in the construction of population mobility.

This conforms with the theoretical prediction of the first

case delineated above. This finding stresses both of the

above indicated views that the solution to the illegal

immigration problem of both the United states and Mexico

lies in seeking ways to reduce unemployment in the origin,

and in reducing the economic opportunity gap between Mexico

and the United states to diminish the inflow of Mexican

migrants. As a migration determinant, the sensitivity of

the number of illegal immigrants to the Mexican unemployment
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rate supports the postulate that the improvement of Mexican

economic conditions will be conducive to the decrease in

immigrant flow (Blejer, Johnson, and Porzecanski, 1978).

It is believed that the illegal immigration flow will

not diminish, even though the border enforcement has been

strengthened and the unemployment level in the United states

appears high enough to deter the arrival of illegal migrants

(Fogel, 1977).13 In the absence of a policy designed to

increase employment levels in Mexico,14 the attempt solely

to diminish demand for alien labor in the migrant-receiving

country fails to address the conflict between the inevitable

inflow of migrants and the nativist agenda of reducing

dependence on foreign labor. The imposition of employer

sanctions would not only prevent migrant entry, but also

make migrants looking forward to better economic conditions

more vulnerable to possible exploitation by the potential

employers. Unless the border were tightly closed to stop

any possible permeation of illegal aliens, myriad of illegal

slum dwellers would likely emerge in U.s. cities and towns.

Even though the magnitude of attracting forces--employment

opportunities in the destination--is also significant in

terms of the result derived from the model, the intent to

induce an increased population size to stay in the origin

cannot rely solely on the termination of migrants' access to

employment opportunities available in the destination.

Migrants are sometimes driven off from their homeland when
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their need of pursuing better economic conditions are not

substantially satisfied in their own country.

In short, the resort of the migrant-receiving country

to restrictive immigration policy could be one, though not

the only, of solving the issue of illegal immigration, given

the consequence resulting from the model in which both pull

and push factors play a non-negligible role in determining

the population size that the migrant-sending country can

sustain. Moreover, because of the sensitivity of both

illegal and legal immigrants to the same economic variables

affecting migration decision, both legal and illegal

accesses become substitutable for migrants in response to

the degree of intensity of immigration policy enactment. In

other words, the stricter the immigration law in determining

the acceptance standards of immigration applications be, the

more people will try to cross the national boundaries as

undocumented migrants: otherwise, when the law enacted

becomes looser, more people will flow in through the legal

conduit of immigration. This is because the transformation

of immigrant status is largely a response to economic

considerations rather than the imposition of law strict or

lenient (Blejer, Johnson, and Porzecanski, 1978).

In addition to the effect of employment opportunities

on the change in equilibrium population size in the origin,

notice must be paid to the implication of the discTepancy

between the equilibrium population and the actual population
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presented in the model. As previously indicated, the

estimated 2.4 percent of the equilibrium-actual population

differential will be expected to migrate to the United

states annually. This differential evidently reflects the

population pressure in Mexico. Therefore, control of

population growth to an acceptable, reasonable level becomes

a means to the end of decreasing the mobile population.

However, based on the experience of economic development in

some developing countries in which the increased household

incomes usually lead to the decline of fertility rates,

satisfying the need of the pUblic for job opportunities and

further increasing their revenues is of great importance.

Otherwise, the vicious cycle of surplus population-income

disparity-emigration will continue without cease, and the

inflow of illegal immigration will not be smoothly eased

(see also Kusuda, 1971).

F. summary and Conclusions

By incorporating the employment rate of Mexican urban

sector as an indicator of deterrent or driving force into

the model,15 it can be argued that Mexican migrants would

take both the employment opportunities in Mexico and in the

United states into account while making decisions to move.

Nevertheless, considering the magnitude of employment

opportunities in both countries, respectively, increasing

job opportunities in Mexico appears important in the design
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of immigration policy to solve the dilemma of migration

facing both countries' governments. In short, when thinking

about whether to migrate or not, Mexican people would to a

large extent consider the possibility of finding jobs in the

destination relatively unimportant, especially since

overpopulation, poverty, and proximity to the United states

have been notable in encouraging migration from countries in

Central America (Brown and Shue, 1983).

In this chapter, it has been shown that in the case of

migration between Mexico and the United states, the job

seeking pressure generated from the origin evidently effects

migration across the border. This finding that the push

factors have gradually become more significant is also

revealed in immigration history (see also Frisbie, 1975).

If the comparative greatness of economic opportunities in

the destination were not reversed to render the origin more

attractive to migrants in pursuit of a better livelihood,

migration would continue to flow from a place of origin to

destinations.

In developing a more adequate model of the migration

process, the employment of individual data should be

considered, in the absence of more accurate aggregate data

with respect to Mexican demographic mobility. For example,

in Massey's (1987) micro analysis research work, a proper

redesign of the regression model can reveal the motivations

driving the migration across the U.S.-Mexican border. Of
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course, the question of how to redesign the model needs

further discussion and examination.

Finally, there is no doubt that it is simplistic to

apply only the push-pull notion in the explanation of

migration from one place to the other, because it cannot

explain why migrants would react differently to certain

economic conditions. Therefore, the research concerning the

labor market characteristics of migrants is worth

conducting. with comprehension of the migrant's labor

market characteristics, it will be easy to understand how

the employed and unemployed would respond to migration, and

whether the unemployed are more likely to move.
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Chapter III Notes

1. In fact, the following regression model has been

applied to examine the relationship of migration to the

expected earnings; the result, as expected, turns out

to be significant. The migrants do positively respond

to the variation of expected earnings.

Mit = f[{I-Uus t ) Wus t - Wmt],

In Mit = a + a t Ln [(I-Uus t ) Wus t - Wmt ]

In Mit = 3.441 + 1.123 In [(I-Uus t ) Wus t - Wmt ]

( 2 • 320 ) ( 6 • 232 ) R2=•49

where Wus and Wm represent the wage rates in the United

states and Mexico, respectively.

2. Following suits I argument, the equilibrium farm

population can be reached in the sense that farm and

expected non-farm earnings are equalized without

motivating farm population to leave.

3. CLF
t

is, as indicated, the sum of civilian labor force

in Mexico and the selected states in the United states.

The selection with respect to the civilian labor force

in the selected states in the United states is

reasonable in taking into account the concentration of

Mexican immigration, but is not appropriate in the

sense that the fluctuation of labor force in selected

states is not affected solely by Mexican immigrants but

also affected by many factors such as internal labor
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migration and immigrants from many countries other than

Mexico. However, though conceptually acceptable, this

selection may be inappropriate in terms of data

selectivity.

4. Because of the unavailability of unemployment rates of

selected states, Uus t is therefore used as a surrogate.

People migrate in an attempt to locate jobs in a

broadly defined labor market in the destination,

although it might be much easier for them to be hired

in a particular sector or occupation. For this reason,

the general labor market unemployment rate instead of

particular occupation unemployment rate is used as an

indicator for people in the decision of migration.

5. Following Suits (1985), these averages are used as

surrogates in the two countries to allow estimation of

the proportion of labor force working in Mexico,

although the theoretical model demands marginal

productivity. Because the estimates are based on

available data, only the average productivity can be

employed. In addition, according to the properties of

the Cobb-Douglas production function, marginal

productivity is proportional to average productivity;

therefore, the substitution of average productivity for

marginal productivity would not result in appreciable

bias.
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6. Because 'the number of apprehensions is dramatically

relevant to the INS enforcement effort on the border,

the number of apprehensions is a function of

enforcement effort (budget) and number of migrants.

* .That is, M t = f(number of m1grants, enforcement

• * .effort). Accord1ngly, M t = a + b (number of m1grants)

+ c (enforcement effort-budget). As a result b (number

. * .of m1grants) should equal M t m1nus c (enforcement

effort-budget). From the above deduction equation (5)

is derived.

7. The theory of "optimal size of population" (equilibrium

population) seems incompatible with the individual

choice of migration, because it is difficult for

individuals to be aware of when the job market in one

area has reached its highest capacity. However, it

must be understood that the "optimal size of

population" is modelled when individual average product

is satisfied. Otherwise, the individual has to leave

the area where he cannot find a job to make his

personal output and returns satisfactory. Under this

circumstance, employment opportunities become an

indicator for individuals in the selection of

migration. In other words, the "optimal size of

population" is not only closely linked to the

individual output or average product, but also to the

employment opportunities in one area.
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8. "optimal size of population" can sometimes be

identified when the average product per worker or per

capita in a population community reaches its highest

peak (Mishan, 1970: 117-18).

9. According to the optimum theory of population, when the

size of population exceeds the optimum level, the

surplus population must move out in order to retain the

ideally optimal condition, and maximum real income of

commodities and services per capita can be retained

(Issac, 1947: 71-74).

10. Using unemployment in the Mexican urban sector produces

an estimate of the unemployment coefficient which is

more statistically significant than that for

unemployment in Mexico as a whole.

11. Existing data collections are available from such

statistical sources as World Population Data Sheet

(Population Reference Bureau, 1962-1988), Demographic

Yearbook of United Nations(U.N.) (1948-1986), World

Health statistics-Annual (World Health organization,

1947-1984), World Table (World Bank, 1983), Handbook of

International Trade and Development Statistics (U.N.,

1967-1987), Statistical Yearbook (U.N., 1970-1983),

International Financial Statistics (International

Monetary Fund, 1955-1987), Yearbook of Labor Statistics

(International Labor Office, 1950-1988), The Europa

Yearbook (Europa Publication Ltd., 1968-1988), Economic
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Survey of Latin America (U.N., 1963-1985), Statistical

Abstract of the United States (1965-1988), Immigration

and Naturalization Services Annual Report (1945-1987),

and Budget of the U.S. Government (Bureau of BUdget,

1945-1987).

12. In terms of the census population data, such states-

Texas, California, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado,

Kansas--are selected as the destinations for Mexican

migrants, because of the high concentration (with more

than 500 Mexicans inhabiting in 1950) of Mexicans in

these states. The high concentration of Mexican

migrants is believed to establish the networks to

attract a further inflow of Mexican people to the

united States (Statistical Abstract of the united

States, 1965-1988).

13. As demonstrated above, employment opportunities both in

Mexico and in the united States have played an

important role in affecting the number of equilibrium

population in Mexico. This result evidently implies

that the function of unemployment rates both in the

origin and in the destination should not be ignored.

Nevertheless, the question of how significant the

unemployment rates are seems dubious. Is there an

approach to test the magnitude of unemployment effects

in order to draw a conclusion already made by Fogel

(1977) that the illegal immigration flow will not be
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eased, even though the unemployment level in the United

states rises? In order to test the magnitude of

employment effect, a simple regression model can be

formulated as follows by dint of the data at hand:

Mit = f(Uust' Umt)

In other words, the number of migrants can be assumed

to be a function of unemployment rates in Mexico and

the united states, respectively. The above regression

model can be extended as follows:

In Mit = a + a I In Uust + In Umt

After inputing the related data for each variable the

following result can be obtained:

In Mit = 16.816 + 1.372 In Uust + .029 In Umt

(14.142) (0.157) (3.514) R2 = .21

The result shows that the number of migrants should

decline with the decrease in Mexican unemployment level

and increase with the increment in u.s. unemployment

level. However, the coefficient on a l is statistically

insignificant, and that on a" statistically

significant. Based on this result, the conclusion that

an increase in the unemployment level of the united

states appears to be incapable of deterring the inflow

of illegal immigrants from Mexico seems to be

acceptable. Therefore, the manner resorting to cutting

off the demand for undocumented workers may not be

workable.
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14. Although the alleviation of illegal entry is partly

dependent on the increase in employment level in the

origin, the extent of increased employment remains

controversial. The expansion of employment

opportunities in Mexico alone cannot resolve the issue

of illegal immigration (Bradshaw and Frisbie, 1983),

the sole attempt from the supply side is not totally

trustworthy. Therefore, the solution to illegal

immigration should be based on both demand- and supply

side endeavors.

15. The employment rate factor alone cannot profile the

whole story of individual migration to cities in Mexico

and to the United states. However, for whatever other

reasons that individuals want to move, seeking better

livelihood should be the primary motivation of

migration. Concretely speaking, in order to satisfy

individual need for either maintaining subsistence

level or obtaining additional income to pay debts, bUy

land, etc., the trip to Mexican cities or the United

states sometimes becomes necessary, particularly when

employment opportunities are unavailable in the origin.

Therefore, in the analysis at the macro-level,

employment or unemployment rates stand out as a good

indicator for individuals in the selection of

migration.
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CHAPTER IV

Migrants' Attributes, Migration Decisions and
Impact on Social services: Use of Micro Data

As indicated briefly in the preceding chapter, only a

partial picture of the migratory process can be painted,

because of the difficulty in collecting more accurate

aggregate data and the limited capability of the push-pull

notion in the explication of immigrants' attributes, which

are associated with the different responses of immigrants to

certain economic conditions. If understandings on

immigration are confined only to the use of aggregate data,

the whole profile of the immigration phenomenon might be

distorted. This does not mean that the use of individual

data is more reliable than the use of aggregate data. In

fact, both are supplementary in explaining the issue of

illegal immigration in such respects as reasons migrants

want to move, who they are, and what their impacts will be.

Hence, after adopting the aggregate data to explicate the

reasoning of population movement, the focus is directed to

the attributes of immigrants by virtue of individual data

and the research of interested scholars. The focus on the
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attributes of immigrants would to a large extent provide

information pertinent to the patterns of undocumented

migration, the potential effects of immigration, and the

desired solution to the illegal immigration.

A. Comparison: Use of Micro and Macro Data

In the previous chapter, the attempt to measure the

magnitude of unemployment was conducted in the explanation

of motivations driving popUlation mobility from the origin.

Although the model employing aggregate data can make a

longitudinal analysis on the migratory flow between areas,

obviously a task not easily completed through the use of

micro data, there are deficiencies in the employment of

aggregate data. First, the use of aggregate data may be

faced with a simUltaneity problem; that is, the assessment

of the relationship between migration and unemployment can

not be made simUltaneously because unemployment is always

measured at the end of a certain period when the migration

may not occur. Second, there might be a problem of

definition associated with the measure of unemployment in

the use of macro model. The use of "prospective ll or

"potential II unemployment, or the use of turnover rate in a

labor market as surrogate of unemployment remains

controversial. 1 Finally, the estimated relationship between

migration from the origin and the unemployment rate in

either the origin or the destination can not provide
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information about whether the unemployed are more willing to

migrate than the employed (Da Vanzo, 1978).

Based on the these limitations in the employment of

aggregate data, micro data are therefore used to measure the

connection of the unemployed and migration. The micro data

used here are those Massey (1987) used in the exploration of

earnings differential between undocumented migrants and

legal immigrants. In addition to measuring the unemployed

migration connection, an additional purpose in using

Massey's data is to understand more about the

characteristics of migrants in the migratory process, which

would help increase insight into the effect of migrants'

attributes on migration from the origin.

Nevertheless, there are also some drawbacks in the

employment of micro data. Two possible biases can be

created in the sampling process of micro data due to the

surreptitious nature of the illegal migratory process. The

first bias may be associated with the representativeness of

selected sample. The distribution of migrants is

geographically disproportionate in the origin or the

destination. This disproportion of distribution may be

associated with the different socioeconomic characteristics

of migrants. Without considering this, a comprehensive

profile about the immigrants might be impossibly to draw.

Therefore, of great concern is the method of choosing the
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areas, as well as the occupations, with representativeness

of migrant sample in order to avoid the possible bias.

The second bias is associated with sampling. In order

to evaluate the impact that migrants would have, analysts

would usually complete their surveys by interviewing only

the migrants, or at most both the migrants and their

employers. Yet, the people directly affected by the

presence of immigrants are not limited to migrants

themselves and their relevant employers. Survey must be

conducted to cover those people who are either benefited or

damaged by the presence of immigrants in order to evaluate

the effects of immigration fairly and comprehensively. In

sum, both aggregate and individual data have unique

deficiencies in explaining immigration processes. Although

the individual data refer primarily to individual behavior

and the aggregate data to historical-structural perspective

on migration, these two types of data are in principle

complementary in understanding the population movement

(Wood, 1982).

Because of the natural limitations and quality of data,

models employing aggregate data can provide only limited

information about the economic determinants of illegal and

legal migration and limited information about their impact

on wages and employment of different groups in the united

states. More employment-related information must be

provided from micro data. In other words, micro data permit
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insight into a number of aspects of the migratory

experience, including information on earnings in the host

country, remittances and savings, legal status, and, for

illegal migrants, apprehensions. These data can construct

profiles of migrants along demographic lines: males versus

females, or region of origin. Thus, micro data can help

identify the economic determinants of who migrates,

motivation for migration, the determinants of earnings in

the united states, and the determinants of length of stay.

The utility of macro and micro analyses to policy

concerns depends on the task that interested scholars want

to fulfill. If they just want to know the effect of

migratory flow on the wages and unemployment of the native

workers as an indication of which immigration policy should

be taken, escalating enforcement or not, referring to macro

analysis is enough. If they want to know more about the

occupational and industrial distribution of migrants in the

United states, the regional sources of migrants in the

origin, the socioeconomic characteristics of migrants, and

the detailed information of economic determinants of

migration, it is necessary to count on micro analysis.

In order to construct an immigration policy in

conforming to both u.s. and Mexican interests, a

comprehensive analysis of immigration is required. In the

absence of such accounts as where migrants come, who they

are, why they come, where they stay, and how they effect the
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host society, it would be impossible for the immigration

pOlicy constructed to solve the issue of immigration.

Because of limited data, dependence entirely on macro

analysis, which can only sketch why migrants come and how

they influence, would be difficult. The assistance of micro

analysis would be of great significance.

In the following sections, Massey's surveyed data is

used to examine the association of immigrant attributes with

population movement. To begin with, the research design and

hypotheses will be delineated. Following the description of

research design and theoretical prediction, the data set

will be briefly described and properly evaluated. Finally,

the results will be compared to the related research that

has been completed by other interested scholars, and the

related policy implications will be proposed.

B. Research Design and Theoretical Predictions

Massey (1987) has used the same data set for the

analysis of the following research directions:

1) factors affecting migrants' employment,

2) factors determining wages of documented migrants,

undocumented migrants, migrant household heads

(documented, undocumented), and all u.s. migrants; also

wages of farm workers and non-farm workers (migrant

household heads, all u.s. migrants),
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3) effects of legal status on occupation in which immigrant

is employed and on the duration of job.

To avoid repeating the same research issues on Massey's

data, only the following questions will be raised in this

chapter:

1) who wants to migrate;

2) why do migrants want to move; and

3) what is the effect of legal status on tax contributions

and the use of social services.

B.l. Explanation of Model Investigating Migrants' Attributes

A cross-section model is formulated in order to gain

insight into the question of who wants to migrate and why

they want to migrate.

This model is intended to estimate the relationship of

various factors to migrants' migration behavior. These

explanatory factors are associated with migrant's personal

background (e.g., SEX, ED13, ED45, ED6, UNMARRY, AGE, HEAD,

and EXPUS), migrant's family background (e.g., PARENT and

SPOUSE), migrant's economic characteristics (e.g., SEMP,

BUS, LOT, UNEMP, INSUR, CONST, MINE, SERWORK, AGRIWORK,

UNSKILL, SKILL, MANUF, IRLAND, WLANO, OLAND, and PASTURE),

and migrant's documentation (e.g., ILLEGAL).

Note that the estimate on the Lelationship of variables

representing industry employed in Mexico (CONST, MINE, and

MANUF), representing occupations employed in Mexico
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(SERWORK, AGRIWORK, UNSKILL, and SKILL), and migrant's

educational attainment to the possibility for migrants

moving to the united States can show the quality of human

capital brought in by the Mexican migrants. Because Mexican

immigrants are usually perceived as workers less skilled or

unskilled and engaging in agricultural sector because of

their origination from rural areas, the test on the

relationship between migrants' social origins and economic

skills and migration can therefore substantiate the

perception.

Whether international migration can conform to the

explanations of human capital theory is an intriguing

question. In other words, whether the young, the educated,

and the non-tied people are more willing to leave for a new

and unfamiliar place, and whether the head of household

easily tied to his/her family is reluctant to move. These

questions are worth examination by referring to the

regression model. Accordingly, several factors with respect

to personal and family background, such as education level

(EDI3, ED45, and ED6), age, HEAD (headship), and SPOUSE

(spouse a migrant), are employed to estimate their effects

on the decision of migration.

The estimate of the relationship between migrant's

employment or unemployment in Mexico (UNEMP) and migrants'

move can, from a micro-level perspective, provide insight

into why people want to leave their homeland. This
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estimation can surely supplement the insufficiency in the

use of aggregate data, and to a substantial degree explore

the individual rational choice of migration.

By means of the LIFEFILE file in Massey's data set the

cross-section model is constructed as follows:

MIGR = f(SEX, ED13, ED45, ED6, SEMP, ILLEGAL, PARENT,

UNMARRY, HEAD, BUS, LOT, UNEMP, SPOUSE, INSUR, AGE,

AGESQ, EXPUS, EXPUSSQ, CONST, MINE, MANUF, IRLAND,

WLAND, OLAND, PASTURE, SERWORK, AGRIWORK, UNSKILL,

SKILL) (1)

The variables are defined in Table 4.1.

Primary importance is attached to the estimated

coefficients on those variables representing industries

employed in Mexico, SEMP (migrant salaried or self-employed

in Mexico), ILLEGAL (migrant's documentation), and UNEMP

(migrant unemployed or in the non-labor force in Mexico).

It is expected that the migrants with previous U.S.

working experience (EXPUS) would be motivated to migrate

again, because they might have established a sort of network

with former employers in their previous trips to the United

States, and this relationship is expected to be helpful in

their employment on arriving in the destination. The use of

those variables such as self-employed or not (SEMP),

business owned (BUS), and land owned (LOT, IRLAND, WLAND,

OLAND, and PASTURE) in the model in showing whether the

privileged people in society migrate; otherwise, it would
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Table 4.1

Description of Variables in Regression Model (1)

============================================================
Code

MIGR

SEX

ED13

ED45

ED6

SEMP

ILLEGAL

PARENT

UNMARRY

HEAD

BUS

LOT

UNEMP

SPOUSE

Description

1 if migrated to the United states 1980-82, 0
otherwise2

1 if migrant is male, 0 otherwise

1 if completed 1-3 years of schooling, 0
otherwise

1 if completed 4-5 years of schooling, 0
otherwise

1 if completed 6 or more years of schooling, 0
otherwise3

1 if migrant is self-employed in Mexico, 0
otherwise

1 if migrant is undocumented, 0 otherwise

1 if migrant's parent is also a migrant, 0
otherwise

1 if migrant is unmarried (single or divorced), 0
otherwise

1 if migrant is head of family, 0 otherwise

1 if migrant owns business in Mexico, 0 otherwise

1 if migrant owns lot in Mexico, 0 otherwise

1 if migrant is unemployed or in non-labor force
in Mexico, 0 otherwise

1 if spouse is also a migrant, 0 otherwise
============================================================
Source: Author's Tabulations.
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Table 4.1 (Continued) Description of Variables
in Regression Mode (1)

============================================================
Code

INSUR

AGE

AGESQ

EXPUS

EXPUSSQ

CONST

MINE

MANUF

IRLAND

WLAND

DLAND

PASTURE

SERWORK

AGRIWORK

UNSKILL

SKILL

Description

1 if migrant's job in Mexico is covered by
national insurance, 0 otherwise

age in years

age squared4

years of experience in the United States

years of experience in the United States squared

1 if employed in construction industry in Mexico,
o otherwise

1 if employed in mining industry in Mexico, 0
otherwise

1 if employed in manufacturing industry in
Mexico, 0 otherwise

1 if holds 5 or more hectares of irrigated land,
o otherwise

1 if holds 5 or more hectares of wet land, 0
otherwise

1 if holds 5 or more hectares of dry land, 0
otherwise

1 if holds 5 or more hectares of pasture, 0
otherwise

1 if a service worker in Mexico, 0 otherwise

1 if a agricultural worker in Mexico, 0 otherwise

1 if a unskilled manual worker in Mexico, 0
otherwise

1 if a skilled manual worker in Mexico, 0
otherwise

============================================================
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conform to the general expectation that only the poor would

like to out-migrate from Mexico.

Parents' experience of migration would somewhat affect

their children's attitude and cognition toward migration;

the employment of PARENT (migrant·s parent a migrant) tests

this relationship, and examines whether the migrant

experience is transferable. The job covered by national

insurance (INSUR) is usually considered as stable and

protective, and those who hold this sort of job are less

interested in the risky move--out-migration from the

homeland.

B.2 Explanation or Model Inquiring Benerits and Costs or
Migrants

In addition to the exploration of motivating factors of

migration, in this chapter also attempts to uncover a

controversial question; that is, whether or not migrants

take more than they pay. Therefore, the MIGFILE file in

Massey's data set is used to formulate the following models

to examine the controversy.

These models are primarily intended to distinguish

primarily the relationship of migrants' legal status to

their tax paying and social service use. The variables

other than the migrants' legal status are used to explore

the relationship of an individual family and economic

background to his contribution to and returns from the host
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country. For example, the use of variable UNEMP (unemployed

or not in the U.S.) is mainly intended to clarify whether

unemployed migrants receive such welfare as unemployment

compensation or any other social welfare from the

government. In addition, whether a migrant employed in non

agricultural sector is levied taxes and/or provided with

easy access to welfare program can be depicted in testing

the relationship of AGRI (employed in agriculture or not in

the U.S.) to each dependent variable. The inclusion of

REMIT (send money home), CHECK (having checking account),

SAVE (having saving account) in the model can reveal

primarily whether the individual receiving social welfare

stipends can still have surplus money to be deposited in the

bank or sent to home; it then can imply that the social

welfare stipend is given to people who are not really in

need. The relationship of PRIM (having children in primary

school) and SECOND (having children in secondary school) to

each dependent variable can substantiate the sentiment that

migrants who have children enrolled in school are receiving

social welfare. However, if PRIM and SECOND were closely

related to the dependent variable--taxes withheld from pay

(TAX), it could be concluded that those migrants are not

given education for their children free of charge. Finally,

the relationship of UNMARRY (marital status) to each

dependent variable can be derived from the models to

speculate whether single migrants pay more than they receive
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from the government: that is, UNMARRY is strongly related to

TAX but weakly to COMP, FOOD, WELF, and HOSP, respectively.

Based on the above discussion, the following models can

be formulated to examine the question of whether migrants

take more than they pay:

TAX = f (ILLEGAL, UNMARRY, UNEMP, AGRI, REMIT, PRIM,

SECOND, CHECK, SAVE) (2)

COMP = f(ILLEGAL, UNMARRY, UNEMP, AGRI, REMIT, PRIM,

SECOND, CHECK, SAVE) (3)

FOOD = f(ILLEGAL, UNMARRY, UNEMP, AGRI, REMIT, PRIM,

SECOND, CHECK, SAVE) (4)

WELF = f(ILLEGAL, UNMARRY, UNEMP, AGRI, REMIT, PRIM,

SECOND, CHECK, SAVE) (5)

HOSP = f(ILLEGAL, UNMARRY, UNEMP, AGRI, REMIT, PRIM,

SECOND, CHECK, SAVE) (6)

Each variable is defined in Table 4.2.

Whether a migrant would pay taxes and use various

social welfare programs is surely determined by many

factors. This task of understanding which factors would

affect migrant's payment of taxes can be completed in the

employment of the above models. The factors used consist of

migrant's documentation, marital status, and migrant's

financial conditions. Basically, the focus of attention

will be placed on the relation of documentation to migrant's

tax payment and social welfare use.
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Table 4.2

Description of Variable in Regression Models (2)-(6)

============================================================
Code

TAX

COMP

FOOD

WELF

HOSP

ILLEGAL

UNMARRY

UNEMP

AGRI

REMIT

PRIM

SECOND

CHECK

SAVE

Description

1 if tax withheld from pay, 0 otherwise

1 if receives unemployment compensation, 0
otherwise

1 if receives food stamps, 0 otherwise

1 if receives welfare, 0 otherwise

1 if uses hospital service, 0 otherwise

1 if migrant undocumented, 0 otherwise

1 if migrant unmarried (single or divorced), 0
otherwise

1 if migrant unemployed in the U.S., 0 otherwise

1 if migrant employed in agriculture in the
United states, 0 otherwise

1 if migrant sends money home, 0 otherwise

1 if migrant having children in primary school, 0
otherwise

1 if migrant having children in secondary school,
o otherwise

1 if migrant having checking account in the
United States, 0 otherwise

1 if migrant having saving account in the United
States r 0 otherwise

============================================================
Source: Author's Tabulations.
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A widely accepted perception about the impact brought

about by the immigrants is that the immigrants take more

than they give. However, illegal aliens are usually

troubled by their irregular status in the destination,

illegal aliens are therefore usually required to pay taxes

but given less in return through the channel of social

welfare programs.

c. Discussion of Data Source and Methodology

The data set used here is collected and provided by

Massey (1984) to profile Mexican migration to the United

states. Massey's survey was conducted in four different

types of communities in Mexico. These include Altamira, a

rural town located in a traditional agricultural region;

Chamitlan, also a rural town but located in a modern,

commercialized agricultural region; Santiago, an industrial

community; and San Marcos, an urban town. The Mexican-based

samples were randomly selected. Through the operation of

social networks, permanent out-migrants from these

communities were contacted, interviewed in California, and

included in the sample. The Californian sample was

undoubtedly not randomly selected.

All the data collected through the use of

questionnaires were segmented into four basic workfiles;

each file contains different information.
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In general, HOUSEFILE contains only the Mexican

community samples: the other three are based on both Mexican

and Californian samples. The structure of Massey's surveys

encompasses several files. Each may be appropriate in

answering questions associated with specific micro causes

and effects of immigration.

a) PERSFILE contains personal information of migrants: their

personal background in Mexico and experience in the

United states. This file includes data on randomly

selected migrants in Mexico and non-randomly selected

migrants in the United states.

b) HOUSEFILE, as mentioned, contains only the Mexican

community samples: it comprises information on household

level variables within the four Mexican community

samples.

c) MIGFILE provides information on migrants' experience in

the united states. This file contains only 380 migrants

interviewed in Mexico and 60 migrants inteLviewed in the

United states.

d) LIFEFILE is composed of variables relevant to the life

histories of selected sample members, and includes

information similar to that comprised in PERSFILE.

since the main purpose of this chapter is scrutinizing

the relationship of migrant's personal background to the

out-migration and to a variety of controversial problems

such as the difference between migrants' tax contributions
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and their use of u.s. government-provided social services,

the information contained in the MIGFlLE and LIFEFlLE files

will be used. These two files will suffice to complete the

task of understanding the above-mentioned relationship

between migrant's personal background and migration.

After compiling and carefully reading each variable

appropriate for the research, these selected variables are

applied to the designed models to make regression analysis.

As discussed in the previous section, there are two

possible biases that would be resulted from the employment

of micro data; these are the representativeness of sample

selection in relation to the geographic distribution of

migrants and the subject of sampling, in the sense that the

subject surveyed can reflect the reality of migratory

process. Since there are two potential biases in adopting

the micro data, a concern over the appropriateness of

Massey's data emerges. From the previous discussion,

Massey's sample is known to have been drawn from four

different types of community in Mexico, each of which has

its own typical economic activity. Among these communities,

the commercialized agriculture town, Chamitlan, is located

in the state of Michoacan, and the other three communities-

Altamira, Santiago, and San Marcos--all lie in the state of

Jalisco. These two states are believed to have

conventionally exported a large number of migrants to the
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united states (Massey, 1987). According to Dagodag's (1975,

1984) findings from a survey of the seized undocumented by

the INS in the first half of 1973,5 it was found that most

immigrants originated in the areas of the western edge of

the Mesa Central, from which most migrants moved to

California. Michoacan and Jalisco were conspicuous in the

western Mesa Central; these two Mexican states accounted for

over 48 percent of all migrants seized in the sample.

Massey's sample therefore is representative in presenting

the geographic concentration of migration in the origin and

the destination. As for the possible bias stemming from the

sampled subject, because Massey selected migrants situated

on both sides of the border in order to profile the

migration experience and to provide information on migrants

from different socioeconomic backgrounds, the extent to

which the selection of surveyed sample is relatively

appropriate can therefore be considered quite acceptable in

providing comparative information on migration. However,

because the California-based sample is not randomly selected

and composed of only permanent out-migrants from Mexican

communities, the test on the relationship between migrants'

characteristics and their experience in the United states

may result in overestimation derived from migrants' nature

of permanence.
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D. Classifying Patterns of Immigrant

Before presenting the results of the above models, a

question with respect to the patterns of undocumented

immigrant needs to be discussed. Because different patterns

of undocumented immigrant might show somewhat different

characteristics in labor market activities, a recognition of

these pattern differences is of great importance to the

explanation of results derived from the models.

According to the official categorization, the alleged

"undocumented alien," or other often used aliases like

"illegal immigrant", "illegal entrant," and "deportable

alien" means the person who crosses the border without

inspection or is a visa abuser and over-stayer. No matter

what term is given to a illegal immigrant, "undocumented

alien" always denotes a person who is not granted permission

by the host country for his or her presence or residence

(Houston, 1983). It is evident that this administrative

distinction has proved to be less valuable in the analysis

of the impact of illegal aliens. On the contrary, a more

useful way to define the patterns of illegal immigration is

based on the duration of residence in the United states and

migratory intentions. On the basis of this typology, the

types of migrant can generally be classified as settler and

sojourner. The former intends to migrate to the United

states permanently, and the latter usually tends to seek
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economic opportunity in the destination and then return home

after certain period of residence (Passel, 1986: 186-190).

However, there is no strict standard concerning the length

of duration to draw a line between settler and sojourner, in

part because there are no appropriate data to define the

length of residence, and in part because after entry

sojourner might change to settler and reverse his initially

migratory intention (see also Mines and Massey, 1985).

Nevertheless, this distinction in defining the patterns of

migrant is useful in evaluating the effects of undocumented

immigration and estimating the size of illegal population. 6

It is believed that the undocumented immigrants from Mexico

are mostly sojourner-oriented, often on a seasonal basis

(Passel, 1986). In fact, other illegal immigrants of

Spanish origin are more likely than Mexicans to stay longer

in the United States, once they get across the border. Most

Mexican undocumented workers crossing the border to find

jobs eventually return to homes and families (Davis, Hanb,

and Willette, 1983: 26-17).

E. Results and Analysis

After fitting the data into the models, the mean value

and standard deviation of each variable are presented in

Tables 4.3 and 4.5, and the logistic regression results of

equations (1) and (2) to (6) displayed in Table 4.4 and

Table 4.6, respectively. The regression analyses are
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estimated in a backward stage, using maximum likelihood

methods available from LOGIST package of SASe Estimate of

logistic coefficient on each variable is given in the first

column labelled B in each table, and standard error for each

variable is presented in the second column labelled SE in

each table. Coefficients and standard errors for equation

(2) are presented in the first two columns in Table 4.6, for

equation (3) in the second two columns in the same table,

and so on.

In contrast with Massey's (1987) models (1) and (2),

there are three differences in the use of sample in the

designed models:

(1) The coverage of sample in the first model consists of

all female and male migrants, but in Massey's model only

the male migrants.

(2) The sample in Massey's model comprises only the migrants

in the labor force, but in the first model not only the

migrants in the labor force but also those in the non

labor force are included in an attempt to estimate the

relationship of the unemployed ~o migration.

(3) The dependent variable in the first model is measured on

all individuals crossing the border as opposed to that

in Massey's mad(~ up of the male migrants employed in the

united states.. Therefore, the number of observations in

Massey's model is 1,376 men in contrast with 7565

persons in the first model (see Massey, 1987).
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Based on the above-described differences, the result

derived from the first model shows differences in comparison

with Massey's.

The findings of Massey's model indicate that variables

representing personal background and household context show

no strong effect on the migrant employment in the United

states, except for the migrant's working experience in

Mexico and migrant's urban origin. There is no surprise

that migrant's U.s. experience and family connection exert

relatively strong effect on the likelihood of migration and

employment, but it is beyond expectation that the

relationship between undocumented status and the likelihood

of migration and employment across the border turns out to

be negative (Massey, 1987). The possible explanations

concerning the above negative relationship may be due to the

limited coverage of male migrants in the model, the fact

that most of the surveyed migrants were in possession of

documents, or the employer preference resulted in the

increased hiring of documented migrants. According to these

statistical findings, the second explanation might be the

case. It shows that at least on their latest trip to the

United states most of the migrants do possess documents.?

However, as mentioned already, because only the male

migrants are contained in the Massey's model, Massey's

finding should be regarded as meaningful in the explanation
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of male migrants' migration. His finding is subject to

change when both male and female migrants are included.

E.1 Result Analysis of Migrants' Attributes: Who Wants to
Migrate and Why

In Table 4.4, all the variables other than ED6 (migrant

completed six or more years of schooling), UNEMP (migrant

unemployed in Mexico), and USEXP (migrant's prior experience

in the united states) significantly predict the likelihood

of migration to the united states. Because both male and

female migrants are included in the model, accompanied by

the significant proportion of female migrants in the

determination of migration to the United states in 1980-82

(see Table 4.4, the relation of SEX to migration to the

United States), the focus on male migrants cannot in reality

reflect the trend of migration; female migrants have

gradually played a non-negligible role in the stream of both

legal and illegal migration to the united states (see also

Reichert and Massey, 1980).

If the positive sign of ED6 and Massey's finding that

some of the Mexican immigrants hold legal documents (Massey,

1987: 248-249), as well as the negative signs of both ED13

and ED45, are taken into account, the possibility that

illegal immigrants have lower education levels as opposed to

the higher education level for legal immigrants seems to be

acceptable even though the variable ED6 is not statistically
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Table 4.3

Mean Values and Standard Deviations o~ Variables
Employed in Regression Model (1):

============================================================
Variable Mean standard

Deviation

MIGR 0.082 0.275

ED13 0.464 0.498

ED45 0.214 0.410

ED6 0.095 0.293

SEMP 0.364 0.481

ILLEGAL 0.301 0.459

PARENT 0.081 0.273

UNMARRY 0.443 0.496

HEAD 0.952 0.212

BUS 0.036 0.188

LOT 0.023 0.152

UNEMP 0.149 0.356

SPOUSE 0.011 0.106

INSUR 0.043 0.203

AGE 34.377 15.510

EXPUS 10.321 33.045

CONST 0.014 0.118
===========================================================
Source: Author's Tabulations.

Massey's (1987) micro data set.
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Table 4.3 (Continued) Mean Values and
standard Deviations of Variables employed in

Regression Model (1)

============================================================
variable Mean standard

Deviation '

MINE 0.001 0.011

MANUF 0.004 0.066

IRLAND 0.029 0.170

WLAND 0.004 0.068

OLAND 0.090 0.287

PASTURE 0.028 0.166

AGESQ 1422.391 1294.266

EXPUSSQ 1198.384 7153.396

SEX 0.852 0.354

UNSKILL 0.030 0.170

SERWORK 0.039 0.194

AGRIWORK 0.685 0.464

SKILL 0.042 0.202
============================================================
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Table 4.4

Estimates of Loqistic Reqression Equation (1):
Predictinq the Factors Influential to
out-Miqration from Mexico, 1980-1982

============================================================
Explanatory
variables

Migration to the u.s. 1980-82
B SE

SEX -0.873b 0.175

AGE 0.160b 0.027

AGESQ -0.003b 0.001

ED13 -0.740b 0.168

ED45 -0.524b 0.182

ED6 0.297 0.237

UNMARRY 0.418b 0.138

PARENT -0.790b 0.176

HEAD -1. 329b 0.201

SPOUSE 2.298b 0.445

SEMP -0.210a 0.123

BUS 1. 164b 0.216

UNEMP 0.123 0.223

LOT -2.129b 0.487

IRLAND 0.771b 0.214

WLAND -0.080b 0.002
===========================================================
Source: Author's Tabulations.

Massey's (1987) micro data set.
- bNotes: .. p< .10 I P<. 05.
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Table 4.4 (Continued) Estimates of
Logistic Regression Equation(1):

Predicting the Factors Influential to
out-Migration from Mexico, 1980-1982

============================================================
Explanatory
Variable

Migration to the U.S. 1980-1982
B SE

DLAND -0.606b 0.213

PASTURE -0.010b 0.002

MINE -0.052b 0.001

MANUF -0.078b 0.002

CaNST 3.127b 0.457

SERWORK 1.887b 0.223

INSURE -2.498b 0.554

AGRIWORK 1.410b 0.198

UNSKILL 1.691b 0.286

SKILL 2.734b 0.221

ILLEGAL 3.723b 0.183

EXPUS 0.001 0.004

EXPUSSQ -0.001a 0.001

INTERCEPT -5.371b 0.562

Chi-square 1726.880

n 7565
============================================================
Notes: a p<.10, b p<.05.
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significant. As for the effect of previous u.s. experience,

it is considerably important to the migrant emploYment in

the United states as shown in Massey's (1987) research, but

not necessary to determine the likelihood of migration (see

Table 4.4). However, the previous U.s. experience is

believed to be of great importance to the return-migration

to the United states as a legal immigrant or the repetition

of illegal immigration (Hirschman, 1978; Massey, 1987a).

The insignificant relation, but in an expected

direction, of UNEMP to the likelihood of migration does not

appear to strongly contradict the argument in the last

chapter that the search for emploYment opportunities drives

people from their homeland. with a further examination of

the relations of such variables as INSURE (job covered by

national insurance), AGRIWORK (migrant an agricultural

worker), UNSKILL (migrant an unskilled manual worker), and

SKILL(migrant an skilled manual worker),8 it could be

understood that the migrants from Mexico are mostly

temporary, on the seasonal basis, and that seeking seasonal

jobs available outside the origin motivates migrants to

move. 9 In addition, because the surveyed sample is not

confined to unemployed migrants, it cannot distinguish

whether the unemployed would prefer to leave an area with

higher unemployment rate for a place with lower unemployment

(see also the discussion of Da Vanzo, 1978). Nevertheless,
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the likelihood that the unemployed are more likely to

emigrate cannot be excluded (see Bustamante, 1977).10

Interestingly, the likelihood of migration is lowered

by household headship but increased by migrants whose

spouses are also migrants, implying an increasing percentage

of female migrants in the recent migratory stream. The

positive sign of coefficient on BUS (migrant owns business

in Mexico) indicates that the migrants on their latest trip

to the United States might have established their own

businesses by depending on returns earned from earlier

migration. owning either business or property in the origin

increases the likelihood of migrants returning (Massey,

1987a). In addition, the positive relation of IRLAND

(migrant holds five hectares or more irrigated land in

Mexico) to the likelihood of migration can somewhat reflect

the socioeconomic status of migrants, indicating that when

away from home, the land would be taken care of by either

family or by hired day laborers."

In short, the recent migrants to the united States are

female dominant, less-educated, single, young, business

owning, less-skilled, temporary, season-oriented, and, most

importantly, undocumented (see also Dagodag, 1975; Houston,

1983; Bean, Browning, and Frisbie, 1984). That migrants are

undocumented obviously contradicts Massey's findings, which

show a lower likelihood of migration for those possessing no

documents. Accordingly, it is speculated that Massey's
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findings reveal the partial fact due to the limited coverage

of his model of only male migrants (see Appendix B for the

results of Massey's model). However, the distinctions

between illegal and legal immigrants must be clarified:

illegal aliens tend to move as individuals in order to avoid

detection and more easily locate employment opportunities,

while legal migrants tend to move in family groups. In

addition, illegal migrants would not tend to cross the

border as frequently as their legal counterparts in that it

is difficult for them to successfully cross the borde~ and

remain in the united states (Reichert, 1981).

One deficiency in the first model is the lack of such

variables as prior family connections to the United states,

accompanied by the negative relationship of variable PARENT

(migrant's parent a migrant) to the likelihood of migration,

the effect of family connections on the decision of

migration is not clear. However, the kinship networks are

believed to have played an important role in generating the

concentration of ethnic group in a community and in

encouraging continual immigration, especially for Mexican

immigrants in the United states (Keefe, 1979; Tienda, 1983;

Massey, 1986). The table shows that prior U.s. experience

is not very relevant to the decision of migration. Under

this circumstance for new undocumented migrants the kinship

networks or extended family networks should be the support
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that they can count on (see also Mines and Massey, 1985).

After the establishment of a settled community, in the

assimilationist perspective, the strong ties with relatives

may retard migrants' assimilation into the mainstream of

society, even though the kinship networks can SUbstantially

serve as a mutual aid system (see also Bieder, 1973 and

Keefe, 1979).

The other deficiency is the paucity of variable like

geographic distance in measuring the effect of distance on

migration; how migrants are affected by their limited

information on the destinations is hardly revealed.

However, since it is known that the survey was conducted in

the areas of the western Mesa Central, about 800 miles from

Texas and 1,500 mile from California, such a long distance

reflects the costs that migrants pay. Because these areas

have traditionally contributed a large number of emigres to

the United states, it is fair to say that migrants are to a

substantial degree capable of paying for the trip (Mines and

Massey, 1985). The test of the first model also evidently

clarifies this sentiment: most migrants are neither

unemployed nor in the non-labor force. A majority, although

working on a seasonal basis, are able to defray the costs of
~

the trip by virtue of the wages earned, the remittances sent

home, or loans from relatives.
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It has been verified that the young and the educated

are more apt to migrate in search of better economic

opportunities (e.g. Schwartz, 1976). Yet, in the case of

out-migration from Mexico, the relations of age and

education to migration are somewhat different: migrants are

young, but not as educated as expected. Both Massey's and

the above findings sUbstantially support this argument (see

also Chiswick, 1986). However, a low level of education

attainment of migrants does not necessarily correspond to a

low level of skill. The model shows that some migrants

entering the United States are skilled manual workers; their

inflow will definitely result in a considerable effect on

the level of income of native workers and on the income

distribution among groups affected.

Based on the result derived from the first model, the

occupational background of migrants appears to contradict

the perception that a majority of illegal immigrants serve

as agricultural workers and landless peasants in Mexico. At

least, the model shows that service workers, agricultural

workers, unskilled manual workers, and skilled manual

workers in Mexico are all prone to migrate to the United

States. Accompanied by Portes' (1979) empirical study,

which estimates that only 12 percent of migrants were

working in agricultural and other extractive industries, it
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can be concluded that the stereotype of migrants as

originating from the agricultural sector appears dubious.

E.2 E~fects of Immigration on the Use of Social services

In Table 4.6, because the data file employed here is

the MIGFILE file which concentrates on the information

pertinent to the experience of migrants in the United

states, the result shows that migrants in irregular status

pay little to the government in income taxes and Social

security contributions, but also receive little from the

recipient society in such respects as unemployment

compensation, food stamps, welfare, and hospital services

(see also Passel, 1986). Conversely, the tax contributions

and use of social services are increased by the possession

of documents. This result evidently contradicts the

perception that illegal immigrants pay more than they take

or that illegal immigrants take more than they pay. This is

because that Mexican immigrants, particularly the

undocumented, are comparatively young and of short duration

in the united states. Even though a variety of health

services might be used by Mexican immigrants, both legal and

illegal, hospital services would not be the main source of

care for Mexican immigrants because of their youth (Chavez,

Cornelius, and Jones, 1985). Though the provision of health

and social services to illegal aliens has been
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Table 4.5

Mean Value and Standard Deviations of Variables Employed
in Regression Models (2)-(6)

============================================================
Variable Mean standard

Deviation

ILLEGAL 0.638 0.480

UNMARY 0.100 0.300

UNEMP 0.031 0.175

AGRI 0.009 0.095

REMIT 0.731 0.443

PRIM 0.288 0.453

SECOND 0.245 0.430

CHECK 0.059 0.236

SAVE 0.081 0.274

TAX 0.811 0.391

COMP 0.156 0.364

FOOD 0.038 0.192

WELF 0.027 0.163

HOSP 0.381 0.486
============================================================
Source: Author Tabulations.

Massey's (1987) micro data set.
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Table 4.6

Estimates of Logistic Regression Equations (2)-(6)
Predicting the Factors Influential to Tax contribution

and Use of social Welfare Program

============================================================
Explanatory Tax withheld from pay Unemploy. compensation
variables B SE B SE
------------------------------------------------------------
ILLEGAL -0.4658 0.279 -0.994b 0.313

UNMARRY 0.043 0.454 -1. 3348 0.778

PRIM 0.295 0.448 0.666 0.409

SECOND 0.016 0.480 -0.062 0.446

UNEMP -0.674 0.644 0.234 0.750

AGRI 6.245 22.037 0.309 1.515

REMIT 0.637b 0.274 -0.684b 0.318

CHECK 0.915 1.109 1.1068 0.566

SAVE 2.0048 1.056 1. 657b 0.465

Intercept 1.136b 0.305 -1. 149b 0.333

Chi-square 21. 870 81. 010

n 440 440
============================================================
Source: Author's Tabulations.

Massey's (1987) micro data set.
a b 5Notes: p<.10, p<.O.
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Table 4.6 (continued) Estimates of Logistic Regression
Equations (2)-(6): Predicting the Factors
Influential to Tax Contribution and Use of

Social welfare program

============================================================
Explanatory
variables

Food stamps
B SE

Welfare
B SE

ILLEGAL -0.529 0.555 -0.745 0.675

UNMARRY -0.073b 0.002 -0.077b 0.002

PRIM 0.760 0.659 1. 3098 0.765

SECOND -0.758 0.748 -0.787 0.821

UNEMP 0.115 1.167 -0.068b 0.002

AGRI -0.056b 0.002 -0.058b 0.002

REMIT -1.397b 0.559 -0.661 0.657

CHECK 0.786 0.854 1. 817b 0.914

SAVE 0.297 0.775 -0.826 1.009

Intercept -2.262b 0.554 -3.128b 0.705

Chi-square 20.370 18.920

n 440 440
============================================================
Notes: a p<.10, b p<.05
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Table 4.6 (continued) Estimates of Logistic Regression
Equations (2)-(6): Predicting the Factors
Influential to Tax Contribution and Use of

Social Welfare Program

============================================================
Explanatory
variables

Hospital Service
B SE

ILLEGAL -0.495b 0.223

UNMARRY -1. 434b 0.543

PRIM 0.177 0.355

SECOND -0.602 0.396

UNEMP -0.164 0.670

AGRI 0.061 1.201

REMIT 0.245 0.252

CHECK 2.581b 0.799

SAVE 1. 263b 0.464

Intercept -0.379 0.270

Chi-square 67.690

n 440
============================================================
Notes: a p<.10, b p<.05
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controversial, one certainty is that the inaccessibility to

hospital services makes illegal aliens vulnerable in the

community in which they inhabit (Young, Hall, and Collins,

1979).

Based on Massey's survey data, illegal immigrants on

their last trip to the United states seem to pay less and

also take less. One possible explanation of why this result

differs from the perception of paying more and taking less,

or the reverse case, may lie in the coverage of sample in

Massey's survey. As noted, the sample was drawn from the

areas of western Mesa Central; due to geographic distance

these areas have traditionally contributed a large number of

non-commuters to the United states. It is believed that

those non-commuters are more likely to be paid cash for

remuneration and less likely to have taxes withheld from

their wages (Ranney and Kossoudji, 1983).

The other explanation is associated with the dual

sector market theory. It is perceived that illegal

immigrants are employed mostly in the informal labor market,

in which remuneration is paid in cash and no fringe benefit

is provided; illegal migrants are therefore less likely to

pay taxes and receive health care insurance. In addition,

because of their irregular status and fears of being

apprehended, the access of illegal immigrants to social

welfare programs, unemployment compensation and food stamps,

is limited. There is no doubt that the possibility of
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receiving social welfare services is lowered by migrants'

lack of documents.

In the first column of Table 4.6, single migrants and

married migrants with children in either primary school or

secondary school are more likely to pay taxes and Social

security contributions. It is interesting to note that

migrants contributing to taxes also send home money or

deposit money in u.s. banks. Accordingly, it is fair to say

that migrants who have children in the school are likely to

contribute to government revenues; they do not receive

everything in the United states free of charge.

In the second column, of great interest is the positive

relationship of CHECK (migrant having checking account in

the United States) and SAVE (migrant having saving accounts

in the United States) and negative relationship of REMIT

(migrant sends money home) to the unemployment compensation

granted to migrants. It is unlikely that money would be

sent home when a migrant is granted unemploYment

compensation. As for checking or saving accounts in U.s.

banks, because of the lack of knowledge from the survey data

of the amount of money deposited in the accounts, it is

difficult to draw conclusions about the relationship between

the receipt of unemployment compensation and the possession

of checking or saving accounts. Perhaps the result implies

that migrants who receive unemployment compensation and

possess bank accounts reside in "regular" status in the
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United states. As indicated, since a portion of surveyed

sample consists of permanent out-migrants from Mexico in

California, the possibility that some of them have acquired

"regular" status and are eligible for welfare programs

cannot be excluded. The unemployed migrants seem to be

granted unemployment compensation, but the relationship of

UNEMP(migrant unemployed) to unemployment compensation is

not statistically significant.

In the column (3), the relationship of REMIT, CHECK,

and SAVE to the receipt of food stamps is similar to the

relationship to the acceptance of unemployment compensation,

except for the variable SAVE, which is statistically

insignificant. In addition, migrants employed in American

agricultural sector do not gain access to food stamps or

other welfare services (in the fourth column), partly

because work in the agricultural sector is temporary and

seasonal, and partly because farm laborers are part of the

informal labor market. In addition to the negative

relationship between AGRI and welfare services, the fourth

column reveals the difficulty of providing unemployed

migrants with access to other welfare services, affirming

the characteristic of migrants as an underclass people in

the United States.

In summary, the results shown in Table 4.6 indicate

that the migrants, if paid in cash, contribute less to
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government revenues through taxes payment and Social

Security contributions, but also cost less to taxpayers in

the united states because of limited access to a variety of

social welfare programs. The cash transaction between

migrants and their employers reveals not only the employers'

advantages, but also underground economic activities caused

by hiring illegal immigrants. However, if paid by check

rather than by cash, the deducted taxes and social security

payments from immigrant's earnings would probably indicate

that immigrants contribute more than they cost (see Simon

and Deley, 1984; Chiswick, 1988).

Migrants with children in school may to some extent

take advantage of facilities provided by the educational

system in the United states. However, they do not take this

advantage free of charges, even though their tax

contributions may not be enough to cover their children's

educational expenses. 12

Most of the case shows that migrants do indeed send

remittances home, but they also receive less from social

welfare programs supported by taxpayers in the United

states. The reliability of remittances sent home by

migrants assures the return to out-migration from Mexico and

encourages the continual wage-labor migration stream (Wiest,

1973). However, not considering indirect costs incurred for

taxpayers due to the possible job displacement of native
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workers, it is fair to say that the inflow of immigrants

will not necessarily lead to a decrease in aggregate welfare

in the recipient country. However, it will lead to an

increase in aggregate welfare in the source country because

of remittances sent home (see also Rivera-Batiz, 1983).13

There has been a great deal of empirical research aimed

at investigating the balance of transfers between immigrants

and natives in the United states (e.g., Simon, 1984;

Weintraub, 1984). Following their arguments, the

contribution made by immigrants to the public coffers is

positive. In comparison with the costs involved in using

pUblic services in the united States, immigrants, legal and

illegal, contribute more and use less. 14 Of course, none of

the research takes into account indirect costs incurred on

taxpayers because of the possible job displacement effect of

immigrants on native workers, due partly to the difficulty

of computing the indirect costs, and partly to the

uncertainty of the job displacement effect caused by

immigrants. However, based on the consideration of only the

balance of transfers, most of the research demonstrates the

positive contributions made by the immigrants. On the basis

of the findings in Table 4.6, it is rather fair to conclude

that while immigrants may not pay income taxes and Social

Security contributions to the government, their access to

the use of pUblic service is also limited.
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F. Summary and Conclusions

This chapter first clarified the patterns of

undocumented migrants, because different patterns of

migrants may present different characteristics in economic

activities, and further would be closely related to the

understanding and analysis of undocumented migrants. The

following conclusions are drawn by reference to Massey's

survey data:

1. In more recent periods, the migrants are basically

female-dominated. This finding is controversial, and

contradicts the general sentiment that male migrants

dominate the migration stream to the United states.

However, since female migrants have dominated in the

postwar legal migration stream to the United states,

coupled with the interactive relationship between legal

and illegal immigrant flows, the possibility that a

significant proportion of undocumented migrants to the

United states are female, especially in the case of

Mexican "migrants, should not be excluded (see also

Houston, 1983). By the same token, the economic

contributions of female immigrants can no longer be

neglected in the discussion of the immigration issue (see

also Boyd, 1979).
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2. The majority of migrants who work in either the United

states or Mexico are on a seasonal, temporary basis,

inferred from the distribution of migrants' occupational

background. This result implies that the paucity of

stable employment opportunities in the origin has forced

a vast number of migrants in the labor force to locate

employment opportunities elsewhere in order to satisfy

their economic needs.

3. A faction of migrants are not entirely unskilled as

conceived; they are skilled manual workers in Mexico.

Their inflow should give rise to a different impact on

the host labor markets. Yet, this impact would not be

substantial, since most of the migrants have limited

education attainment. Fewer years of schooling would

impede the migrants' assimilation and acceptance in the

host society and further deprive them of economic

opportunities in the formal labor market.

4. Most important is the finding that most migrants are

undocumented; absence of documents does not appear to

deter migration to the united states. This result

enhances the impression that the inflow of illegal

immigration would continue without cease, were there no

proper policy to ease the undocumented worker flows. The

discussion on policy issues will be made in later

chapters.
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5. Finally, the results derived from equations (2) - (6)

show that by referring to Massey's survey data migrants

seem to take less and also pay less. This finding

contrasts the general perception of the balance of

welfare transfers. However, given the conceivable

existence of cash transactions between migrants and

employers, as well as the irregular status of migrants, a

situation of migrants paying less and taking less is

reasonable. In addition, the lower use of hospital

services by illegal migrants implies a rejection of the

perception that there is a considerable economic impact

of illegal immigrants on medical programs. At least on

the state government level, the costs accrued to the use

of education, health care, and welfare by illegal

migrants have been less than immigrants' contribution to

the government (Weintraub, 1984). Although the

differentials between costs and benefits cannot be

measured exactly, the biased perception of the over-use

of public services by illegal aliens can be somewhat

revamped. Because of the effects of such factors as age,

education, and English language ability, illegal

immigrants are less likely to use welfare services than

natives with similar characteristics (Greenwood and

McDowell, 1986).

However, it is important to note that these inferences

are drawn from Massey's (1987) Mexican Migration Project
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survey of migrants from four selected Mexican cities.

Massey's respondents should not be seen as representing all

Mexican migrants with equi-probability.
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Chapter IV Notes

1. Because the unemployment rate is usually measured at

the end of certain period when migration may not occur,

in the discussion of the relationship between migration

and unemployment it becomes controversial to use

"potential II unemployment or turnover rate in a labor

market as a surrogate for measured unemployment .

However, measuring "potential II unemployment remains a

problem; the difficulty is figuring the base of

measurement. In addition, using turnover rates will

undoubtedly include individuals leaving the labor

market voluntarily. The real relationship between

migration and unemployment is not thus measured.

2. Surely not all the individuals in the sample migrated

from 1980 to 1982. Following Massey's explanation,

this three-year time span is regarded as a reference

period to define those migrants who were most currently

and actively migrating to the united states.

3. The reference group for the migrant's education level

is the migrant who has no years of schooling in Mexico.

The mean value and standard deviation of the variable

from the migrant with no schooling are 0.225 and 0.418,

respectively, if this variable is defined as 1 denoting

the migrant having no schooling and 0 denoting
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otherwise. This implies that indeed some Mexican

migrants in the sample have no educational attainment.

4. According to Massey's findings, only age and age

squared two terms adopted together can capture the

effect of age; age and age squared are therefore

extrapolated into the model by following his findings.

The sam~ argument is· also applied to the adoption of

the variables--U.S. experience and its squared.

5. The sample in Dagodag's (1984) survey was subjectively

selected of 3,204 undocumented migrants seized by the

INS on the California-Mexican border during the period

from January 1 to August 31, 1973. The purpose of this

selected sample was to investigate the origins of

immigrants to California.

6. The population size of undocumented immigration

estimated in the United States is composed of settlers

and sojourners, but mostly settlers.

7. When assuming the variable ILLEGAL (migrant with no

document) that the migrant holding document is zero and

the migrant holding no document is one, the mean of

this variable is 0.302. It is evident that most

migrants on their latest trip to the united states

possess documents.

8. Because the skilled manual worker is classified as

mason, painter, carpenter, potter, and so on, which are

closely linked to the construction industry,
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accompanied by the significant, positive relationship

of CONST (migrant employed in construction industry in

Mexico) to the likelihood of migration, there is no

wonder that skilled manual workers are also inclined to

migrate on the grounds that construction industry is

also season-oriented.

9. From the negative relationship of INSURE and positive

relationship of AGRIWORK, UNSKILL, and SKILL with the

likelihood of migration, coupled with the temporary

nature of most skilled jobs (see footnote 8), there is

no wonder that even though migrants are employed in

Mexico, they are employed on a seasonal basis. During

the low season, most of them not working in jobs

covered by national insurance are likely to locate

source of earnings elsewhere.

10. According to an empirical survey (Bustamante, 1977),

79.5 per cent of immigrants interviewed from the state

of Jaliso in Mexico are unemployed, and approximately

two-thirds of the emigrants from other seven states are

unemployed as well.

11. By referring to Massey's data set, it is difficult to

jUdge whether the property owned by a migrant is

purchased prior to or after the migration. However,

with another dependent variable representing the

likelihood of migration before 1980 as opposed to the

dependent variable, the likelihood of migration 1980-
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1982, used in the model (1), the following result is

obtained:

Explanatory
Variable

Migration to the u.s. before 1980
B SE

BUS -1.153b 0.168

LOT 1. 319b 0.356

IRLANO -1.600b 0.172

WLANO 8.663b 1.679

OLAND 0.364b 0.172

PASTURE 9.485b 1.891

Note: b p-c , 05.

It appears obvious that the signs of these explanatory

variables are exactly opposite to the ones shown in

Table 4.4. Based on these two opposing results, the

following speculations can be made: with continuity in

the migration process; that is, people migrating prior

to 1980 move again between 1980 and 1982, the business

and irrigated land owned by migrants between 1980 and

1982 would have been products of their early migration.

This same explanation can also be applied to the

relationship between LOT, WLANO, DLANO, and PASTURE and

the likelihood of migration before 1980. As for the

negative relationship between LOT, WLANO, OLAND, and

PASTURE and the likelihood of migration from 1980 to

1982 as shown in Table 4.4, a possible explanation lies

in that migrants who do not have former migration
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experience may take the opportunity to acquire monetary

returns by working in the United states, in the attempt

to earn enough money to purchase their own properties

in the homeland. The above explanation does profile

the motivation of migration for some people; that is,

acquiring monetary returns in the destination to

purchase property in the origin. Nevertheless, the

above explanation cannot exclude the possibility that

migration is not the only access to property

acquisition.

12. According to the result in the first column of Table

4.6, the positive relationship between migrants with

children in school and the tax withheld from pay

reveals that migrants with children in school are more

likely to have taxes withheld from their remuneration.

Moreover, it also implies that migrants with children

in school usually have the proclivity to stay here

permanently and are paid by check.

13. Rivera-Batiz (1983) argues that the gains of migrants

and non-migrants in the recipient country would be

greater than those of non-migrants in the source

country. However, based on the findings in Table 4.6,

because illegal immigrants pay less and also receive

less, their contribution to the non-migrants in the

United states is undecided, but will surely not result

in a decrease in aggregate welfare in the united states
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and will result in an increase in aggregate welfare in

Mexico with the remittances sent home.

14. Following Simon's (1984) argument, it is estimated that

immigrants use sUbstantially fewer public services

until 12 years after their entry. However, three to

five years after entering, immigrant families begin to

pay as much in taxes as the native families, and then

begin to pay more.
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CHAPTER V

Immigrant Effects on Employment and Wage
Level: A Macro Economic Perspective

A. General Discussion about the Impact of Immigration

The entry of immigrants has caused concern over the

economic, political, and cultural impact that those aliens

have on the host country--the United states. However,

because of the different origins of immigrants, the impact

of immigration on the united states seem to be different in

terms of the places of immigrant origin.

Immigrants from Central America, Europe, and Asia

present different characteristics inherited from the

countries from which they come. Comparing Mexican and other

Central American immigration as an example, it is easily

understood that even immigrants from the same geographic

area can differ in a variety of respects such as age

distribution and human capital characteristics. Although

both Central American and Mexican immigrants are mostly of

prime working ages, the age distributio~ is a bit older for

Central Americans than for Mexican immigrants. In addition

to age distribution, the human capital characteristics for
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both groups also present variations. The proportion of

Central Americans with a higher educational achievement is

larger than that of Mexican immigrants (Wallace, 1986).

Because human capital characteristics proposed by

individuals are influential and significant in career

performance, occupational selection, and engagement in the

labor market (see also Rosen, 1977), the inflow of

immigrants with different human capital characteristics will

definitely bring about different effects on native workers

in competition for employment opportunities.

Mexican immigrants, as discussed in the preceding

chapter, can be characterized as young, single, less

educated, less skilled, sojourner-typed, often season-based

(see also Passel, 1986; Fogel, 1977; and Houston, 1983), and

most importantly, coming in large numbers on an annual

basis. Therefore, the impact of the inflow of such a large

number of people with the above characteristics remains a

profound issue which requires a thorough examination.

In general, the impact of immigrants can be classified

as economic and non-economic. Concern over the economic

impact of immigration focuses mainly on job competition

between alien workers and native workers, changes in wage

rates, and degradation of working conditions. As for non

economic impact, the concern is over the change in

demographic structure, the assimilation of immigrants into
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the recipient society, and the relationship between

immigrants and their political participation activities.

Sentiments concerning the effects of immigrants on the

United states are diverse. Given recent economic problems,

it is evident that restrictionism on the quantitative inflow

of immigration has emerged. On immigrant issues, an average

of 60 percent of the American pub.LLo supports cutting the

immigrant inflow, mainly because of concern over the

pressure of immigrants on wages and jobs (Harwood, 1986).1

In contrast to the public view of "restrictionismll on the

issue of immigration, a survey conducted among social

scientists shows responses to the inflow of immigration

which differ from the general public viewpoints (Moore,

1986) .2 Social scientists typically hold more favorable,

supportive attitudes toward the presence of both legal and

illegal immigrants in the United states. Moreover, among

the social scientists, economists are much more likely to

conclude that immigrants make positive contributions to the

United states. Evidently, the viewpoints of both the

general public and social scientists conflict substantially.

The issue of which side has fairly judged the consequences

of immigration to the United States remains of great concern

to policy analysts and decision makers. In general, the

intellectual opinion on the immigrant issues should be given

greater consideration in formulating immigration pol icy, but

sometimes legislative policy appears to be directly opposite
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of what intellectuals think. Is this because scholars

interested in the consequences of immigration have not

provided evidence strong enough to persuade the policy

makers or the general pUblic? If this reason explains a

pOlicy outcome contradicting the intellectual opinion, then

providing a fair evaluation of immigrant impact would be of

great importance.

The large immigration infow is an undeniable fact, but

the evaluation of immigrant impact in primarily economic

terms is controversial. Therefore, the goal in this chapter

is making a fair evaluation of the effects of immigrants.

To provide policy makers with a guide, the discussions in

this and the next chapters will focus on the economic impact

of immigration by virtue of both aggregate and individual

data.

B. Discussion of Data Employed and Methodology

The aggregate data employed here are collected from the

detailed population characteristics with respect to standard

metropolitan statistical areas in the 1980 Census of

Population. In order to profile a comparative picture of

immigrant effect on employment of native workers, the

standard metropolitan statistical areas (SMSA's) are

segmented into two groups:3 the first group consists of 157

SMSA's across the united states, and the second consists of

69 SMSA's with no fewer than 400 Mexican immigrants. The
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SMSA with no Mexican immigrants is excluded from the first

group of the sample. Because there are no data available

for the age distribution of foreign-born population in

Census reports, the number of Mexican immigrants in the

labor force cannot be readily estimated. Therefore, all

Mexican immigrants counted in each SMSA are assumed to be

participants in the labor market.

In addition, without sex and occupational distribution

data for Mexican immigrants in each SMSA, it is thus assumed

that all of these Mexican immigrants would get involved in

the labor market, competing with each ethnic group by

gender. This gauges the impact of immigrants on

unemployment rates and employment opportunities in certain

occupations for different ethnic groups and age group by

gender.

A question that arises from the use of SMSA data is

whether or not the number of Mexican immigrants in the

census comprises only legal immigrants. The answer is

negative; the estimate of foreign-born population across the

united states by the Census Bureau is believed to have

included both legal and illegal immigrants. According to

Passel's (198Ga, 198Gb) study, the stock of undocumented

immigrants in the 1980 census can be measured by computing

the difference between the estimated number of foreign-born

population in the 1980 census and the number of legal aliens

derived from the Immigration and Naturalization Services
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(INS) data. It is estimated that 2.5 to 3.5 million

undocumented immigrants were counted in the 1980 census, and

no less than 50 percent of these undocumented aliens were

born in Mexico (see also Warren and Passel, 1983).4 These

estimated undocumented immigrants were mostly settlers who

intended to stay in the united States much longer or

permanently, but also included a smaller portion of long

term sojourners (Passel, 1986a).

Although the estimated number of undocumented Mexican

population was smaller than t.he actual number residing in

the united States, the 1980 census had counted two-thirds of

this population. A maximum number of 2 million undocumented

Mexican immigrants is believed to have been counted in the

1980 census (Passel, 1986a). The estimated size of the

foreign-born population included in the 1980 census is the

stock of both legal and illegal immigrants residing in the

united states. 5

In addition, in the attempt to measure the effect of

Mexican immigrants on employment opportunities of Hispanic

workers in the United states,6 another assumption made here

is the separation between Hispanic and Mexican immigrant

population in the use of 1980 census data. In other words,

both groups are assumed not to be statistically overlapped

in the 1980 census.

The data collected are largely easily computed extant

data. However, certain variables must be estimated. For
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instance, lacking readily available data on the educational

attainment of Hispanic population at SMSA level, the index

used is the ratio on a state basis of Spanish origin people

16 or older with at least an elementary level education to

the total Hispanic population of the same age and

educational backgrounds. Then, multiplying this index with

the Hispanic labor force aged 16 or older in each

Metropolitan area provides the number of Hispanics aged 16

or more in the labor force with at least an elementary level

education.

Compared to blacks, Hispanics are quite new in the

United States, especially since a large Hispanic immigrant

influx has made Hispanics the fastest-growing ethnic group

in the Union. For many newcomers of Spanish origin, fluency

in English may be of great importance in finding jobs. Thus

an estimate concerning the relationship of language ability

to employment is necessary. However, because of the paucity

of relevant data concerning the estimation of language

ability, it is necessary to use the number of Hispanics aged

18 or over who speak only Spanish at home as an indicator to

measure the language ability of Hispanic labor force in each

SMSA.

The most controversial problem in the use of various

variables lies in defining and standardizing the

occupational concentration of Hispanic and black workers,

respectively. Since the goal of the designed model, which
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will be described below, is to estimate the effect of

immigration on the labor market, the standards for choosing

occupations permeated by Mexican immigrants will be based on

one hand on the seniority (job tenure) of native workers in

the occupations, and on the other the possible occupations

in which Mexican immigrants are more likely to engage on the

other hand. Given these two standards, it is assumed that

in both construction and manufacturing industries Mexican

immigrants more likely compete with black workers, and in

the above two occupations with the addition of agricultural

industry Mexican immigrants more likely compete with

Hispanic workers.

c. Research Design and Theoretical Predictions

The model used sUbstantially mimics Muller and

Espenshade's (1985) excogitation in an attempt to measure

the effect of immigrants on black unemployment rates. Their

method segments the metropolitan areas across the United

states into two groups: one based on the whole set of

population of metropolitan areas in the United states and

another on the metropolitan areas in such states with large

Mexican population as California, Texas, New Mexico, and

Arizona. The most important explanatory variables in their

regression model are the variables representing the

percentage of Hispanic in the population for the whole

United states sample and representing the percentage of
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Mexican immigrants in the population for the selected state

sample. It is obvious that Muller and Espenshade regard

these two groups of people as homogeneous, overlapped in

statistical terms, and that their assumption is different

from the one made above that these two groups are separate.

C.l. Comparison with Formerly Related Research

In addition to the difference of assumption, there are

several additional dissimilarities with regard to the goal

and design of the model. First, Muller and Espenshade have

been criticized for focusing only on the effect of

immigration on blacks and thus ignoring the possible effect

on another group--native Hispanics (McCarthy, 1986: 804).

Moreover, following Chiswick's (1977) argument, Mexican

immigrants appear highly motivated and capable in

competition with native Mexican Americans. Given the

finding that native born Mexican Americans would have

somewhat similar socioeconomic characteristics to native

Hispanic people, it is believed that Mexican immigrants

would be very competitive with Hispanics in gaining

employment opportunities.? It is therefore necessary to

revise the model design to measure the effect of Mexican

i~~igration on Hispanics, an ethnic group presenting more

similar characteristics than blacks to Mexican immigrants.

Second, based on the consideration of the first

dissimilarity, the variable representing Mexican immigrants
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as a percentage of total labor force will be deemed as an

independent one applied not only to the model employing the

whole u.s. sample but also to that employing the selected

state sample. Third, apart from blacks and native

Hispanics, since teenagers would also be affected by the

presence of Mexican immigrants in the labor markets, it is

necessary to include them in the model. Finally, the test

will discover not only the effects on the whole ethnic group

or age group (for teenagers only), but also that on the

ethnic groups further characterized by sex and occupations.

The main task of the model described above is to gain

insight into the influence of immigration on each ethnic or

age group's employment as a whole. Nevertheless, because

the seniority for female and male workers is somewhat

variant in the labor market, the extent to which the female

or male workers are affected by the presence of immigrant

workers may also reflect a discrepancy. Therefore, the

model is designed to examine the effect that immigrants

would have on female and male labor of each ethnic or age

group. Moreover, the participation of female and male

workers in the labor market is assumed to be independent,

with no influence of employment competition on each other.

In other words, the occupations are assumed to be rigid

between male and female workers. Therefore, there is no

equation employing the percentage of female or male workers
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in the labor force as an explanatory variable with the

opposite sex group as a dependent variable.

Regardless of these dissimilarities, in order to make a

comparison with Muller and Espenshade's findings about the

effect of immigration on native-born black workers, the

model tested here will basically follow their pattern: the

analysis will be based on a sample consisting of the SMSA's

across the United states, and also on a sample restricted to

the SMSA's with concentration of Mexican immigrants.

C.2. Explanation of Models

Based on the above description, several simple labor

market models are formulated as follows:

BLKURjj = f(PHSPL jj, WHTURij' PBCMjj, LFPRjj, SIZE, u) (1)

BLKURjj = f (MEXIMMGj, PHSPLij' WHTURij' PBCMjj, LFPRij'

SIZE, u)

HSPURjj = f(PBLKL jj, WHTURjj, PHCMAij' LFPRjj, SIZE, PHSPAN,

PHSCH, u)

(2)

(3)

HSPURjj = f(MEXIMMGjI PBLKLjj, WHTURjj, PHCMAjji LFPR jjl SIZE,

PHSPAN, PHSCH, u)

TEENURjj = f (MEXIMMGj, PBLKLij' PHSPLij' LFPRjj, WHTURjj,

SIZE, u)

PBLCMjj = f (PHSPLjj, WHTURij' LFPRjj, SIZE, u)

(4)

(6)

PBLCMjj = f(MEXIMMGj , PHSPL j j , WHTUR j j , LFPR j j , SIZE, u) (7)
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PHSCH, u)
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(8)

PHLCMA j j = f (MEXIMMGj' PBLKLj j , WHTURij' LFPR j j , SIZE, PHSPAN ,

PHSCH, u) (9)

The definition for each variable is given in Table 5.1.

Equation (1) - (5) are employed to estimate what

effects immigrants would have on the labor markets,

especially whether immigrants would displace native-born

workers in competition for employment opportunities. These

equations will respectively examine the effect of job

displacement brought about by Mexican immigrants on blacks,

American Hispanics, and youths by gender. Equations (6) 

(9) measure the same effect of immigration on blacks and

American Hispanics by occupation.

In these models, primary significance is placed on the

estimated coefficient on MEXIMMG, a variable indexing the

concentration of Mexican immigrants in the local labor

market. The purpose is to examine how Mexican immigrants

would compete with the total labor force or the labor force

segmented by gender, when all Mexican immigrants are assumed

to participate in the labor market in which male, female, or

total labor force is concentrated.

In addition to MEXIMMG, these variables denoting the

concentration of blacks (PBLKL) and Hispanics (PHSPL) in the

labor market should be seen as important in affecting each
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Table 5.1

Description of Variables in Regression Models (1)-(9)

============================================================
Code Description

BLKUR unemployment rate for blacks

HSPUR unemployment rate for Hispanics

TEENUR unemployemnt rate for teenagers, 16-19 years old

PBLCM percentage of blacks employed in construction and
manufacturing industries in total black labor
force

PHLCMA

MEXIMMG

PHSPL

WHTUR

PBCM

LFPR

percentage of Hispanics employed in construction,
manufacturing, and agricultural industries in
total Hispanic labor force

the ratio of Mexican immigrants to the male,
female or total civilian labor force to show the
concentration of immigrants in each type of labor
market

percentage of Hispanic labor force in the total
civilian labor force

unemployment rate for whites, serving as a control
variable for local economic conditions influential
to all workers

percentage of blacks employed in construction and
manufacturing industries in total employed black
labor force, indicating the concentration effect
on black unemployment

labor force participation rate for each SMSA, also
reflecting the local economic conditions

============================================================
Source: Author's Tabulations.
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Table 5.1 (continued) Description of Variables
in Regression Models (1)-(9)

===========================================================
Code

SIZE

PBLKL

PHCMA

PHSPAN

PHSCH

u

i

j

Description

population size, indicating the size of each SMSA

percentage of black labor force in the total
civilian labor force

percentage of Hispanics employed in construction,
manufacturing, and agricultural industries in
total employed Hispanic labor force, indicating
the concentration effect on Hispanic unemployment

percentage of Hispanics 18 years of old or more,
only speaking spanish at home

percentage cf Hispanics 16 years of old or more,
with at least elementary school level

random error term

1, 2, or 3i 1 denotes male, 2 denotes female, and
3 denotes both genders

a or bi a means the SMSA's with Mexican
immigrants, and b means the SMSA's with at least
400 Mexican immigrants

============================================================
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ethnic group's competitors (blacks to Hispanics, or vice

versa) in gaining job opportunities. Note that there is a

variable-unemployment rate of teenagers (TEENUR) in the

equations (1) - (4). Because either BLKUR (unemployment

rate for blacks) or HSPUR (unemployment rate for Hispanics)

has included partial unemployment rate of teenagers, the

test for the extrapolation of TEENUR in equations (1) - (4)

should result in statistic bias.

Following Muller and Espenshade's (1985) argument, a

variety of factors consisting of local and national economic

conditions will be reflected in the variation of white

unemployment rate and also in the change in labor force

participation rate (regarded as the condition of labor

supply in the labor market); the inclusion of WHTUR and LFPR

can capture the magnitude of those factors. 8 The variable

SIZE (population size of each SMSA) is included to examine

the relationship of each explained group's employment

opportunities to the place they live. Two variables PBCM

and PHCMA respectively account for the occupational

concentration of blacks and Hispanics in an area. The high

concentration of each group in particular occupations may be

easily subject to the economic recession, and in turn

affected by layoff high rates.

Both PHSPAN and PHSCH control the English language

ability and educational attainment of Hispanics in the labor

markets. It is likely that higher educational level and
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more fluent language ability will lead to the lower

unemployment of Hispanic workers; these relationships can be

detected by the inclusion of PHSPAN and PHSCH in the model.

For equations (6) - (9), the design of the model is

fundamentally similar to equations (1) - (4) with

modification only of dependent variables from ethnic group

unemployment to the occupational employment of each ethnic

group. Examining equations (6) - (9) investigates the job

displacement effect of immigration in the occupations in

which black and Hispanic workers are concentrated. The

unemployment rate of each ethnic group records the overall

effect of immigration on the labor market, and cannot

capture the effect on the informal labor market where

immigrants are more likely to make a living. In addition,

this exercise allows a comparison between estimates derived

from equation (6) - (9) and the model to be tested using

Chiswick's micro data set in the next chapter.

D. Results and Analysis

The mean value and standard deviation of each variable

in the models are displayed in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, the

results tabulated in Tables 5.4-5.8.

The relationships of immigrants to native born workers

have been characterized by displacement, replacement, and

complementarity, depending on the conditions and restraints

in specific labor markets (Sassen-Koob, 1980), but little
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Table 5.2

Mean Values and Standard Deviations
of Variables Employed in Reqression

Models (1)-(9): Selected SMSA Sample

===========================================================
Variable Mean standard Deviation

BLKUR, 0.116 0.045

BLKURz 0.104 o.o:n
BLKUR3 0.110 0.038

MEXIMMG 0.045 0.088

WHTUR, 0.054 0.018

WHTURz 0.055 0.018

WHTUR3 0.054 0.017

HSPUR, 0.090 0.038

HSPURz 0.099 0.054

HSPUR3 0.094 0.043

LFPR, 0.769 0.042

LFPRz 0.516 0.044

LFPR3 0.638 0.041

PBCM, 0.320 0.122

PBCMz 0.143 0.081

PBCM3 0.232 0.095

PHCMA, 0.460 0.124

PHCMAz 0.246 0.109

PHCMA3 0.353 0.106

============================================================
Source: Author's Tabulations.

1980 Census of Population (Census Bureau)
Note: 1 denotes male, 2 female, and 3 both gender.
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Table 5.2 (continued) Mean Values and
Standard Deviations of Variables Employed

in Regression Models (1)-(9): Selected SMSA Sample

============================================================
Variable Mean standard Deviation

PHSCH 0.782 0.082

PHSPAN 0.492 0.096

TEENUR1 0.151 0.038

TEENUR2 0.127 0.028

PHSPL, 0.120 0.152

PHSP~ 0.105 0.139

PHSP~ 0.114 0.145

PBLKL, 0.085 0.109

PBLK~ 0.105 0.114

PBLK~ 0.094 0.110

SIZE 1455.038 1710.952

PBLCM, 0.289 0.115

PBLCM2 0.128 0.071

PBLCM3 0.212 0.085

PHLCMA, 0.411 0.113

PHLCMAz 0.221 0.092

PHLCMA3 0.336 0.099

============================================================
Note: 1 denotes male, 2 female, and 3 both gender.
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Table 5.3

Mean Values and Standard Deviations
of Variables Employed in Regression

Models (1)-(9): U.S. Sample

===========================================================
variable Mean standard Deviation

BLKUR, 0.125 0.045

BLKUR2 0.113 0.039

BLl\."UR3 0.119 0.038

MEXIMMG 0.020 0.062

WHTUR, 0.057 0.020

WHTUR2 0.056 0.017

WHTUR3 0.057 0.017

PBCM, 0.364 0.129

PBCM2 0.178 0.100

PBCM3 0.271 0.107

PHCMA, 0.446 0.136

PHCMA2 0.239 0.127

PHCMA3 0.342 0.121

HSPUR, 0.094 0.040

HSPUR2 0.097 0.051

HSPUR3 0.095 0.039

LFPR, 0.762 0.038

LFPR2 0.509 0.046

LFPR3 0.634 0.038

============================================================
Source: Author's tabulations.

1980 Census of Population (Census Bureau).
Note: 1 denotes male, 2 female, and 3 both gender.
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Table 5.3 (Continued) Mean Values and
Standard Deviations of Variables Employed
in Regression Models (1)-(9): U.S. Sample

============================================================
variable Mean standard Deviation

PHSCH 0.823 0.070

PHSPAN 0.417 0.113

TEENUR1 0.158 0.038

TEENURz 0.136 0.036

PHSPL1 0.062 0.115

PHSPLz 0.054 0.105

PHSP~ 0.059 0.109

PBLKL1 0.088 0.095

PBLKLz 0.111 0.109

PBLK~ 0.098 0.101

SIZE 942.155 1246.248

PBLCM1 0.318 0.113

PBLCMZ 0.156 0.083

PBLCM3 0.239 0.091

PHLCMA 1 0.399 0.119

PHLCMAZ 0.217 0.114

PHLCMA3 0.324 0.111

===========================================================
Note: 1 denotes male, 2 female, and 3 both gender.
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empirical research can identify the circumstances under

which the relationship can be seen as complementary or

substitutable. Because of the lack of reliable information

about the role of immigrants in the labor market, the

circulation of two extreme opinions with respect to the

native worker-immigrant relationship is not surprising. One

extreme thinks that the labor market is like a container

filled with water. Given the sUbstitute relationship

between immigrants and native workers, before pouring into

any new water the old water must be taken away; otherwise,

the water will spillover. It means that the entry of

immigrant workers will displace native workers, and force

them into unemployment. An alternative argument is that

immigrants just take the jobs that native workers are not

willing to accept; therefore, there is no substitution

occurring between immigrant and native workers in

competition for employment opportunities (see also Borjas

and Tienda, 1987). Both arguments are only partially

correct in terms of the results derived from the above

models.

D.l. competition Among Groups in General Labor Markets

Table 5.4 shows that the participation of native-born

Hispanic workers will not take jobs away from blacks.

Conversely, black unemployment rates are decreased by the

increase of Hispanic workers in the local labor market
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Table 5.4

Estimates of Regression Analysis on Equations
(1) and (2): Effect of Immigration on

Black Unemployment at Macro Level, 1980

============================================================
Irxieperxi
ent
Variable Male

(1) (2)

U.S. Sample (N-l57)

Female
(1) (2)

Total
(1) (2)

CONSTANT -0.016 0.016 0.037 -0.022 0.269 0.247
(-0.053) (0.053) (0.071) (-0.042) (0.809) (0.732)

MEXIMMG -0.012 0.030 0.008
(-0.573) (1.·334) (0.438)

PHSPL -0.024 . -0.009 -0.057 -0.097 -0.044 -1\ nl:\A.
"'. \J.., ..

(-1.410) (-0.277) (-2.461) (-2.557) (-2.885) (-1. 956)

WHlUR 0.719 0.729 0.726 0.707 0.758 0.750
(11.601) (11.301) (6.465) (6.272) (11.024) (10.522)

PBCM 0.227 0.221 0.113 0.124 0.200 0.204
(4.191) (4.012) (2.507) (2.705) (4.508) (4.502)

LFPR 0.736 0.807 0.241 0.188 0.759 0.725
(1.743) (1.830) (0.677) (0.525) (2.276) (2.107)

SIZE 0.050 0.050 0.0003 0.0002 0.033 0.033
(1.821) (1.818) (0.007) (0.006) (1.380) (1.369)

R2 0.53 0.53 0.33 0.34 0.54 0.54
============================================================
Source: Author tabulations.

1980 Census of Population (Census Bureau).
Note: T-statistics are given in parentheses.
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Table 5.4 (Continued) Estimates of Regression Analysis
on Equations (1) and (2):

Effect of Immigration on Black
unemployment at Macro Level, 1980

============================================================
Selected. SMSA sample (N-69)Irrlepend

ent
Variables

(1)
Male

(2)
Female

(1) (2) (1)
Total

(2)

CONSTANT 0.189 0.216
(0.582) (0.565)

0.385 0'.147
(0.867) (0.314)

0.489 0.429
(1.500) (1.137)

MEXIMMG

PHSPL

PBCM

LFPR

SIZE

-0.004
(-0.136)

-0.026 -1.020
(-1.001) (-0.384)

0.914 0.917
(11.801) (11.373)

0.219 0.222
(3.079) (2.961)

0.640 0.672
(1.351) (1.268)

0.097 0.023
(3.337) (0.850)

0.72 0.68

0.035
(1.492)

-0.063 -0.106
(-2.725) (-2.868)

0.872 0.854
(9.186) (9.013)

0.160 0.148
(3.708) (3.406)

0.187 0.080
(0.567) (0.237)

0.023 0.036
(0.850) (1.281)

0.69 0.69

0.008
(0.322)

-0.501 -0.062
(-2.455) (-1.534)

0.925 0.919
(12.755) (12.154)

0.204 0.198
(3.680) (3.343)

0.662 0.612
(1. 956) (1.633)

0.066 0.068
(2.840) (2.809)

0.76 0.76
============================================================
Note: T-statistics are given in parentheses.
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whether in the u.s. sample or the selected SMSA sample

regression. This result conforms to Muller and Espenshade's

(1985: 75-80) findings. Moreover, it also conforms to an

empirical finding that blacks and Hispanics are complements

(Borjas, 1983), but only under the circumstances that PHSPL

-Hispanic workers as a percentage of the labor force--is

treated as an explanatory variable, and that the framework

of the model reflects the operation of general labor markets

instead of specific labor markets. It is surprising to see

that Mexican immigrants, who, share similar characteristics

with Hispanic workers, pose potential threat to female black

workers in the local labor market in either the areas with

or without concentration of Mexican immigrants. However,

compared with male labor, female labor is quite novel in the

labor market, in abundantly serving as low wage workers

since the end of the Second World War; the inflow of migrant

workers will undoubtedly compete directly with female labor

in the local labor market. However, the overall effect of

Mexican immigration on black unemployment does not conform

with the general perception that millions of jobs formerly

held by blacks have been taken away by illegal aliens. It

lacks empirical basis to blame Mexican immigrants when black

employment opportunities have not been deprived (see

Jackson, 1979).

In addition to the above two variables, the variation

of black unemployment rates can be attributed to changes in
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labor market conditions and differences in the degree of

concentration in certain occupations. Moreover, the change

in black unemployment rates seems to have increase with the

popUlation size of SMSA's. This result evidently reflects

the degree of competition among a variety of ethnic workers

in a popUlation intense area.

In Table 5.5, the relationship between Hispanic

unemployment rate and black worker participation in the

labor market appears to be negative for female labor

competition. This negative relationship contradicts to the

previous result that black and Hispanic workers are

complementary. Reasonable explanations of this

contradiction might be associated with the differences

between female Hispanic and black workers in seniority, work

experience, and educational attainment, all these

differences make female black workers more competitive than

their Hispanic counterparts in seeking employment

opportunities. An empirical finding (Cooney, 1975) provides

support for the dominant status of female black workers in

the labor market; it is estimated that black women have

fewer preschool children, higher educational attainment, and

higher proportion residing in urban areas as compared to

Hispanic American women. All these factors are certainly

important determinants to black women's preponderance over

Hispanic women in competition for similar jobs.
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Table 5.5

Estimates of Regression Analysis on Equations
(3) and (4): Effect of Immigration on Hispanic

UnemploYment at Macro Level, 1980

============================================================
Iniepeni
ent
Variable

u.s. sample (N-159)

Male Female
(1) (2) (1) (2)

Total
(1) (2)

CONSTANT 0.622 0.665 3.055 3.055 1.868 1.889
(1.330) (1. 328) (3.934) (3.934) (4.496) (4.536)

MEXIMMG -0.002 -0.019 -0.015
(-0.096) (-0.699) (-0.891)

PBI.KL -0.022 -0.022 0.006 0.002 0.005 0.003
(-0.865) (-0.866) (0.195) 0.071 (0.286) (0.196)

0.837 0.839 1.309 1.332 1.006 1.025
(9.136) (8.921) (8.315) (8.247) (12.552) (12.358)

PHCMA 0.168 0.167 0.213 0.201 0.257 0.249
(1.833) (1.811) (3.067) (2.806) (4.235) (4.051)

LFPR 0.970 0.988 1.790 1.855 1.688 1.778
(1.697) (1. 639) (3.654) (3.708) (4.564) (4.635)

SIZE -0.007 -0.007 0.010 0.010 -0.015 -0.015
(-0.173) (-0.176) (0.191) (0.208) (-0.549) (-0.548)

PHSPAN 0.198 0.208 0.245 0.330 0.156 0.220
(1.570) (1.283) (1.458) (1.563) (1.675) (1.868)

PHSOi 0.545 0.526 -0.168 -0.324 0.224 0.100
(1. 632) (1.368) (-0.383) (-0.650) (0.914) (0.358)

R2 0.46 0.46 0.40 0.40 0.58 0.60
============================================================
Source: Author's Tabulations.

1980 Census of Population (Census Bureau) .
Note: T-statistics are given in parentheses.
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Table 5.5 (continued) Estimates of Regression on
Equations (3) and (4): Effect of Immigration on

Hispanic Unemployment at Macro Level, 1980

============================================================
Irrleperrl
ent
Variables

(1)
Male

Selected SMSA sample (N-69)

Female
(2) (1) (2)

Total
(1) (2)

CONSTANT 0.921 0.929
(2.152) (2.115)

MEXIMMG

PBLKL

PHCMA

SIZE

PHSPAN

PHSOi

-0.002
(-0.099)

-0.011 -0.012
(-0.411) (-0.419)

0.970 0.971
(12.131) (11.831)

0.267 0.268
(2.997) (2.967)

1.009 1.024
(2.186) (2.089)

0.022 0.021
(0.752) (0.706)

0.191 0.202
(1.424) (1.156)

0.379 0.370
(1.716) (1. 524)

0.79 0.79

2.663 2.529
(3.581) (3.376)

0.035
(1.210)

0.0002 0.145
(0.006) (0.391)

1.445 1.411
(10.528) (10.105)

0.184 0.191
(2.524) (2.623)

1.182 1.086
(2.486) (2.262)

0.005 0.017
(0.125) (0.394)

-0.167 -0.316
(-0.893) (1.414)

-0.264 -0.112
(-0.845) (-0.334)

0.71 0.72

2.035 2.043
(4.536) (4.410)

-0.002
(-0.073)

0.006 0.005
(0.232) (0.198)

1.209 1.210
(14.398) (13.876)

0.291 0.292
(4.033) (3.993)

1.303 1.312
(3.430) (3.250)

0.009 0.009
(0.350) (0.322)

0.053 0.065
(0.463) (0.406)

0.061 0.054
(0.296) (0.241)

0.83 0.83
=~==========================================================

Note: T-statistics are given in parentheses.
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In addition to the favorable socioeconomic

characteristics of black women, in historical terms Hispanic

labor has gradually taken black workers' place as low-wage

labor, especially in the post-World War II periods (see also

Newman, 1978). The replacement of black workers with

Hispanic workers at low levels of the occupational ladder

might to some extent be conducive to the upward mobility of

black labor in the general labor market. This is because

not only are the receiving areas faced with labor scarcity,

but immigrant workers also take the worst jobs due to the

lack of "modern skills. 1I (Marshall, 1984) Therefore, the

inflow of Hispanic workers in the labor market may not

affect the employment opportunities, but the reverse

situation would occur when Black workers are in direct

competition with Hispanic workers for some certain

occupations. 9 Educational attainment and language ability

are important to the unemployment of Hispanic workers,

particularly the role that language ability plays for

Hispanics not only in the pursuit of employment

opportunities, but also in the assimilation process. This

point will be discussed in detail in the following chapter.

Similar to the result shown in Table 5.4, the general

economic conditions account for the variation of Hispanic

unemployment rates.

Table 5.6 shows that the participation of Mexican

immigrants accounts for the increased unemployment rates of
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Table 5.6

Estimates of Regression Analysis on Equation (5):
Effect of Immigration on Teenage Unemployment

at Macro Level, 1980

============================================================
Irxiepend
ent
Variable

u.S. Sample (N-159)

Male Female Total

Selected SMSA sample
(N"69)

Male Female Total

0.680 -0.597 0.025
(2.799) (-1. 695) <0.817)

-0.021 0.011 -0.003
(-1.223) (0.664) (-0.155)

0.057 0.021 0.031
(2.255) (1.843) (1.282)

0.018 0.032
(0.983) (1.920)

0.610 0.709
(9.072) (13.353)

0.024
(0.907)

0.021
(1.218)

0.77

0.908 -0.324
(3.057) (-1.381)

0.008 0.036
<0.466) (1.726)

0.81 0.70

0.049
(2.721)

0.741
(15.826)

0.419 -0.270 0.206
(2.491) (-0.954) <0.979)

-0.015 0.001 -0.005
(-1.458) (0.104) (-0.507)

0.019 -0.014 -0.001
(1.204) (-0.708) (-0.063)

0.072 0.066 0.069
(7.701) (5.718) (7.333)

0.662 0.631 0.673
(19.919) (10.699) (15.814)

0.281 -0.415 -0.097
(1.324) (-2.247) <0.484)

-0.012 -0.010 -0.011
(-0.855) (-0.526) (-0.741)

0.74 0.60 0.69

MEXIMMG

LFPR

PHSPL

CONSTANT

SIZE

============================================================
Source: Author's Tabulations.

1980 Census of PopUlation (Census Bureau).
Note: T-statistics are given in parentheses.
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female teenage workers in the SMSA's in which Mexican

immigrants are concentrated. As for the different signs of

coefficient of PHSPL and PBLKL, no clear-cut reason can

explain why the PHSPL--Hispanic workers as a percentage of

the labor force--accounts for the increased unemployment

rates of male teenagers in the u.s. sample and that of both

male and female teenagers in the selected SMSA sample.

However, the complex relationship might be relevant to the

disproportionate fraction of certain ethnic teenagers'

participation in the labor market.

The presence of ethnic minority workers in the same

labor market exert relatively great influence over the

variation in teenage unemployment rates, because both

teenage and ethnic minority workers bear similar labor

market characteristics. Nevertheless, with declining

participation in the low level occupations, it is expected

that the direct competition for teenagers with minority

labor force will be eased, in particular with immigrant

workers. A large share of immigrant workers will continue

to be important in providing low-wage labor (Saseen-Koob,

1980).

In short, the involvement of Mexican immigrants in

general labor markets results in the increased unemployment

rates of female labor. Refering to Chapter four's

discussion of an increasing number of female immigrants

crossing over the U.S.-Mexican border, it seems reasonable
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that female labor in the United states would be faced with

more intense competition from the presence of Mexican

immigrants in the labor markets.

Although the effect of Mexican immigration on female

labor unemployment might be overestimated because of a lack

of gender and age distinction for Mexican immigrants, the

possibility that Mexican immigrants will affect female labor

should be expected because the opportunity structure forces

both groups to serve in lower level occupations.

Nevertheless, the struggle of women for equality in

remuneration and the recent decline in female labor force

participation rates will reduce the supply of women as low

wage labor and ease their competition with immigrant workers

in the lower level occupations (see also Saseen-Koob, 1980).

D.2. competition Among Groups in certain occupations

As pointed out, the results derived from equations (1)

- (5) only reflect the conditions of general labor markets.

The possible competition between Mexican immigrants and

various ethnic groups in certain occupations or in the so

called informal labor market needs examination. The

equations (6) - (9) are designed to assess the influence of

immigrant workers on the employment of native workers in

occupations in which immigrant workers possibly concentrate.

The occupations chosen are construction and manufacturing

industries for black workers and those two plus agricultural
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industry for Hispanic workers. Likewise, the analyses are

separated by gender and based on the U.S. sample and the

selected SMSA sample, respectively.

In Tables 5.7 and 5.8, the results suggest that the

increase in the growth rate of Hispanic labor force

participation will affect the employment opportunities of

black workers in construction and manufacturing industries.

Conversely, the increased labor force participation rate of

blacks will vary with an increase of Hispanic employment in

the occupations in which Hispanics are possibly involved.

It seems contradictory for these two relationships. In

effect, these results conform to the previous explanations

for equations (1) - (4) because of the differences between

black and Hispanic workers in seniority, work experience,

and educational attainment. In a similar vein, because

black workers concentrate less in occupations in which

Hispanics also engage, the presence of Hispanic workers in

the labor market might threaten black workers who still

remain in low-wage occupations while the engagement of black

workers would not.

The analyses based on both types of samples suggest

that increased participation of Mexican immigrants in low

wage occupations will vary with a decline in the employment

of ethnic minority groups except for male Hispanic workers

performing the same types of jobs.'o In fact, the variable

MEXIMMG used in equations (7) and (9) is not an appropriate
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Table 5.7

Estimates of Regression Analysis on Equations (6) and (7):
Effect of Immigration on Black occupational

Employment at Macro Level, 1980

============================================================
Irdepend
ent
Variable Male

(1) (2)

u.S. Sample (N-159)

Female
(1) (2)

Total
(1) (2)

-1.588 -1.347 -1.410 -1.198
(-3.507) (-2.957) (-1.382) (-1.186)

-0.131 -0.068
(-1.374) (-0.699)

0.351 0.779
(0.542) (1.181)

-0.034 -0.032
(-0.800) (-0.776)

0.08 0.11

-1. 748 -1.499
(-2.936) (-2.514)

-0.074
(-2.333)

0.005
(0.095)

-0.093
(-3.601)

-0.078 -0.005
(-0.624) (-0.037)

0.314 0.619
(0.521) (1.018)

-0.032 -0.029
(-0.729) (-0.677)

0.09 0.12

-0.100
(-2.340)

-0.180 -0.041
(-4.375) (-0.573)

0.164 0.213
(0 .756) (0.990)

1.507 1.622
(2.218) (2.415)

0.028 0.027
(0.412) (0.410)

0.13 0.16

-0.075
(-2.479)

0.023
(0.480)

-0.078
(-3.174)

MEXIMMG

CONSTANT

PHSPL

LFPR

SIZE

============================================================
Source: Author's Tabulations.

1980 Census of Population (Census Bureau).
Note: T-statistics are given in parentheses.
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Table 5.7 (continued) Estimates of Regression Analysis
on Equations (6) and (7): Effect of Immigration on
Black occupational Employment at Macro Level, 1980

============================================================
Indenpen
ent
Variable

Selected SMSA Sample (N-69)

Male Female Total
(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)

CONsrANT -1.739 -2.171 -2.719 -3.364 -2.043 -2.727
(-2.920) (-3.263) (-2.202) (-2.614) (-2.781) (-3.451)

MEXIMMG -0.078 -0.101 -0.109
(1.413) (1.583) (2.059)

PHSPL -0.131 -0.234 -0.252 -0.375 -0.150 -0.287
(-3.016) (-2.765) (-4.202) (-3.837) (-3.513) (-3.649)

-0.105 -0.159 -0.040 -0.100 -0.084 -0.174
(-0.716) (-1.054) (-0.150) (-0.376) (-0.494) (-1. 020)

LFPR 0.089 -0.517 0.782 0.447 0.081 -0.632
(0.099) (-0.522) (0.854) (0.480) (0.103) (-0.749)

SIZE -0.035 -0.014 0.025 0.064 -0.033 -0.004
(-0.625) (-0.247) (0.332) (0.806) (0.609) (-0.066)

R2 0.14 0.17 0.27 0.30 0.18 0.23
============================================================
Note: T-statistics are given in parentheses.
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Table 5.8

Estimates of Regression Analysis on Equations (8) and (9):
Effect of Immigration on Hispanic

Occupational Employment at Macro Level, 1980

============================================================
Independ
ent
Variable Male

(1) (2)

U.S. Sample (N-159)

Female
(1) (2)

Total
(1) (2)

CONSTANT 0.256 0.284 -0.477 -0.395 -0.043 0.002
(0.588) (0.654) (-0.517) (-0.439) (-0.078) (0.003)

0.006 0.008 0.004
(0.168) (0.332) (0.158)

0.223 0.085 0.128
(1.207) (0.794) (1.177)

0.334 0.380 0.596
(0.578) (0.769) (1.174)

0.006 -0.037 -0.036
(0.100) (-1.000) (-0.978)

1.108 0.460 0.612
(4.906) (3.925) (4.168)

MEXIMMG

PBI.J<L

LFPR

SIZE

~.5PAN

-0.031
(-1.507)

0.012 0.011 0.026
(0.549) (0.475) (0.734)

0.062 0.087 0.119
(0.780) (1.067) (0.637)

1.193 1.425 0.023
(2.395) (2.743) (0.039)

-0.054 -0.055 0.001
(-1.609) (-1.649) (0.013)

0.344 0.473 0.719
(3.232) (3.473) (3.784)

-0.098
(-3.006)

-0.038
(-1.697)

PHSCH 0.093 -0.158 0.572 -0.243 0.205 -0.109
(0.317) (-0.467) (1.096) (-0.422) (0.630) (-0.293)

0.11 0.12 0.10 0.15 0.11 0.12

---------

============================================================
Source: Author's Tabulations.

1980 Census of PopUlation (Census Bureau).
Note: T-statistics are given in parentheses.
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Table 5.8 (continued) Estimates of Regression Analysis on
Equations (8) and (9): Effect of Immigration on Hispanic

occupational Employment at Macro Level, 1980

============================================================
Selected SMSA Sample (N-69)

Male Female

Indepem
ent
Variables

(1) (2) (1) (2) (1)
Total

(2)

------

CONSTANT 0.294 0.257 -1.758 -1.635 -0.239 -0.377
(0.451) (0.383) (-1.453 (":'1'.327) (-0.293) (-0.451)

MEXIMMG 0.009 -0.030 0.029
(0.263) (-0.634) (0.764)

PBlKL 0.036 0.039 -0.039 -0.051 0.016 0.027
(0.826) (0.860) (-0.667) (-0.829) (0.353) (0.561)

0.097 0.090 0.016 0.044 0.089 0.058
(0.819) (0.733) (0.070) (0.192) (0.595) (0.372)

LFPR 1.151 1.086 -0.595 -0.508 0.243 0.066
(1.633) (1.442) (-0.767) (-0.642) (0.352) (0.090)

SIZE -0.056 -0.053 0.020 0.010 -0.040 -0.031
(-1.278 ) (-1.164) (0.296) (0.143) (-0.814) (-0.617)

PHSPAN 0.199 0.154 0.474 0.600 0.259 0.121
(0.966) (0.570) (1.570) (1.655) (1.166) (0.423)

PHSCH -0.004 0.035 0.350 0.218 0.090 0.211
(-0.011) (0.094) (0.686) (0.393) (0.240) (0.158)

R2 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.05
============================================================
Note: T-statistics are given in parentheses.
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explanatory variable, because it indexes the percentage of

Mexican workers in the labor force, not the percentage of

Mexican workers employed in the low-wage occupations.

Therefore, only the variation in the employment of native

workers with the growth rate of Mexican immigrant

participation can be verified. The influx of Mexican

immigrants may be negatively related to the variation in the

employment of ethnic minority workers in lower level

occupations. If it were the case that native workers lose

employment opportunities, the displaced native workers would

remain unemployed or find jobs in other occupations.

D.3. Propositions Based on Previous Model Test

In combination with both results derived separately

from equations (1) - (5) and equations (6) - (9), several

speculative propositions can be set forth:

1) The impact of immigration sUbstantially concentrats on

female labor of ethnic minority and on female teenage

workers in the general labor market. Referring to the

historical development of labor force participation in

the lower level occupations, there is a great possibility

that the influx of immigrant workers would compete

directly with women and youth for the same types of jobs.

2) Therefore, this is no wonder that Mexican immigrants are

inclined to lower the participation rate of native

workers, mainly female workers, in such occupations as
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construction, manufacturing, and agricultural ind~stries,

which the industries traditionally regarded as

encompassing low-wage occupations.

3) However, since the unemployment rates are not escalated

for most native workers by the inflow of Mexican workers,

displaced workers in low-wage occupations may not remain

unemployed but possibly become employed in other

occupations if job transfers among labor markets are not

so rigid. This speculation suggests an obvious

association with the dual labor market theory, as it

probes whether transfers exist between the secondary and

primary markets.

4) Coupled with the trend since the 1960s of a declining

participation rate of female labor force in lower level

occupations, it is expected that the direct confrontation

of immigrant workers with non-Hispanic female workers

would diminish, other conditions being equal.

5) If the participation of immigrants is influential in the

upward mobility of native workers in the labor markets,

immigrant workers may make a positive contribution to the

economic status adjustment of native workers.

E. Further Exploration of Immigrant Effect on Employment

Substantial research has been conducted to explain the

effects of immigration on native workers in the labor

market. A common sentiment on the presence of Mexican
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immigrants is that Mexican workers provide significant labor

supply in lower level occupation or the secondary market

(e.g. Fogel, 1975; Muller and Espenshade, 1985; Sassen-Koob,

1980; Simon and Deley, 1984; Passel, 1986a; and Piore,

1975). Simon and Deley, for example, show that undocumented

Mexican female migrants in Los Angeles are

disproportionately concentrated in the low-wage, lower

level, and unskilled or semiskilled occupations. More than

80 percent of the undocumented women in their survey are

employed in the same types of jobs.

Nevertheless, the controversy in those findings is

their inconsistency about the immigrant consequences on

labor markets. Whether the immigrant workers displace

native workers or take away jobs that native workers do not

want remains debatable. There is almost an agreement that

the participation of immigrant workers in the labor market

leads to gains and losses for native workers, but the

problem receiving attention is who benefits and who loses in

economic terms. This problem should be solved by evaluating

the effects of immigration on the variation in wage rates

and employment opportunities of native workers. Because

immigrant workers are more likely to accept jobs at low

wages which are higher than wages in the origins,11 it seems

greatly possible that employers are more willing to hire

them. Therefore, had job displacement indeed occurred, low

wages should be seen as an inducement.
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Many economists believe that employment would be

directly or indirectly created by the inflow of immigrants

(e.g. Isaac, 1947; Fogel, 1977; Chiswick, 1981; and

Grossman, 1984)12. However, it does not imply that no

competition exists between immigrant and native workers,

depending on the labor market in which immigrant workers

concentrate. Although there is no strong evidence to

support the occurrence of massive job displacement,

immigration indeed results in losses to labor market

competitors performing the same types of jobs and having the

same kinds of skill as immigrants, especially competitors

in the secondary labor market (Reder, 1963). Because of the

negative relationship of MEXIMMG (percentage of Mexican

immigrants in the labor force) to each ethnic group working

in low-level occupations, the results derived from equations

(6) - (9) also suggest the tendency of increased immigrant

labor to lead to a decline in the employment of native

workers in the secondary labor market. Yet, the results of

equations (1) - (5) show that the inflow of immigrants

contributes to the overall decrement of native workers'

unemployment rates, the argument of increased employment

with the growth of immigration appears acceptable.

Accordingly, displaced native workers should be able to find

jobs in other occupations.
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Because the economy contains no fixed number of jobs,

the inflow of immigrant creates frictional unemployment of

those displaced native workers, but will help the native

work force adjust to the new economic conditions to their

advantages (Chiswick, 1981). Besides, it is always

misleading to assume that low-wage, low-skilled occupations

exist only in the secondary sector without advancement

opportunities; the same types of jobs are also encompassed

in the primary sector with advancement opportunities.

Therefore, occupations requiring the same kinds of skills in

the primary sector may be the choice for displaced native

workers.

A relative shortage of unskilled workers is expected to

take place by the end of the 1990s, particularly with a

declining labor supply of female and youth labor force in

low-wage occupations (Piore, 1975; Wachter, 1980; and

Houstoun, 1983). Accompanied by the intention of native

workers to reject lower level occupations and the same

attitude shared by the children of immigrants (Piore, 1975),

the trade-off in economic terms between the new immigrant

stream and the native workers remaining in the same types of

jobs seems inevitable. 13 Therefore, providing assistance to

displaced native workers, as well as meeting the demand for

unskilled workers, should be of great concern to policy

makers.
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F. Discussion of Immigrant Effect on Wage Variation

The lower wages offered to immigrant workers may be the

inducement of job displacement, but to what extent do

immigrants impact the variation of wage rates?

Following the interactive relationship between the

variation in wage rates and the supply-demand alteration of

labor force, the inflow of immigrants should lead to an

increase in the labor force, and will affect the relative

earnings for both immigrant and native workers. The effect

of immigrant influx on the variation in wages rates does not

necessarily mean the depression or decline of wages, but

possibly the slowing growth of wage rates along with the

growth of employment (Passel, 1986a). Research on the Los

Angeles area suggests for wage rates on average for the

unskilled workers have risen slowly as compared with the

rise of wages in other areas with less immigrant work force,

but the resulting lower wage levels also contribute to

increased employment opportunities in the same types of

occupations (Muller and Espenshade, 1985: 54-55).14

In addition, empirical research investigating the

effects of undocumented Mexican immigrants on the earnings

of other workers in the southwest labor markets also

suggests that undocumented Mexican workers do not exert

strong influence over the wage variation of other workers in
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the labor markets, and in some case may be positive.

Instead the legal immigrant workers have a negative impact

on the wages of other groups. This surprising outcome is

attributed to the difference in career orientation of both

types of immigrants: the jobs taken by illegal aliens are

not attractive to native workers, and legal immigrants are

more likely to compete with native workers (Bean, Lowel, and

Taylor, 1988: 43-47). These findings about the job

complementarity between illegal and native workers may not

be entirely accepted, but the argument about the slight

impact of immigration on the wage fluctuation of natives is

noteworthy (see also Greenwood and McDowell, 1986).15

At the entry level of labor markets, immigrant workers

are usually paid less. It will take them years to approach

the earnings level of native-born workers (Sehgal, 1985;

Chiswick, 1977; Chiswick, 1982; and Borjas, 1983b).

However, hardships on the way to equality or success have a

great influence on immigrants' socioeconomic status

adjustment. For instance, the length of residence in the

united states plays an important role in determining the

work accumulated experience, the degree of acceptance by the

local community, and the opportunity of obtaining further

education. Without opportunity to stay longer in the

destination, immigrants will not have leverage to advance
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their human capital characteristics for increasing future

earnings.

Yet, the length of residence or the access to gaining

advancement opportunities is largely determined by ethnic

based discrimination,16 and also by the characteristics 'of

immigrants, which affect the adaptation or assimilation to

the host country (see also Williams, Beeson, and Johnson,

1973; Poston and Alvirez, 1973; Borjas, 1985; Reimers, 1984;

Tienda, 1983; Chiswick, 1984; and Verdugo and Verdugo,

1984) .17 If the above description largely reflects the

disadvantages facing legal immigrants in the labor markets,

the conditions would be more disadvantageous to undocumented

workers because of their irregular status. It is estimated

that the hourly wage rate for undocumented women workers is

$1.57 less than their documented counterparts, but still a

bit higher than the minimum wage (Simon and Deley, 1984).

This wage differential is associated with undocumented

workers' inability to stay longer because of their illegal

status. The limitation in duration of residence obstructs

the access of the undocumented to the higher wages which are

usually offered to legal migrants (Massey, 1987). However,

with the wages offered to immigrant workers,18 particularly

the undocumented, might be lower compared to native workers

due to ethnic-based discrimination or human capital
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characteristics,19 it does not mean that the wage level of

native workers would be contingently decreased.

In spite of the wage depression or slowing growth of

wage rate, the inflow of immigrants will sUbstantially

benefit the native workers who do not perform the same types

of jobs and do not have the same kinds of skills as

immigrants, and also increase profits of non-labor input

owners. By reference to Johnson's (1978) argument, an

increase in the number of employed immigrants will result in

several income distribution effects. First, the inflow of

immigrants will initially lower wage rates on low-skilled

labor, but the long run effect depends on whether immigrant

workers are complements or substitutes for native workers.

Second, if wage depression were the result of an increased

number of immigrants, the losses of domestic low skilled

workers and incumbent immigrants will be largely offset by

the increment of the gross national products (GNP) brought

about by the immigrant workers. Finally, the net

beneficiaries will be the high skilled workers and

capitalists in the host country by an increase in their

initial real earnings. Therefore, the overall economy will

benefit from the presence of immigrants in the labor

markets, but at the costs of low skilled labor force, both

native-born and prior immigrants (Johnson, 1978).

Nevertheless, because of the participation of illegal
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immigrants in the labor markets, in the long run the income

redistribution will be offset by an increase in the supplies

of skilled labor and capital (Johnson, 1978; 1980).

G. Conclusions and summary

The impact of immigrant workers is of great concern,

but the assessment of this impact appears difficult, partly

because the insufficient information about how many

immigrants come, where they work, and in which occupations

they engage, and partly because of the imposition of man

made barriers on the operation of market system. For

instance, the imposition of minimum wage divides the labor

market into two: the market covered by the minimum wage

conventions will face the rise of unemployment when the

number of immigrants increases, but the market uncovered can

benefit by an increase in immigrant flow. It is evident

that the labor market is split because of the imposition of

minimum wage conventions, and unable to employ its own

adjustment mechanism of human resource relocation to cope

with the effects brought about by the immigrant workers (see

Mincer, 1976). However, in spite of this distortion in the

labor markets, the effects of immigration on job

displacement and wage depression can indeed be speculated

based on the findings presented above.

The presence of immigrant workers in the labor markets

suggests a variation in employment opportunities in the
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lower level occupations and in wage rates for native workers

in competing directly with immigrants. Yet, at this point,

there is no strong evidence to indicate that the

consequences of immigration are largely negative, since

unemployment rates do not vary positively with the stock of

Mexican immigrant workers and the influx of immigrants gives

rise to the slowing growth of wage rates rather than wage

depression. Even though the wage rates get depressed, the

benefits to the whole economy may be in excess of the costs

incurred (Johnson, 1978).

Under this circumstance, immigration policy makers are

evidently faced with the following perplexities: If the

transfer between labor markets is rigid, given the expected

decrease of unemployment rates with the inflow of immigrant

workers, along with job displacement in lower level

occupations, a critical concern is how government officials

step in to help the "displaced" workers locate new

employment opportunities. If it were the case that wages

are depressed and low skilled workers become disadvantaged

vis-a-vis the disadvantages to skilled workers and

capitalists,20 a significant concern should also be how

government officials alter the income distribution to

restore a minimal form of equity. Moreover, the above

models show that female labor bears a disproportionate share

of increased unemployment while facing the competition of

immigrant workers in the labor markets. Although there has
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been a tendency of declining growth rate of female labor

force participation since 1960s, the compensation of the

losses of those victimized female workers ought to be of

great consideration to policy makers as well. These two

concerns should be examined in combination with decisions on

making immigration policy. In addition to the effects of

immigration on wages and employment, the inflow of

immigrants has also brought non-economic impact on the

United states. Those non-economic impacts will be discussed

in the following chapter.
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Chapter V Notes

1. Harwood bases his research on several surveys conducted

primarily by private institutes during different

periods of time, such as the 1982 survey by Roper

Center, the 1981 survey by National Broadcasting

Company, the 1977 and 1983 Gallup polls, the 1982

survey by the Field Institute, and so on.

2. Moore's study is based on a survey of 82 outstanding

anthropologists, economists, historians, political

scientists, and sociologist who are concerned with the

effects of immigration in the United states.

3. According to the definition by the Office of Management

and BUdget, each SMSA is an urbanized area with at

least 50,000 inhabitants. Each SMSA has at least one

central city where the population in this area is

concentrated. 318 SMSA's are designated in the United

states for the 1980 census. However, excl~ding the

SMSA's without Mexican immigrants, only 157 SMSA's are

counted in the sample.

4. The range of the estimated number of undocumented

aliens is different, in comparing Passel's early

(Warren and Passel, 1983) and recent estimates (Passel,

1986a); the former indicated that 2 million

undocumented aliens were included in the 1980 census,

as opposed to the 2.5-3.5 million undocumented in the
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latter. Here, the recent estimate is taken as a proxy

number of undocumented aliens in the 1980 census.

5. Following Massey and Schnabel's (1983) argument,

Hispanic immigrants have been increasingly settling in

urban areas. Their concentration in urban areas will

significantly effect native Hispanic workers already

earning a living in the low-skill segment of urban

labor market.

6. Since the data on Hispanics are extracted from the

Census survey, the definition of Hispanic here would

therefore follow that used by the Census Bureau.

Individuals who conform to sUbjective and objective

criteria, such as Spanish surname, language, or

parental birthplace, will be labeled as Hispanics.

Obviously, this definition is given on a broad basis

(Bean and Tienda, 1987).

7. According to Reichert and Massey's (1979) findings, it

is believed that both legal and illegal immigrants from

Mexico suggest to a substantial extent similar

characteristics of socioeconomic background, except

that legal immigrants are usually accompanied by wives,

children, and non-working dependents, and tend to spend

less time in the destination than illegal counterparts.

8. A test shows that whether or not the variable LFPR

(labor force participation rate) is put in the model or

not would not affect other explanatory variables.
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Therefore, this variable is kept as a control variable

in the model.

9. See also the research made by Sassen-Koob (1980) about

the historical evolvement of replacement among ethnic

groups of workers.

10. Empirical research suggests that the impact of

immigrants on native workers in labor markets in which

immigrant workers are concentrated is expected to be

larger than in the labor markets in which immigrants

tend not to concentrate (Borjas and Tienda, 1987).

However, the magnitude of variable MEXIMMG appears not

so different in the both types of samples in the model.

11. Apart from the irregular status or the socioeconomic

characteristics of immigrants, the imperfect

competition and rigid wage rates are also determinants

in providing immigrant workers with lower wages (Isaac,

1947).

12. For instance, it is believed that the inflow of

immigrants during the period of full employment will

complement the employment of native workers (Fogel,

1977).

13. The economic trade-off between immigrant and native

workers is not expected to be perfectly substitutable.

The elasticity of substitution is estimated to be high,

but not on a one-on-one basis (Chiswick, Chiswick, and

Miller, 1985).
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14. It is estimated that while in five low-wage

manufacturing industries--apparel, furniture and

fixtures, leather goods, lumber and wood products, and

textile mill products, nationwide employment in these

industries dropped by 13 percent between 1972 and 1980,

employment increased by 27 percent in Los Angeles, an

area in which immigrant workers were concentrated

(Muller and Espenshade, 1985).

15. By referring to the 1970 census data, a similar

analysis concerning the effects of Hispanic immigrants

on the earnings of Hispanic natives was conducted. The

result suggests that Hispanic immigrant population, a

group sharing similar characteristics with the

undocumented, exerts a small but positive impact on the

earnings of Hispanic natives in the U.S. labor market

(King, Lowell, and Bean, 1986).

16. Poston and Alvirez (1973) show that ethnic-based

discrimination could account for a large fraction of

the difference in earnings between Anglos and Mexican

Americans, and could deny the access for Mexican

Americans to the same income structure.

17. For instance, the temporary nature and irregular status

of undocumented workers will further deteriorate their

willingness and opportunities in the assimilation and

advancement of human capital quality. In addition,

English language barriers, lower educational
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attainment, and limited market experience all render

undocumented workers more vulnerable to lower wages and

less able to adapt themselves to the host society.

18. Based on empirical research (Gill and Long, 1989), no

evidence indicates the existing wage differential

between illegal and legal immigrants when controlling

for jobs, human capital, and personal characteristics.

Therefore, the discussion about the effect of

immigration on the wage level regards both illegals and

legals as a whole (see also Gwartney and Long, 1978).

19. Following Poston, Alvirez, and Tienda's (1976)

argument, the ethnic factor that impedes the

advancement in the United states of prior immigrants,

namely Mexican Americans, has not been improved over

times. This implies the existence of ethnic-based

discrimination against ethnic minority workers in the

United states.

20. As a matter of fact, the wage depression, if it occurs,

will not be as s~rious as generally perceived. It is

believed that labor supply of immigrants in the U.S.

Mexico border area is considerably greater than the

labor demand (Bradshaw, 1976). Empirical analysis

addresses that even in an area concentrated with

immigrant workers the degree of wage depression is not

so overwhelming as impressed by the general pUblic

(Smith and Newman, 1977).
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CHAPTER VI

The Effect of Immigration on
Employment at Micro Level

The effects of immigration on the labor markets are

complex to assess because of inadequate information

contained in the aggregate data. In theory, the influx of

immigrants will result in an increase in the labor supply

and further competition with the native workers in terms of

wages and employment opportunities. In reality, the models

employing aggregate data suggest probable effects of job

displacement between immigrant and native workers in the

occupations in which ethnic minority and immigrant workers

are disproportionately concentrated. The inference drawn

from a great deal of prior research also indicates that the

wage level of native workers will be affected by the

participation of immigrant workers in the labor markets. 1

Nevertheless, the overall labor market in such matters as

wage level and employment is not seriously affected by the

stock of Mexican immigrants in the United states.

The analysis in the preceding chapter focused mainly on

the immigration effect of supply-side force on the labor
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markets. The findings did not obviously conform with either

the argument of perfect substitution or of perfect

complementarity between immigrants and native workers. When

the supply of immigrant workers increases, the probability

of immigrants replacing native workers performing the same

types of jobs seems to increase (see Bustamante, 1976).

contrary to the supply-side force, the demand-side

motivation should also be a key player, more important than

supply-side forces in determining the quantity of immigrant

workers employed.

If the employer had no desire to employ immigrant

workers, even when they can enter the United states legally,

the newcomers would not be able to locate employment

opportunities. Unless the immigrant workers actually take

jobs unattractive to native workers, employers would not

likely divert available jobs to the docile, diligent workers

from abroad. However, the diversion of unattractive jobs

might not entirely explain the relationship between

immigrant and native workers. A static analysis may not

reveal the possibility that the higher the number of

immigrant workers involved in the labor markets, the lower

the employment of native workers in the lower level

occupations.

UndOUbtedly, a variety of factors explain the

willingness of employers to hire immigrant workers. For

example, the lower wages offered, the irregUlar status, and
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the inferior bargaining position all render employe~s

willing to accept immigrant workers as a source of reserve

labor force. The task of this chapter is to gain insight

into the relationship between immigrant and native workers

by virtue of data on individuals and their immediate labor

market environments.

A. Discussion of Relevant Research

There have been a few studies concentrating on the

effects of immigration by reference to the employee-employer

relationship. Chiswick's (1988) study encompassing both

immigrant labor market behavior and their employers is

preeminent among them. Using the matched employee-employer

data derived from his survey, chiswick tries to solve three

basic problems of the illegal labor market. First, what are

determinants of hourly wages paid to illegal aliens? What

are the characteristics of the employers of illegal labor?

The hourly wages of illegal aliens are largely determined by

the skill level of illegals,2 the labor market experience

that illegals have accumulated prior to and after migration,

and the tenure of current jobs. If no employer exploitation

exists, the lower wages of illegal aliens are largely

attributed to their low skills.

Second, Chiswick investigates the extent of the

"underground economy"; that is, whether employers are more

likely to pay illegal workers in cash rather than by check,
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and are less likely to require newly hired illegals to

report their social security numbers. The finding suggests

that in all sectors, illegal aliens are rarely paid in cash,

except for small restaurants.

Finally, Chiswick tries to probe the question of

whether employers are willing to provide illegal aline

workers with on-the-job training. He finds that while

employers are somewhat likely to provide training,

establishments known to employ illegal workers require lower

skill level of workers and provide fewer days of training

(Chiswick, 1988).

It is obvious that by employing the matched employee

employer data set Chiswick (1988) has concentrated on such

problems as the effects of immigration on the wage level

offered to immigrant workers, the issue of the "underground

economy," the willingness of employers to provide job

training, and the impression of employer exploitation. Most

of the findings are valuable in evaluating the role. that .

illegal aliens have played in the labor markets. However,

one key set of labor market behaviors can also be examined

by resorting to Chiswick data set; that is, employers'

preference for immigrant and native workers. In other

words, whether the employer demand for immigrant workers

will affect those native workers who are employed in the

same types of jobs. Thus, it is possible to use the

Chiswick data set to examine the questions raised in Chapter
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five. The focus will be on the discussion of hypothesized

effects of job competition that immigrant workers have on

two ethnic groups--blacks and American Hispanics--and on one

age group--teenage workers.

B. Data Source and Methodology

Chiswick's survey was conducted basically to analyze

the illegal alien labor market. It was made up of data on

demographic characteristics of illegal aliens, on employer's

characteristics, and on the workplace. The sample of

employers includes both employers identified by apprehended

illegal aliens and employers randomly selected from the same

sector and geographic area. The interviews with illegal

aliens and employers were made in the Chicago metropolitan

area, which is the third largest in terms of population size

among nationwide metropolitan areas in 1980 Census and also

the place in which Mexican immigrants are disproportionately

concentrated other than the metropolitan areas in the

Southwest (Census Bureau, 1980). Combining data on both

illegal aliens and employers, identified and randomly

selected, produced an unique employee-employer matched data

file (Chiswick, 1986, 1988). In total, there were 406

interviews completed. omitting the partial interviews and

refusals, the sample size will be 406 observations used for

the analysis of general immigration effect on native

workers. In addition, only a portion of establishments hire
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Mexican immigrant workers, the equations designed to test

the effect of Mexican immigration on native workers would

not cover 406 observations. There are only 185 observations

contained in those equations. Although it is known prior to

the interview which employers were identified by illegal

aliens and which were selected randomly, this is not

intended to remove establishments employing illegal aliens

from the sample of randomly selected employers since there

is no appropriate way to distinguish which establishments

randomly selected do not employ illegal aliens.

Consequently, the analysis would result in an upward bias,

as some employers actually employing illegal aliens will be

included in the whole sample of area employers.

c. Research Design and Theoretical Predictions

The Chicago metropolitan area is disproportionately

concentrated with immigrant labor. Given the pattern of

concentration and the proclivity for migrants following the

stream of prior immigrants to reside in certain areas, a

metropolitan area such as chicago experiences an additional

labor market impact stemming from the inflow of immigrant

workers (see also Sassen-Koob, 1980).3 Therefore, an

analysis confined to the Chicago metropolitan area should

substantially reflect the effects of immigration on native

workers in such occupations as manufacturing, restaurant,

and oth€:r." service businesses.
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strictly speaking, the models to be designed are

similar to the regression models (6) - (9) in the last

chapter in an attempt to assess the consequences of

immigration in lower level occupations. Both approaches

differ in the method of data utilization; using individual

data derived from the Chiswick survey here and aggregate

data in the preceding chapter.

After carefully selecting the explanatory variables

relevant to the analytical objective described above, three

pairs of contrasting models as illustrated in Table 6.1 are

formulated. Each variable is defined in Table 6.2.

In brief, these three pairs of models are aimed at

testing the composition effect of immigrant workers on the

native workers on an individual establishment basis. Since

the production scale of an establishment is in the short run

fixed, the employment of immigrant workers would undOUbtedly

affect the employment opportunities of native workers.

Therefore, these three pairs of models can reveal the

tendency of job displacement between immigrant and native

workers.

The regression models (1) - (6) identify the factors

affecting the ethnic distribution of employees and teenage

workers across work settings, and further explore whether

there exists an effect unfavorable to specific ethnic group

or age group of workers because of employer hiring of

immigrants. Therefore, primary importance in models (1) and
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Table 6.1

Formulated Models to Examine the Effect of
Immigrants on Job Displacement

============================================================
BLKPCNT = f(IMMG, SIZE, HSDIPMA, EXPREQ, HSPOWN,

SEASON, MSTCOMSK, UNIREQ, PVTOWN, MANUF,
RESTAUR, UNION, u) (1)

BLKPCNT = f(MEXIMMG, SIZE, HSDIPMA, EXPREQ, HSPOWN,
SEASON, MSTCOMSK, UNIREQ, PVTOWN, MANUF,
RESTAUR, UNION, u) (2)

HISPCNT = f(IMMG, SIZE; HSDIPMA, EXPREQ, HSPOWN,
SEASON, MSTCOMSK, UNIREQ, PVTOWN, MANUF,
RESTAUR, UNION, ENGSPREQ, u) (3)

HISPCNT = f(MEXIMMG, SIZE, HSDIPMA, EXPREQ, HSPOWN,
SEASON, MSTCOMSK, UNIREQ, PVTOWN, MANUF,
RESTAUR, UNION, ENGSPREQ, u) (4)

PTEENEM = f(IMMG, SIZE, WHTPCNT, HSDIPMA, EXPREQ, HSPOWN,
SEASON, MSTCOMSK, UNIREQ, PVTOWN, MANUF,
RESTAUR, UNION, BLKPCNT, HISPCNT, ENGSPREQ, u)

(5)

PTEENEM = f(MEXIMMG, SIZE, WHTPCNT, HSDIPMA, EXPREQ, HSPOWN,
SEASON, MSTCOMSK, UNIREQ, PVTOWN, MANUF,
RESTAUR, UNION, BLKPCNT, HISPCNT, ENGSPREQ, u)

(6)
============================================================
Source: Author's Tabulations.
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Table 6.2

Description of Variables in Regression Models (1)-(6)

===========================================================
Code Description

BLKPCNT percentage of black workers hired

HISPCNT percentage of Hispanic workers hired

PTEENEM percentage of teenagers workers hired

IMMG percentage of immigrants hired in a firm

SIZE total number of employees, representing firm size

WHTCNT percentage of white workers hired, serving as a
control variable for firm conditions affecting all
workers

HSDIPMA high school diploma required for employment

EXPREQ experience required for employment

HSPOWN Hispanic owner dummy

SEASON Seasonality dummy

MSTCOMSK most common job is skilled

UNIREQ union membership required for employment

PVTOWN firm privately owned dummy

MANUF manufacturing and construction industries

RESTAUR restaurant business

UNION percentage of union member ship

MEXIMMG percentage of Mexican immigrants hired

ENGSPREQ English speaking required

u random error term
======================================~=====================

Source: Author's Tabulations.
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(2), as well as in models (3) to (6), is attached to the

estimated coefficients of IMMG and MEXIMMG, indicators

indexing the concentration of immigrant workers and Mexican

immigrant workers, respectively, in the local labor market.

e.l. Explanation of Displacement Models (1) and (2)

The hiring of immigrants may affect black employment

(BLKPCNT), if employers prefer immigrants to work for them.

In other words, the employment of black workers would vary

negatively with the recruitment of immigrant workers, if the

presence of the latter group appears to threaten the

employment of the former.

Other variables in the models control for additional

factors believed to affect the black employment. For

instance, HSPOWN (Hispanic owner dummy) is believed to

affect black employment provided that employer preference

exists. EXPREQ (experience required for employment), UNIREQ

(union membership required for employment) and HSDIPMA (high

school diploma required for employment) are thought to have

close relationships to black employment. Thesevariables

may capture the effects of the black worker's educational

attainment and labor market characteristics which are of

great significance in determining black employment

opportunities vis-a-vis immigrants.

Education attainment may affect individual employment

opportunities. If a job requires the completion of certain
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years of schooling, the individual who does not fit the

requirement might not get hired. As the education

attainment among blacks is to a large extent concentrated at

the high school level, the requirement of high school

completion in the hiring of workers (HSDIPMA) might be

positively related to black employment. Many black urban

workers are believed to hold union membership in order to

avoid possible discrimination while looking for jobs.

Therefore, the requirement that individuals must be union

members before hiring (UNIREQ) should be positively linked

to the black employment. By the same token, the variable

UNION, an indicator of the unionization in the workplace,

should favor the employment of black workers.

In addition to education, requiring experience may be

another factor important in affecting individual employment.

Unless the blacks hired are mostly new entrants in the labor

market, the requirement of working experience (EXPREQ)

should be a determinant to blacks' advantage. Compared to

other ethnic minority workers, black workers might have

higher skill level. Accordingly, while facing competition

for skilled jobs (MSTCOMSK), black workers may be in a

stronger, more competitive position. SEASON identifies a

seasonal pattern in employment. It reflects not only the

length of duration that particular job requires, but also

the instability of job tenure. Black workers would not take

jobs that have unstable job tenure because of their
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individual concern with the security and protection of

livelihood. Hence, the number of blacks would be negatively

related to seasonal jobs.

MANUF, RESTAUR, and SERVICE show the concentration of

blacks employed in certain sorts of industries. High

concentration of blacks in anyone of these industries may

reflect not only their preference in the selection of

career, but also their vulnerability to the economic

downturn in a certain industry. The variable PVTOWN

indicates the ownership pattern of an establishment, that

is, whether it is privately owned or not. Due to the

limited scale of operation privately owned establishments

would more likely hire ethnic minority workers in order to

cut down labor costs. As a result, black workers should be

favored by those privately owned establishments.

C.2. Explanation of Displacement Models (3) and (4)

Models (3) and (4) test the effects that HSDIPMA,

EXPREQ, and UNIREQ have on Hispanic employment. The

Hispanics hired are believed to be at least the second

generation of previous Hispanic migrants. The requirements

of high school completion, union membership, and experience

are expected not to have strong effect on Hispanics in

search of employment opportunities. However, the magnitude

of HSDIPMA (hire requires high school diploma) cannot not be

accurately predicted, because there are no data available as
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to which generation hired Hispanics belong. If they were at

least the second generation, then the variable HSDIPMA would

not have a strong effect on Hispanic employment because of

the positive relationship between the educational level and

the duration of residence.

Whether the Hispanic employers would favor hiring

individuals with the same ethnicity depends on the degree of

ethnic integration. HSPOWN would be a positive determinant

of Hispanic employment because of the established community

network. Had the Hispanics sampled been the second or third

generation in the united states, their integration into the

society would render them less vulnerable to the unstable

tenure. In other words, the variable SEASON would not have

strong effect on Hispanic employment. However, most of the

Hispanics are situated in the lower level of occupational

ladders, they would find it difficult to be accepted in the

jobs that require skill (MSTCOMSK). Consequently, they will

evidently compete for the employment opportunities with the

new entrants in the labor market--immigrant workers.

The application of MANUF, RESTAUR. and SERVICE to gauge

the effect on Hispanic employment is primarily based on an

assumption similar to that delineated in models (1) and (2).

However, contrary to the expectation in models (1) and (2),

Hispanics are believed to be concentrated in the service

industry, in which less skill is required, and they are

easily replaced by other job seekers. In addition to the
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above-mentioned factors, another factor that may affect the

employment of Hispanics is ENGSPREQ (hire requires speaking

English). This variable might be an indicator possibly

relevant to Hispanic employment, and appears to be

negatively related to those who are the first generation of

Hispanics. Because Hispanic workers appear to be less

senior in the labor market, the variable representing

unionization in the workplace (UNION) should have a stronger

effect if compared with the same effect on black workers.

In other words, Hispanic workers would be strongly affected

in their search for employment opportunities if an

establishment been dramatically unionized.

C.3. Explanation of Displacement Models (5) and (6)

Factors that may affect teenager employment in models

(5) and (6) are to a substantial degree similar to those

determining Hispanic employment. Because a large proportion

of teenagers who are hired are either dropouts from school

or part-timers in the job market, they may be rejected for

the jobs that require a high school diploma. There is no

doubt that the variable HSDIPMA (hiring requires high school

diploma) will exert negative influence over the teenage

employment. The effects of UNlREQ and EXPREQ should be

negative, since teenagers are mostly non-union members and

lack cumulative work experience.
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As for effects exerted by the variables MANUF, RESTAUR,

and SERVICE, a close relationship of RESTAUR and SERVICE to

teenager employment can be expected because teenagers are

thought to be prefered in the restaurant business or other

service industries where no particular experience and skill

is needed. By the same token, jobs requiring skill

(MSTCOMSK) will be considered as unavailable for teenagers

employment. Based on the common characteristics of

inadequate working experience and lack of union membership

for both teenagers and immigrants, these two groups would be

expected to compete for the same occupations, a negative

relation of IMMG and MEXIMMG (immigrants and Mexican

immigrants now employed), respectively, to teenager

employment can be expected. The exception, of course, would

be under the circumstance that these two populations are

engaged in different occupations. The supply of teenage

workers in the labor market is closely related to their

dropout rates from school. Unfortunately, there is no such

variable in Chiswick's data set.

Before testing the hypothesis, one condition that

should be reiterated is that the scale of production in a

establishment is fixed at least in the short run. The

statistical relationships between immigrant workers and

native workers may merely indicate the trend of effects that
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immigrant workers have on native workers performing the same

types of jobs and with the same patterns of skills.

o. Results and Analysis

Mean value and standard deviation of each variable are

displayed in Table 6.3, and the regression analysis of the

equations (1) - (6) is reported in Table 6.4: the first

column indicates the effect of immigration on black

employment, and the second and the third on Hispanic and

teenage employment, respectively. For each column, (1)

comprises the effect of explanatory variable IMMG

(percentage of immigrant workers hired in a establishment),

and in (2) the variable MEXIMMG (percentage of Mexican

immigrants hired) is used instead of IMMG. In addition,

both variables IMMG and MEXIMMG consists of legal and

illegal immigrant workers, because it is difficult to

separate the establishments employing illegal aliens from

the sample even though some establishments are known to hire

illegal aliens. 3

0.1. Effect on Black Employment

with regard to the variation in the percentage of black

workers in the establishments, several variables appear

statistically significant, and the signs of coefficients on

some variables are not identical between the equation using
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Table 6.3

Mean Values and Standard Deviations of Variables
Employed in Regression Models (1)-(6):

===========================================================
variable Mean standard Deviation

IMMG 1.961 12.338

SIZE 101.578 258.024

WHTPCNT 58.056 31. 002

HSDIPMA 5.062 26.933

EXPREQ 15.632 69.204

SEASON 0.386 0.487

MSTCOMSK 0.243 0.429

MANUF 0.421 0.494

RESTAUR 0.238 0.426

ENGSPREQ 69.646 42.067

UNION 24.550 39.816

BLKPCNT 11. 096 17.870

UNIREQ 8.091 25.538

PVTOWN 0.677 0.468

HSPOWN 0.029 0.169

HISPCNT 26.727 27.685

PTEENEM 0.095 0.248

MEXIMMG 4.140 18.055
===========================================================
Source: Author's Tabulations.

chiswick's (1988) micro data set.
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Table 6.4

Estimates of Regression Analysis on Equation (1)-(6):
Effects of Factors on Black, Hispanic, and Teenager

EmploYment at Micro Level

============================================================
Independent
Variable

Black Employment
(1) (2)

Hispanic Employment
(1) (2)

CONSTANT 7.743 5.191 43.969 50.782
(2.748) (1.876) (10.464) (7.873)

IMMG -0.099 - - - 0.147 - - -
(-0.840) (0.938)

MEXIMMG - - - -0.002 - - - -0.085
(-0.020) (-0.525)

SIZE 0.011 0.016 -0.003 -0.015
(1.822) (3.674) (-0.418) (-1. 640)

HSDIPMA 0.046 -0.049 -0.024 -0.001
(1.150) (-1.332) (-0.461) (-0.012)

EXPREQ -0.007 -0.005 -0.047 -0.058
(-0.455) (-0.440) (-2.363) (-2.556)

HSPOWN -2.400 -6.111 22.891 -0.829
(-0.355) (-0.791) (2.589) (-0.049)

SEASON 3.591 -1. 259 4.623 10.989
(1.699) (-0.636) (1.672) (2.576)

MSTCOMSK -2.567 0.332 -16.993 -16.931
(-1.014) (0.117) (-4.980) (-2.759)

UNIREQ -0.104 0.086 -0.102 -0.118
(-2.410) (2.262) (-1. 812) (-1. 450)

PVTOWN 1.289 0.452 2.166 3.857
(0.587) (0.220) (0.760) (0.873)

MANUF 0.327 2.191 5.462 6.836
(0.135) (0.935) (1.738) (1.354)

RESTAUR -3.654 -0.598 -8.815 -20.522
(-1.229) (-0.226) (-2.251) (-3.534)

UNION 0.147 0.048 0.018 0.007
(4.607) (1. 751) (0.438) (0.113)

ENGSPREQ - - - - - - -0.209 -0.182

R2
(-6.485) (-3.898)

0.15 0.27 0.34 0.40
============================================================
Source: Authoris Tabulations.

Chiswick's (1988) micro data set.
Note: T-statistics are given in parentheses.
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Table 6.4 (continued) Estimates of Regression Analysis
on Equation (1)-(6): Effects of Factors on Blacks,
Hispanic, and Teenager Employment at Micro Level

============================================================
Independent
Variable

Teenager
(1)

Employment
(2)

IMMG -0.001 - - -
(-1.063)

MEXIMMG - - - -0.001
(-0.858)

SIZE 0.0001 0.0001
(1.722) (1.907)

WHTPCNT 0.001 0.001
(1.686) (1.669)

HSDIPMA -0.0003 -0.001
(-0.931) (-1.778)

EXPREQ -0.00004 0.0001
(-0.298) (0.374)

HSPOWN 0.023 0.177
(0.393) (1.847)

SEASON 0.065 0.046
(3.618 ) (1. 869)

MSTCOMSK -0.005 -0.023
(-0.220) (-0.629)

UNIREQ -0.0003 -0.0001
(-0.678) (-0.254)

PVTOWN -0.026 -0.081
(-1.398) (-3.233)

RESTAUR 0.089 0.056
(3.806) (1.814)

UNION -0.004 -0.001
(-1. 721) (-1.641)

HISPCNT 0.0004 0.001
(0.592) (0.995)

BLKPCNT 0.0003 0.001
(0.341) (0.943)

ENGSPREQ 0.0001 -0.00005

R2
(0.392) (-0.157)
0.18 0.23

============================================================
Note: T-statistics are given in parentheses.
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IMMG and that using MEXIMMG as a primary explanatory

variable. These variables include HSDIPMA (high school

diploma required), SEASON (Seasonality), MSTCOMSK (job is

skilled), and UNIREQ (union membership required).

When considering only the establishments that employ

Mexican immigrant workers, the establishments that have no

strong requirement for high school diploma, jobs not

provided on a seasonal basis, and skill and union membership

requirements are more favorable to black workers than in the

establishments that hire immigrants of no particular ethnic

and nationality background. This explanation seems

reasonable provided that black workers are largely employed

in the manufacturing and construction industries. 5

When competing with immigrant workers with no

particular nationality background, why would establishments

requiring less skill and no union membership prefer black

workers as shown in the first column of Table 6.4? A

possible explanation is that some of the immigrant workers

are from Europe and Canada, and because of their higher

skill level, establishments requiring skill may be willing

to hire them instead of black workers. In addition, many

unionized establishments have shown willingness to hire

immigrant workers from Europe and Canada (Chiswick, 1988).

It is therefore not surprising to find that black workers

are somewhat disadvantaged in competition with immigrant

workers from Europe and Canada. The incentives for
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employers to hire European and Canadian immigrant workers

are based on reducing labor costs and gaining control of

labor.

If, as discussed in Chapter four, Mexican immigrants

are mostly engaged in the labor market on a seasonal basis,

it seems reasonable that establishments providing

seasonality-typed jobs are more likely to hire Mexican

immigrants workers than black workers. with direct

competition between Mexican workers and native-born black

workers in the low wage occupations, black workers with

higher skill level corresponding to the union membership

requirement might have employment advantages. Further,

large scale production in an establishment gives rise to

skill-specificity, the workers like blacks with higher skill

level will be of great value to the establishment. Perhaps,

it is because employers sampled are characterized as

engaging in either manufacturing, construction, or

restaurant and other services industries, the keen

competition between immigrant workers and black workers, as

well as between immigrant workers and Hispanic and teenage

workers is understandable.

The trend of displacing native workers with immigrant

labor appears evident in referring to individual data.

However, the effect of immigration on the variation in

employment for each ethnic group is rather small. As for

the establishments owned by Hispanics, there exists apparent
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preferences for or against each ethnic group. To the extent

that black workers are not preferred by Hispanic owners,

ethnic background may be a critical consideration for

employers in the recruitment process of employees.

Combining the result of demonstrated preference by privately

owned establishments for minority workers suggests the

explanation in the following terms: If the establishments

were privately owned and the scale of production of

privately owned establishment were limited, the preference

for minority workers should be based on the labor costs

outlay and skill SUbstitutability among workers.

D.2. Effects on Hispanic and Teenage Employment

The negative sign of the coefficient on ENGSPREQ

(English speaking required for emploYment) in the second

column of Table 6.4 suggests the disadvantage that Hispanic

workers have in the pursuit of emploYment opportunities.

This negative relationship also substantiates the finding in

the preceding chapter that the more Hispanic labor speaks

spanish at home, the higher their unemploYment rate. The

variable UNION (unionization or percentage of union members

in a workplace) turns out to be positive in the first and

the second columns of Table 6.4, meaning that in highly

unionized establishments both black and Hispanic workers are

still favored. The negative relationship between Hispanic
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employment and the requirement for high school diploma can

somehow reflect the lower education level of Hispanic

laborers.

with the increase in an illegal alien's duration of

residence in the United states, the likelihood of being

hired in a highly unionized establishment increases as well

(Chiswick, 1988). As a consequence, the conflict between

immigrant and native workers in competition for jobs in a

highly unio:,ized arena becomes inevitable, and the employers

would gradually gain control of labor by hiring a large

number of immigrants (Sassen-Koob, 1980).6 However, since

Mexican undocumented workers are mostly employed on a

seasonal basis and European and Canadian illegal aliens are

more likely to be employed in a highly unionized

establishment (Chiswick, 1988),7 the focus should be on the

illegal aliens from Europe and Canada in the sense that they

are the resource exercised by employers to expand control of

labor.

In the analysis of effect on Hispanic employment, the

sign of variable HSPOWN is different for both cases,

contrary to the outcome in the first column. This means

that while competing with immigrant workers of no particular

nationality background the same ethnic identity of employees

as employers might be a favorable touchstone for

recruitment. As for competition with Mexican immigrants,

however, because of the interdependence between Hispanic
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business sector and Mexican immigrant workers, the

possibility that Hispanic owners would prefer Mexican

immigrants to Hispanic workers would remain (Cardenas, de la

Garza, and Hansen, 1986: 161-162).

The result in Table 6.4 shows a more dense

concentration of Hispanic workers in manufacturing and

construction industries than blacks. It indicates that

Chiswick's survey data sUbstantially reflect the true

situation of general labor markets in the Chicago

metropolitan area. It was estimated in the 1980 census that

49.8 percent of Hispanic civilian labor force were employed

in manufacturing, construction, and restaurant industries as

compared with 25.1 percent of blacks (Census Bureau, 1980).

The concentration of Hispanic workers in those industries

suggests the more intense competition between immigrant and

Hispanic workers, and also between Hispanic workers and

other minority groups in the face of a economic downturn.

Even though Hispanic workers are more concentrated in

manufacturing industries, it is evident, as shown in Table

6.4, that the establishments hiring Hispanic workers are

mostly not skill-based. This result can also reflect the

skill level that Hispanic workers possess. In addition to

the contrary sign of HSPOWN (Hispanic owner) in the second

column of Table 6.4, the sign of IMMG (immigrant workers

with no particular nationality background) turns out to be

positive. Does this result imply that there is
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complementarity or less dense competition between general

immigrant workers and Hispanic workers? If taking into

account both conditions that some immigrant workers with

higher skill level are from Europe and Canada and the skill

level of Hispanic workers is shown lower, both groups are

probably not in direct competition with each other. It is

therefore not surprising that the relationship between

Mexican immigrants and Hispanic workers appears to be

negative because of the similar skill level shared by both

groups and, sometimes, the preference of Hispanic employers

to Mexican immigrant workers.

The presence of immigrant workers, as expected, brings

about a variation in te~nage employment, but neither

Hispanic nor black workers appear to affect teenage

employment. A reasonable explanation lies in that teenage

workers concentrate in different industries than do

Hispanic and black workers. Teenage workers are

disproportionately situated in the restaurant industry.

Moreover, when teenage workers are engaged in seasonality

typed jobs, competition with immigrant workers seems

inevitable (see Table 6.4).

The negative sign of variable UNION in the third column

conforms to the theoretical expectation that few teenage

workers are union members. As expected, the variable

HSDIPMA (high school diploma required) exerts a negative

influence over the employment of teenage workers. Morover,
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the relationship between UNIREQ (union membership required),

MSTCOMSK (skill required), and EXPREQ (experience required)

and teenage employment confoms to the theorectical

expectations. Teenage workers are obviously preferred by

estabilishments requiring less skill, no experience, and no

union membership.

E. Summary and conclusions

In summary, as the outcome presented in the preceding

chapter, the analysis by virtue of individual data also

addresses the job displacement effect generated by the

participation of immigrant workers in lower level

occupations. The effect is evidently brought about by the

concentration of Mexican immigrants, a group having the same

patterns of skill as minority workers, in certain areas and

occupations. Given the clandestine, seasonality, and

temporary nature of Mexican immigrant workers, the impact on

the dissolution of unionization does not appear strong.

Finally, there is no strong evidence to postulate the

existence of preference by certain kinds of establishments

and certain types of employers for some particular ethnic

minority groups.8 However, employer concern about the

hiring of employees is still based mostly on the

considerations of minimizing labor costs, skills, and union

membership requirements. since both aggregate and

individual data suggests the instance of job displacement
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effect on native workers by immigrant labor performing the

same types of jobs, measures for assisting the "displaced"

workers should be of great concern to policy makers.
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Chapter VI Notes

1. It has been indicated in Chapter four that immigrant

workers exert a positive influence on the wage level

and overall employment in the labor markets, but a

substitute effect on native workers in certain

occupations.

2. Massey's (1987) findings also suggest the similarly

important role of skill level in determining the wages

paid to immigrant workers. In addition, English

language ability, tenure of current job, and close

kinship relationship with a legal migrant rather than

the legal status all play a direct role in affecting

the wage level of illegal immigrants in the united

states.

3. Sassen-Koob's study focuses on the labor market

conditions in New York city. Because New York city

contains a large proportion of immigrants, its

experience in confronting the labor market impacts of

immigration can be referred to the case of chicago

metropolitan area.

4. While conducting the survey, there was no explicit

question asking employers about the number of illegal

aliens hired in their establishments, although it was

already known before interview that some employers

indeed hired illegal workers. Therefore, the exact
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number of illegal workers in each establishment is

hardly verified.

5. The variable MANUF (manufacturing and construction

industries) in (2) of the first column appears to be

positively related to black employment. Therefore, it

is reasonable to speculate that black workers are

largely employed in the manufacturing and construction

industries, also given the negative relationship of

seasonality (SEASON) to the dependent variable BLKPCNT

(percentage of black workers employed).

6. The negative sign of coefficient on UNIREQ (union

membership required for employment) in the second

column and half of the first column implies the non

union preference of employers over minority workers in

the workplace, and also the less intense unionization

of a establishment calling for non-union eligibility of

employees.

7. The seasonal and temporary nature and irregular status

of the Mexican illegal aliens will somewhat affect

their acceptability by and accessibility to

establishments with large scale of production and skill

specificity.

8. The purpose of using the term "preference" here is to

avoid reaching a conclusion of discrimination that can

be somewhat substantiated by employing the designated

models, even though the preference of employer may



imply the likelihood of discrimination and the

discrimination against blacks and some races of

Hispanic men exists in the labor market (Reimers,

1983) •

228
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CHAPTER VII

Non-Economic Effects of Mexican Immigration
on the Host Country

In addition to economic effects of immigration on the

host country, the pending issue concerning the presence of

immigrants in the united states is linked to their impact on

the non-economic sector, which encompasses such respects as

demography, language, cultural assimilation, politics, and

also the relationship between Mexican immigrants and Mexican

Americans. Although the sentiment about immigrants' non-

economic impact is controversial, the evaluation must be

carried on in order to clarify some misunderstandings

associated with the role that immigrants have played in the

host society.

Based on the discussion about the economic impact of

immigration in the preceding chapter, it is tenable to argue

that job displacement and slowing wage growth or even wage

depression are all linked to the concentration phenomenon of

immigrants. Major effects on such institutions as school,

labor force, and demography are undoubtedly ~ssociated with

the size of immigrant group concentrated in c,=rtain areas
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(see Bouvier, 1983). In addition, concentration of

immigrants is also attributed to American pluralism.

Because newcomers, in spite of their races and

nationalities, can easily find supportive communities in the

united states, they are easily concentrated in certain areas

(Graham, 1977).

If immigrants were not concentrated in certain areas,

the estimated one million annual inflow of Mexican

immigrants, legal and illegal, accounting for only one half

of one percent of the u.s. population could be spread nation

wide without provoking too much attention. The call for

concern over the impact of immigration on non-economic

respects is also induced by the concentration of immigrants.

Therefore, before beginning the discussion about immigrant

non-economic impact, the concentration phenomenon of

immigrants merits examination.

A. Concentration of Immigrants: Its Influences

Once immigrants, particularly from non-English speaking

countries, move into the United states, they are inclined to

concentrate in few areas through the networks established by

the prior migrants (see Bieder, 1973).' Because of the

language barriers and their sometimes irregular status in

the country of destination, these networks are of great help

in providing newcomers with job information and employment

opportunities. This provision, in turn, ensures the
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continuity of immigration (see Marshall, 1984).2 It is

estimated that over half of Mexican immigrants concentrate

in the states of Illinois, New York, Florida, california,

and Texas (see Greenwood, 1983). This concentration of

immigration leads to a more serious impact on the native

residents in these few areas than on the average native

residents across the nation (Borjas and Tienda, 1987). This

postulation has been substantiated in the previous

discussion about economic effects of immigration. In

addition, the concentration of immigrants in a small number

of geographic areas also gives rise to the non-economic

impact in such dimensions as demography, language, and

cultural assimilation, Which, in turn, determine the

socioeconomic success of immigrants in the host country.

Although the concentration of immigrants easily arouses

concerns over a variety of effects on the country of

destination, it does not necessarily lead to the economic

deterioration of the host community. The concentration of

Mexican immigrants in the peripheral sectors of the economy

helps meet the need for workers performing menial jobs and

slow down wage growth. In addition, the concentration of

Cuban immigrants in Miami establishes an economic enclave

which can mitigate the sharp contrasts between primary and

secondary labor markets in the American economy (Portes and

Bach, 1980).
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It is not necessarily the case that filling menial jobs

and slowing wage growth should be regarded as positively

linked to the presence of immigrant workers. However,

taking into account the employer attitude toward

transplanting establishments overseas as remediable to the

rapid wage increase, the convergence of immigrants in the

peripheral sectors of the economy should play relatively

important role in preventing establishments from

transplanting overseas. If the concentration of immigrants

were seen as entirely negative and methods were sought to

get rid of immigrants, the consequence would not be

favorable to either employers or native workers. When asked

about what they would do in the face of a sharp rise in

labor costs, say a 25 percent increase, employers in

manufacturing industries would make such selections as

automation, passing costs to consumers, and going out of

business (Nalven and Craig, 1982).3 All these selections,

along with the intention of transplanting companies

overseas, implicitly and explicitly eliminate employment

opportunities and lead to losses for native workers.

Unquestionably, immigrant workers playa rather complex role

in the American economy.

There is no doubt that the areas in which immigrants

are disproportionately concentrated will be faced with such

effects as the emergence of unfamiliar languages, change in

demographic quantity and structure, and even friction in
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ways of life and political behavior. All these effects are

not independent of each other, but for easy comprehension

they will be analyzed separately.

B. Impact of Immigration on Language

It has been widely argued that the disparity of income

distribution among countries is one of the motivations

driving people to migrate: the migration is usually from

poor to rich nations and from places with fewer employment

opportunities to places with more employment opportunities.

since most immigrants from the poor nations are less

fortunate and powerful in the origins, and have a lower

education level and lack skill in English, those immigrants

in the host nation would be a disadvantaged population.

Upon entering into the host country, the first difficulty

that immigrants would encounter is the language barrier.

Consequently, they become dependent upon their family or

social links for handling their daily needs. All of this is

clearly conducive to the concentration of immigrants.

Among immigrant groups in the United states, Mexican

immigrants, particularly the undocumented, are more

disadvantaged in English proficiency. Empirical study

estimates that more than three-fourths of surveyed Mexican

immigrants have little or no English, compared to slightly

more than half of surveyed immigrants from other nations in
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the western Hemisphere and one sixth of immigrants from

Eastern Hemisphere nations (Houston, 1983: 384-385).

Lack of proficiency in English among immigrant workers

means less competitiveness with native workers for jobs

requiring English-language ability. Undoubtedly, the

consequence is a limited selection of occupational patterns.

However, it does not necessarily imply that the inability to

speak fluent English would expose immigrant workers to

discrimination by employers. In an evaluation of their work

situation, only 19 percent of the undocumented women

migrants interviewed in one survey were unsatisfied with

their current job (Simon and Deley, 1984).4 In addition,

Chiswick's (1988) study also shows that there exists no wage

discrimination against immigrant workers; the lower wages

paid to immigrant workers vary systematically with their

skill levels.

Nevertheless, there is no doubt that the limited

ability to speak English confines immigrant workers to

occupations requiring little or no English-speaking ability

such as laborers in factories, etc. (see also Chiswick,

1988),5 and it is also clear that the confinement of

immigrant workers to jobs requiring little or no English has

seriously impeded their advancement in economic status and

wages. Yet, this impediment has little to do with

discrimination in the labor market, but with the education

that immigrants receive prior to and after migration
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(Grenier, 1984). Moreover, the language ability of

immigrants is obviously associated with the process of

adaptation and integration into the host society. If

limited to the discussion of assimilation or adaptation in

the purview of labor market conditions, inability for

immigrants to communicate in the dominant language--English

in the United states--would lead to a disadvantage in

earnings. 6

In addition, language barriers will result in friction

when producers, consumers, or workers with different

language skills are brought together in transactions, unless

personal products involved in the producer-consumer exchange

on a one-on-one basis are avoided. That is, the production

relationship between producers or workers and consumers are

segregated in such a manner that the production and/or

consumption efficiency can be sustained. Product value

decided is not relevant to the ability of producers or

workers to communicate with consumers (McManus, 1985a and

1985b). Evidently, any jobs having to do with personal

products would be unsuitable for immigrants who lack

skillful English in communication.

However, given labor market characteristics of

immigrant workers, they are disproportionately concentrated

in the occupations producing impersonal products. In this

production, the language of producers (or sellers) is not

linked to consumers in determination of product value, thus
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friction will not be as serious as expected in the product

transaction process. since immigrant workers are mostly

segregated in unskilled occupations where no proficient

language skill is needed, the willingness of immigrant

workers to improve their English skills will be obstructed

unless they are willing to stay permanently to increase

language proficiency through schooling and experience for

advancing earnings level (see Chiswick, 1986a). Given their

seasonal nature and sojourner characteristic, it appears

difficult for most Mexican immigrants to stay longer and to

take advantage of the educational system to improve their

language skills.

Crossing over labor market boundaries, the language

disparity obviously gives rise to a concern over the

emergence of "separatism" in the host society. There is no

doubt that the existence of immigrant heterogeneity can be

derived from language disparity, religious difference, and

other cultural diversities between aliens and natives. of

these, language disparity is the most apparent barrier for

the increment of understanding between people with different

language backgrounds. As a result, the fear of separatism

spreads, and the sentiment supporting English as the only

official language has grown.

Under this circumstance, the suggestion of providing

government services to immigrant groups in their own

languages also encounters opposition in the form of reducing
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bilingual education service. Although many people oppose

bilingual education because it hinders the development of

English-language skill, there is no doubt that the

opposition is somewhat associated with ethnolinguistic and

racial differences in a manner unfavorable to immigrant

groups, with the superposition of majority values on the

minority groups, and also in a large part with the

concentration of immigrant groups and fears of economic

threats derived from the concentration.

It is difficult to eliminate the source of tension

based on the difference of language skills, because it is

evidently a matte~ associated with individual value and

nativism. However, immigrants do increase their English

language proficiency with schooling and experience in the

united states (McManus, 1985b). The provision of bilingual

education to immigrant groups should continue in order to

help immigrants develop English skill at the initial stage

of adaptation. 7

C. Concern with Assimilation of Immigrants

It is perhaps fair to say that there is no other aspect

than the assimilation of immigrants into the host society

receiving more attention in the discussion of immigrant non

economic impact. Assimilation always indexes the potential

of immigrants for socioeconomic success and the degree of

acceptance by native residents, particularly under the
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atmosphere of "immigration fear" among the general pUblic

(see Waldinger, 1984).8

There is no doubt that many factors are of great

importance to the process of assimilation or integration

into the U.S. society. On the immigrant side, the

willingness of immigrants to assimilate is substantially

associated with the self-conception of immigrants. Self

conception comprises two major dimensions: the evaluative

dimension referring to individual self-esteem and the

substantive dimension expressed in the form of identities

(Gecas, 1973). It is found that settled Mexican Americans

are less bound than immigrants to structural sources of

identity such as family, religion, and ethnicity, and

immigrants hold more positive view of themselves than

settled Mexican Americans in comparison of self-evaluations

(Gecas, 1973). This finding implies that the willingness to

reside in the destination longer, to weaken the ties with

one's cultural heritage, and to give up self-esteem renders

immigrants more likely to assimilate in the host society.

Among the sources of identity, strong familism is

preeminent among Mexican and Mexican American people. At

each educational level, it is found that Mexican Americans

turn out to be more familistic than Anglo Americans (Farris

and Glenn, 1976). The strong familism plays an important

role in affecting immigrants' willingness to stay and

further to assimilate. Family, in particular the salience
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of parent-child bondage in the family, has for a long time

played a role as a source of emotional, psychological, and

economic support to its components in the Mexican community

(Gecas, 1973). As a result of the strong tie with family,

the location of family will considerably decide the stay or

departure of immigrants in the destination.

As pointed out above, since the duration of residence

varies systematically with the proclivity for assimilation

of immigrants, the temporary characteristic of Mexican

immigrants would to some extent handicap their potential of

assimilation.

with the increase in experience accumulation in the

United states, the growth of ties with local society and

economy strengthens the likelihood of settlement in the

United states. Consequently, immigrants will bring family

members here to develop an interactive relationship with the

native society, and they begin to assimilate and adapt in

the native society. Moreover, as immigrants decide to

settle they will begin to remit less money home and spend

more in the host community, and gains to the United states

increase (Massey, 1986). with increased duration of

residence, the earnings of immigrant workers will also rise,

and the fertility of immigrant households will be

subsequently affected (see Bean, 1973). The increment of

earnings substantially indexes the progress of immigrant

assimilation in the host community (see also Chiswick, 1978i
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Borjas, 1985). In addition, the consequence of assimilation

can also be reflected in the comparison of economic

differences between immigrant Mexican Americans and blacks.

Davison and Shannon (1977) show that the economic

differences in occupation level, income, level of living,

housing, and spending behavior between these two populations

tend to decrease. However, comparing immigrant Mexican

Americans to Anglos, the differences are still dramatic.

Although family affiliation is important in affecting

an immigrant's willingness to settle, familism is not as

significant as expected in the process of settlement or

assimilation. Although at the beginning of adjustment

immigrants do benefit from the family ties by receiving

emotional, psychological, and economic support, famili.sm has

little to do with the process of immigrant assimilation into

the economic structure in the host setting (Tienda, 1980).9

In effect, with the continuation of the assimilation

process, a decline in familism occurs. One explicit piece

of evidence which shows the declining familism is the

increased rate of labor force participation for Mexican

American women. In other words, Mexican American women are

no longer subject to the traditional role as mother and

spouse in the family as they were, and begin to participate

in ~he production process in the labor market. As a result,

Mexican Americans begin to face dramatic changes in their

family structure (Cooney, 1975).10
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In contrast with the self-conception of immigrants

about the settlement of assimilation, exclusion or

acceptance by native residents plays is a key factor in the

determination of immigrants' willingness to settle. As

indicated above, with the continuation of assimilation

immigrants will benefit by gaining higher earnings and

improving language skills. In general, these improvements

and gains reflect the degree of acceptance by the local

community toward immigrants.

Yet, barriers stand in the way of assimilation or

adaptation for immigrants into the host soci.ety. An obvious

barrier is associated with the prejudicial attitude of

native residents toward immigrants as inferior, in

particular toward immigrants from less-developed areas

(Muller and Espenshade, 1985: 67-70). Characterized as

inferior, immigrants are easily turned with blame for

criminal activities, deterioration of housing environment,

and increased burden of government social welfare services.

These prejudices lead to patterns of discrimination against

immigrants in work settings and residential areas.

In the process of assimilation, immigrants would be

faced with one difficulty which is related to the experience

at educational institutions. Educators often base their

teaching mission on ethnocentric perspectives in an attempt

to overcome the "cultural deficits II inherited in immigrants,

but ignore the possibility that some cultural values can be
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learned from these immigrants (Garcia, 1973). These

ethnocentric perspectives may result in the unwillingness of

immigrants to learn. As a result, they isolate themselves

from assimilation in the local community.

As immigrants become successful in economic terms or in

locating jobs in work settings, they are again regarded by

native residents as threats to economic security, especially

by those native residents performing the same types of jobs.

There are many reasons to explain this insecurity perceived

by native residents, but the process of adaptation for

immigrants will surely be deeply affected by the

exclusiveness of native residents (see Graves and Graves,

1974). A general impression about the immigrant

assimilation is that as immigrants know more about and gain

more economic advantages from the host society, their

perception of discrimination will be lower and their

evaluation of the host society will be more favorable

(Portes, Parker, and Cobas, 1980: 200). Based on the above

discussion, the real immigrant perception may be a reverse

of the general impression. An empirical study also

indicates that the assimilation theory concerning the

understanding--favorable evaluation or less perceived

discrimination--needs intensive examination. When

immigrants assimilate more deeply into the host society

their perception of discrimination will become stronger

(Portes, Parker, and Cobas, 1980).
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A precise explanation the variation of perception is

not clear, but it must have something to do with the

experiences that immigrants encounter in the process of

adaptation. For instance, the limited chance of promotion

or advancement in the work setting may result in the

immigrant perception of being discriminated and the

increased unfavorable evaluation of immigrants on the host

society. In addition, it also has to do with immigrants'

own consciousness of the role that they are willing to play

in the host society. In comparison with other immigrant

groups, Mexican immigrants have a lower naturalization rate.

The lower naturalization rate reflects Mexican immigrants'

lower educational and economic status and their intention as

sojourners." As a result of lower naturalization rate,

Mexican immigrants may be unable to integrate into the

recipient society to receive the equal political and civil

rights possessed by native residents (Grebler, 1966). Under

this condition, it is no wonder that immigrants would feel

discriminated against because they do not tend to integrate

into the host society.

In short, the integration and assimilation of

immigrants are decided by both their own self-conceptions

and the outer environment facing immigrants, the lack of

either one or the inconsistence between these two conditions

will considerably affect the outcome of immigrants'

assimilation.
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D. Effects of Immigration on Demography

Another controversy with respect to the immigrant non

economic impact is the demographic effect of immigration on

the host society. According to empirical study on the

fertility difference between legal and illegal Mexican

immigrant households, legal status does not have a direct or

indirect effect on the variation in fertility of immigrant

households (Falasco and Heer, 1984: 501-502) .12 In other

words, legal status would surely lead to an increase in

wages for both male and female migrants but the increased

wage level would not result in the variation in fertility;

legal status thus does not have indirect effect on

fertility. 13 Instead, the mother's duration of residence in

the united states and educational level effect the decline

in fertility (Falasco and Heer, 1984). Accordingly, it

would be fair to say that in the recipient society fertility

rates of immigrant families should be expected to diminish

with the increase in duration of immigrants in the United

states (see also Marcum and Bean, 1976).

Although the size of the Mexican immigrant family is

expected to shrink with the increased duration of residence,

the average size of Mexican immigrant family would still

exceed that of black and Anglo-American families (see

Bradshaw and Bean, 1973; Gurak, 1978). It is estimated t~at

the average Mexican family size was 1.3 times the Anglo-
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American and 1.1 times the black in 1970s (see Bean and

Wood, 1974). The above-average family size of Mexican

immigrants, along with their proclivity for concentration,

is expected to have a great impact on the areas in which

Mexican immigrants disproportionately concentrated.

However, considering the overall demographic effect across

the nation, the scholarly research indicates that the

estimated size of the immigrant inflow will not appreciably

affect the variation in u.s. population size in the

foreseeable future, because the level of recent net alien

immigration is lower than the official estimates (Keely and

Kraly, 1978).

The size and age structure of annual net alien

immigration contribute to the variation of population size

in the United states, but given the below-replacement native

fertility and the assumption that there is no spurt increase

in immigrant inflow, the whole population size will remain

stationary in the long run (Keely and Kray, 1978;

Espenshade, Bouvier, and Arthur, 1982).14 For a long time,

inmigra~ion has contributed to a increased share of the

population size in the united states. Gibson (1975)

estimates that since 1790 immigration had contributed to 48

percent of the 1970 population, and the case of iID~igration

as a main source of population growth will be expected to

continue (see also Taeuber, 1972).
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since immigrants are inclined to concentrate in some

areas, it can be expected that native residents in those

areas will continue to fear the threat of job displacement

and cultural disparity, even though this fear might be

redundant in a sense that the inflow of immigrants does not

lead to a decrease in employment opportunities. Therefore,

attenuating the misunderstanding existing among native

residents toward immigrants and providing those "displaced"

native workers with assistance is of great concern to policy

makers. Wachter (1980) estimates that the labor shortage

will continue in the unskilled sector, the inflow of

immigrants can meet the shortage and benefit skilled workers

and owners of capital, but will to some extent affect the

native unskilled workers. Therefore, balancing the benefits

and losses should also be important to policy makers.

E. Effects of Immigration on American Politics

The effect accounted for by the concentration, the

adaptation, and the inflow of immigration could also work on

the American political scene. A simple relationship of

immigrant concentration, adaptation, and inflow to the

effect on politics can be explained in the following terms:

When immigrants become more adaptive to the recipient

society, their willingness and determination to participate

in the local community activities, especially political

activities, could be anticipated to strengthen. As a result
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of active participation, the political enclave formed by

this immigrant group will exert influence over political

affairs. with the continuous inflow of new immigrants into

areas in which prior immigrants concentrate, the immigrant

networks will be extended and the political enclave will be

expanded as well. This development process has repeatedly

occurred among a variety of immigrant ethnic groups, even

including Anglos in a strict sense. Because no data

pertinent to the alteration of Mexican immigrant political

behavior are available, discussion of the effect of

immigration on politics will primarily refer to the

experience of Mexican Am~ricans as a major source of

inference. After all, Mexican Americans are largely

descendants of prior immigrants from Mexico. 15 However, all

explanations of the immigrant effect on politics inferred

from Mexican American experience should be seen as

predictive, although in the short run it seems unlikely that

Mexican immigrants will exert significant influence on the

orientation of political activities (de la Garza and Flores,

1986: 213).

The most direct effect of immigrant inflow, in

particular the illegal alien inflow, on the American

politics is influencing the apportionment of House

representative. The count of illegal aliens in the

decennial population census, accompanied by the

concentration of immigrants, will favor the states with
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concentrations of illegal aliens, such as California, Texas,

Florida, and New York. However, the increment of

representatives in Congress is not necessarily advantageous

to the immigrant groups; it is contingent on whether those

immigrants groups are willing to actively participate in the

political arena.

Among immigrant groups, the fast-growing number of

Hispanic immigrants is most salient because of their

concentration in the above states. Their assimilation and

political attitudes will be of great importance to the

alteration of political operation. By the same token,

accounting for a large proportion of Hispanic immigrants,

Mexican immigrants intrigue interest in the examination of

their attitudes toward political participation. Although

the political attitudes of Mexican Americans cannot entirely

account for those of all Hispanics, the inquiry into the

political behavior of the former can sUbstantially profile

the political participation of the latter at least in the

Southwestern states.

In general, the measurement of the strength of an

ethnic group in the political arena is based on such

indicators as number of participants, barriers to political

integration, resources supporting political activities, and

socialization process with respect to political activity.

It is unlikely for Mexican Americans to accumulate enough

political strength even though they have been growing
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rapidly in numbers, because a large portion of Mexican

Americans are either undocumented or reluctant to acquire

citizenship (see Massey, 1984; Welch and Hibbing, 1984) .16

As indicated above, even for some immigrants who possess

permanent visa and a lower educational and economic status

the sojourner consciousness may obstruct their willingness

to acquire citizenship. Moreover, immigrants' evaluative

orientation of American politics and attitudes toward the

efficacy of acquiring citizenship to change one's life

chances will also stand in the way naturalization (Garcia,

1981). If immigrants held unfavorable viewpoints about

either American politics or citizenship acquisition, then

they would be reluctant to naturalize.

In addition to Mexican Americans who are undocumented

or not naturalized, attitudes toward political participation

have ramification for Mexican Americans who are legal

residents or citizens. Generally speaking, individuals in

the lower class or individuals in the marginal segment show

less concern with politics; there is no exception to the

lower-class Mexican Americans who pay more attention to the

issues immediately affecting their life chances (Cobas,

1977; de la Garza and Flores, 1986: 216). concerning the

political attitudes of the middle-class Mexican Americans,

would they be more likely to participate in political arena

since they are mostly well-educated and better off? The

middle-class Mexican Americans are estimated to have a lower
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political participation rate than blacks and Anglos (Teske

and Nelson, 1976; Massey, 1981).

The sense of exclusion from the political process may

be a major reason explaining the lower political

participation rate among Mexican Americans. In the years of

childhood Mexican Americans show no large difference from

Anglo Americans in their affection toward the American

political community, but the disillusion of their perception

about the nation increases with age because of the cognition

of the difficulty of gaining political power. As a result,

the sense of rejection by the host society escalates

(Garcia, 1973; Teske and Nelson, 1976). In particular for

the ethnic identified persons or people who are more

"Mexican," the sense of being kept at a social distance is

more serious and the rate of political participation is much

lower (Gaitz, 1975).

Apart from the sense of exclusion perceived in the

community, a negative image of politics instilled in the

education process and by other socialization agents such as

parents and peer groups leads adult Mexican Americans to

feel powerless to become involved in political activities or

to influence the political system. Consequently, they

divert their attention to other non-political matters and

are reluctant to participate in the political arena.

Moreover, in order to integrate into the broader society,

some Mexican immigrants are more likely to stay away from
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political activities to avoid being the target of

discrimination in the community (Welch, Comber, and

steinman, 1973; Teske and Nelson, 1976).

However, for those Mexican Americans who are more

confident in getting involved in the political activities,

they are of course usually less apathetic and fatalistic,

well educated, in higher status, and aware of political

information. Buehler (1977) finds that they are not

different from other Americans in voting turnout and

perception of political efficacy. As members of an ethnic

minority group, Mexican Americans are inevitably aware of

political powerlessness in association with discrimination

in the community. This perception of discrimination and

sense of political powerlessness usually lead Mexican

Americans to vote for the electoral candidates who are

liberal and in favor of government intervention in pUblic

affairs (see Welch and Hibbing, 1984).

In sum, the barriers for Mexican Americans in the

achievement of political power are not only associated with

their own consciousness of powerlessness in the political

process reflected in the contents of socialization, but also

with implicit and explicit discrimination perceived in the

cOID~unity. Moreover, the comparatively smaller fraction of

middle-class Mexican American involved in political

activities will not substantially affect the political

organizations in financial support, which is the base of
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organization operation. Finally, the feeling of being kept

at a social distance will lead to a voting attitude favoring

of liberal candidates; this attitude would have to do with

the change in party strength in the United states (see also

Frendreis, 1989).17

F. Relations Between Mexican Immigrants and Mexican
Americans

Acceptance by native residents, as indicated above, is

important in determining the willingness of immigrants to

settle. Since Mexican immigrants are likely to concentrate

in certain areas through the operation of family-extended

networks, the attitudes of descendants of prior immigrants

or prior immigrants themselves toward newcomer immigrants

are definitely a great influence on the latter's

assimilation in the host society. In a broader sense, the

attitude of Hispanic community should not be neglected when

discussing the assimilation of Mexican immigrants into the

host country.

By the 1960s, these two populations (Mexican
immigrants and Mexican Americans) had become
sUfficiently different that Mexican immigrants could no
longer expect to be welcomed by Mexican Americans as
they had been a century earlier. Instead of coming to
a community that shared their linguistic, political,
cultural, and social values, Mexican immigrants now
found a more diverse community, one that, however,
receptive it might be, also manifested profound
cultural differences and a certain amount of
resentment. (Browning and de la Garza, 1986: 7)
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In the occurrence of differences between Mexican

immigrants and Mexican Americans, the fact that these two

populations go through different socialization processes and

cultural environments may be an explicit cause. Although

after a slow process of assimilation, Mexican immigrants may

become integrated into the host community, at the initial

stage of settlement immigrants' distinctions in language

skill, economic position, and cultural values may obstruct

their acceptance by the Mexican American community.

Particularly for descendants of prior immigrants, their

already weak kinship and cultural ties with Mexico would

undoubtedly affect the acceptance of newcomer immiJrant.s.

Because of lower participation rates for Hispanic

communities in electoral activities (de la Garza and Flores,

1986: 217-218), the presence of Mexican immigrants in

Hispanic communities would perhaps not give rise to any

concern for Hispanics or Mexican Americans with the

deprivation of political power. The main concerns for

Mexican Americans or Hispanics with the inflow of Mexican

immigrants are associated with such dimensions as job

competition and the use of public schools and welfare

systems. Nevertheless, the reaction of Mexican Americans to

the presence of Mexican immigrants, in particular the

undocumented, appears different in terms of education,

income, and generational levels among Mexican Americans.
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As empirical research (Miller, Polinard, and wrinkle,

1984) shows, the most important concern for Mexican American

respondents with the issue of illegal immigration is job

competition. However, for Mexican Americans with higher

income, education, and generational levels, the use of

public school and welfare system becomes the most important

concern. Evidently, the concerns among Mexican Americans

are derived from the concentration of newcomer immigrants;

the issue concerning undocumented immigration is therefore a

regional rather than personal problem (Miller, Polinard, and

Wrinkle, 1984: 491-492).

In fact, these two populations, Mexican immigrants and

Mexican Americans, or in a broader sense Hispanics, are to a

substantial degree objects of intentional discrimination and

exclusion from the mainstream society (see discussion in

previous sections; Cardenas, de la Garza, and Hansen, 1986:

160). Why are there cries from the Mexican American

community to restrict the inflow of Mexican immigrants on

the American political forum? There are two explanations:

one is associated with the distinctions between these t~o

populations (Miller, Polinard, and wrinkle, 1984: 491-492),

and the other is linked to individual value of self-interest

defense.

The most direct evidence of self-interest defense among

ordinary Mexican Americans is their fear of job competition

caused by immigrant workers, even though the job competition
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might not be so serious as expected. Indisputably, these

Mexican Americans concerned with job competition have lower

incomes and educational attainment in the Mexican American

community. As for Mexican Americans with higher income and

education levels, the concern is apparently different.

Because upper-income Mexican Americans mostly do not perform

the same types of jobs as immigrant workers do, thus are

likely to avoid the direct competition from Mexican

immigrants. Moreover, many upper-income Mexican Americans

or Hispanics have developed their own service sector because

of the exclusion from mainstream society; the influx of

Mexican immigrants constitutes a resource of cheap workers,

as well as customers or clients (Cardenas, de la Garza, and

Hansen, 1986: 159-163). Accordingly, the different concern

among upper-income Mexican Americans with the issue of

illegal immigration may have something to do with their own

self-interest defense.

In addition, the individual value of self-interest

defense can also be detected in the Mexican American

community itself. Because of intentional discrimination and

exclusion, as indicated above, prior and incumbent

immigrants or even descendants of prior immigrants in a

long, slow process of assimilation have unavoidably been

regarded as inferior at least at the initial stage of

becoming integrated into the host society. Gaining
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advantages in economic position and educational attainment,

higher-status Mexican Americans are inclined "to create as

much social and spatial distance between themselves and the

Chicanos and undocumented masses as possible" (Valdez, 1986:

134) in order to avoid any connection with their "inferior"

fellows. As a consequence of divagation in the Mexican

American community, the status image of Mexican Americans as

a minority may not be improved; obstacles for Mexican

Americans to exert political and social influences may also

be created (Valdez, 1986).

In short, because of the concentration of Mexican

immigrants, their influx has inevitably called the attention

of Mexican Americans who probably perform the same types of

jobs. Their attitudes are of great importance to the

subsequent immigration from Mexico, since the newcomers are

greatly dependent upon the Mexican American community for

assistance in adaptation to the host society. Therefore,

the concerns over job competition and the use of welfare

system among Mexican Americans should not be ignored, even

though some of the concerns have been proved not to be as

evident as expected. Finally, the improvement of social

status for the Mexican American community is not impeded

because of the influx of Mexican immigrants, but to a

significant degree because of disintegration in the Mexican

American community and intentional discrimination from the
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mainstream society. Eliminating the disintegration should

be of great concern to the leadership in the Mexican

American community.

G. Summary and Discussion

Based on the above discussion, there is discrimination

against Mexican immigrants in such respects as the

assimilation or adaptation to the American society and

integration into the political community. As a result of

the concentration and language disparity of immigrants,

along with the job displacement brought about by the

immigrants in the lower level of occupation ladders, the

discrimination of disadvantaged native residents against

immigrants will not be easily eliminated. Because of

discrimination either explicitly expressed by native

residents or implicitly perceived by immigrants, coupled

with the limited resources available for the expansion of

political strength, the unwillingness and reluctance of

immigrants to engage in political activities will continue.

For immigrants who do actively participate, because of the

feeling of being excluded from the mainstream, their

attitudes toward political participation will be leftist,

showing dissatisfaction with the system (see Cobas, 1977).

Mexican immigrants are comparatively less senior in the

united states: because of their language disparity,

religion, and socioeconomic characteristics they are usually
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excluded from or reluctant to assimilate into the host

society. As a consequence, the sense of discrimination

against them in a manner similar to the circumstance facing

other ethnic minority groups will not easily cease. In

fact, discrimination rooted in individual cognition is

hardly removed. At this point the government should pay

attention to prohibiting the occurrence of discrimination in

defiance of laws and regulations, and dilute ethnocentric

discrimination through the process of socialization.
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Chapter VII Notes

1. The concentration of immigrant group is mainly

attributed to the kinship networks attempting to assist

newcomers in settlement. However, the dependence on

assistance provided by prior immigrants would not only.

contribute to the concentration of immigrant group, but

also retard the outward migration from the initially

settled community (Bieder, 1973).

2. Because of the extended family networks, immigrants

strongly concentrate in areas in which the prior

immigrants from the same nation reside. Only a handful

of states are selected to be the destinations of

immigration. A survey shows that three states, such as

California, Texas, and Illinois, account for 80 percent

of Mexican people who are working or looking for jobs

in the United states (Houstoun, 1983). Nevertheless,

the kinship or family networks will diminish with the

increase in duration length of immigrant families,

particularly after the generation of third-generation

plus Mexican Americans. In addition, the individual

income and education levels are also influential to the

attitude toward the newcomers (Miller, Polinard, and

Wrinkle, 1984).

3. When facing labor Shortage, firms in particular

occupations will respond by replacing labor inputs with
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non-labor inputs. Consumers will also make adjustments

by buying inexpensive goods produced by using non-labor

inputs (Wachter, 1980).

4. The survey was conducted in Los Angeles county,

interviewing both undocumented and documented Mexican

women immigrants on many occasions rather than in

detention center in an effort to profile the

demographic characteristics and labor force

participation of those female workers (Simon and Deley,

1984).

5. In Chiswick's (1988) empirical study, the result

evidently indicates a negative relationship between the

English-speaking requirement and the immigrant workers

originating from non-English speaking countries.

6. It is estimated that the costs of the inability of

immigrants to speak English amount to more than one

thousand dollars per annum (McManus, 1985a).

7. It is evident that there are substantial gains for

immigrants learning English, but the costs of acquiring

English are also considerably large in terms of

financing English training. Therefore, providing the

service of English training at a price reasonable

enough to motivate immigrants to learn is of great

concern to policy makers (see also McManus, 1985a and

1985b).
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8. Assimilation indicates a process that immigrants have

gone through to gain more favorable evaluation in the

host society, as their economic status and their

understanding of host cultural and language skill

improve (Portes, Parker, and Cobas, 1980: 200-201).

9. It is an empirical interview study of Mexican

immigrants upon arrival in the United states with a

reinterview three years later to examine the

relationship of family ties to social status in the

host setting (Tienda, 1980).

10. It is found that the labor force participation rate of

Mexican American wives with either college education or

with preschool children begins to rise (Cooney, 1975).

Therefore, it may be fair to say that with the

continuation of assimilation, increased level of

education and responsibility for assuming family

livelihood enable Mexican American women to leave the

families and to work in the labor market.

11. Immigrants with lower educational attainment and in the

lower level of occupations will be less active in

seeking citizenship. In addition, the proximity and

low cost of transportation are important indicators

decisive of Mexican iID~igrants' intention to be

sojourners in the host society and further affect their

willingness to acquire citizenship (Grebler, 1966).
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12. The hypothesis assumed here is that legal status will

lead to an increase in wages for both male and female

migrants; increased male wage will result in the

increase in fertility but increased female wage the

decline in fertility (Falasco and Heer, 1984).

13. According to Bean and Wood's (1974) study, in the

Mexican American cohort higher actual incomes will

result in lower fertility. Both results seem

contradictory; this is probably because of the

difference of samples used in both studies

respectively. However, Mexican immigrants will be

expected to follow Mexican Americans' pattern of

fertility when continuing to stay in the united states.

14. Immigrants are mostly young and their fertility rates

are expected to be higher at the early stage of

settlement, but given the trend of declining fertility

among immigrant groups and the already below

replacement native fertility, the overall population

size would remain stationary.

15. In addition to prior immigrants, Mexican Americans

consist of a large fraction of descendants of Mexican

once living in the territory annexed after the u.s.

Mexican War. In the discussion of political effect of

immigration, the assumption that a similar trend of

political behavior development to Mexican Americans'

would occur among Mexican immigrants should be made.
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16. There are studies indicating that the geographical

concentration of immigrant group greatly helps the

buildup of political enclave in the local community

(e.g. McCleskey and Merrill, 1973). However, the

premise of a functioning political enclave should be

based on the active participation of individuals in

political activities. Mexican Americans in the areas

of concentration should be more dedicated to political

participation; the growing numbers could then really be

politically meaningful.

17. Frendreis' (1989) study focuses on the effect of

internal migration on the variation in u.s. party

strength. Since immigrants entering the united States,

after certain period of duration, will have their own

attitudes toward politics, their entry will

consequently constitute a source of affecting the

distribution of party strength, particularly where

immigrants are disproportionately concentrated.

Accordingly, Frendreis' argument can somewhat be

applied to the effect of immigration on politics.
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CHAPTER V:I:I:I

Historical Change in :Immigration Policy and
suggestions on :Immigration Policy Reform:

:Implications from Previous Findings

Whether a government policy is rational is not easy to

decide, particularly when a policy involves a variety of

interests contradictory to each other. A policy is usually

regarded as rational by the interests aligned with it, and

irrational by the interests against it, rationality becoming

a euphemism for "I win II rather than a criterion or outcome

of an evaluation decision. Most of the time a government

would adopt a policy on the basis of reconciliation among

interests in order to avoid potential conflicts, and under

this circumstance the rational decision of the compromised

policy becomes more complex. Because of the attempt to

please various requests, the efficacy and efficiency of

government policy appear sometimes dubious.

The 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act CIRCA) was

evidently a compromise among a variety of interest groups,

Congress, and the administration. The basic parts of the

IRCA--amnesty and employer sanctions--had been endorsed by

the white House since the Ford administration, and had not
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obtained sufficient support in Congress for years. During

the congressional hearings on the immigration reform bill,

different parties because of their own interests and

concerns responded differently to the bill.

Basically, the debates lingered on such provisions as

amnesty, employer sanctions, universal identification, and

temporary work programs. For instance, agricultural

producers preferred temporary workers. It is evident that

agricultural producers wanted to benefit from hiring guest

workers and were afraid of assuming additional costs.

Because of the alleged humanitarian consideration and the

protection of economic interests, the labor unions opposed

temporary worker programs and gave support to employer

sanctions, the use of universal identification, and

increased border patrols. Some civil liberties groups were

concerned with the potential discrimination against ethnic

minority people and the invasion of human rights, they were

therefore opposed to the use of personal identification and

the application of employer sanctions. Some Hispanic

organizations also expressed concerns similar to those of

civil liberties groups and worry about the increased hiring

of undocumented workers. Therefore, they supported the

enforcement of labor law and border control.

still others disagreed on both amnesty and employer

sanctions because the bill was deemed as inadequate on

addressing fundamental issues pertinent to the inflow of
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illegal immigrants. Yet others favored both amnesty and

employer sanctions in order to fully incorporate the illegal

aliens already established in the united states and to get

rid of the economic incentives of illegal immigration. It

should be noted that behind the support for both employer

sanctions and amnesty were the fears of job displacement and

wage depression relating to the illegal immigration and of

dependence on foreign labor. Only when a restrictive

immigration policy was put into practice could these fears

be substantially reduced.

Because of the different concerns about the bill,

discussion on the bill persisted for a decade. The

legislative ossification was finally dissolved under the

condition that amendments would be incorporated to assure

the agricultural interests that the supply of farm labor

would be sustained, especially during the harvest seasons.

The passage of the IRCA reflected the strength of the

lobbying power of agricultural interests; even the temporary

worker program was obviously contradictory to the goals of

employer sanctions and amnesty provisions.

Fears of job displacement and wage depression and of

dependence on foreign labor mold the existing immigration

policy. Owing to these fears, employer sanctions, amnesty,

and enforcement provisions were finally passed with no

comprehensive analysis of their potential impact on the
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united states or on the main migrant-sending country, Mexico

(Reynolds and McCleery, 1988: 117-118).

From the testimony of the administration in

congressional hearings, only the chants of IIregaining

control of the border,1I IIresuming national sovereigntY,1I and

lithe protection of national interests" were cited as the

appealing points. The problems of estimating the future

demand for temporary agricultural workers and the potential

impact of amnesty and employer sanctions were evidently not

taken into account (Reynold and McCleery, 1988: 117-118).

For example, the provision of amnesty to illegal aliens

already established in the united states would bring about a

one-time increase in the legal alien population that in the

long run is likely to increase legal immigrants in excess of

the current level because of the favorable family

reunification treatment for the legal aliens. The effect

that this one-time increase in the legal alien population

would have on the labor market in the United states would be

of great concern.

In addition, a temporary worker program appears

contradictory to the policy objective of cutting off the

dependence on foreign labor due to the access provided to

the guest workers to work in non-farm jobs when it is not

the harvest seasons. The employer sanction provision is

used as the major means in the IRCA to curtail the demand

for undocumented workers. The imposition of sanctions
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against employers would result in two possible outcomes as

suggested by many interest groups: the potential

discrimination against minority workers and the increased

costs of conducting verification procedures on the job

applicants to filter out undocumented workers. Employers

may find that accepting any available documents held by job

applicants would be their best option. As a result,

undocumented workers in possession of fraudulent documents

would continue to be employed.

All these drawbacks of the IRCA due to the paucity of

comprehensive analysis prior to the initiation of the 1986

Act need further examination. Table 8.1 summarizes the

major concerns, debate foci, and highlights of the IRCA and

its unsolved problems. Because of those unsolved problems

rooted in the legislation, the capacity of the legislation

to solve the problems with respect to the inflow of

immigrants, legal and illegal, has been challenged.

In this chapter, the analysis concentrates on the

discussions of the deficiencies of the existing u.s.

immigration policy, which is based on the enactment of the

immigration law. Then, by referring to the discussions in

the preceding chapters and the studies of interested

scholars, proposed policies for handling immigrant problems

will be outlined. The on-going immigration law is the

continuation of earlier immigration policies. To gain

insight into the formation of the existing immigration
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Table 8.1

Concerns, Debate Foci, and Highlights of the IRCA
and Its Unsolved Problems

============================================================
Concerns

1. Job Displacement

3. Dependence on Foreign Labor

2. Wage Depression.

4. Non-Economic Impacts
============================================================

Debate Foci

1. Employment Sanctions 2. Amnesty

3. Temporary Worker Program
============================================================

Highlights

1. Humanitarian Consideration

3. Amnesty
Program

2. Employer Sanction

4. Temporary Worker

============================================================
Unsolved Problems

1. Family reunification might become a cause of stimulating
the inflow of unneeded labor.

2. The effect of foreign labor on the economy is uncertain.

3. The possible effect of the temporary worker program,
especially when workers are allowed to work in non-farm
jobs, is unclear.

4. The forces driving migration are not taken into account.

5. The effect of employer sanctions on employers needs
further examination.

============================================================
Source: Author's tabulations.
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policy requires a comprehensive scanning on the changes in

long-term immigration policy. Sometimes, the past

experiences could be inferred in the process of making

policy.

A. Historical Retrospect on the Evolution of Immigration
Policy

Over the past years, u.S. immigration policy has

undergone three distinct phases of change: (1) the period

prior to 1875, when minimal legislative restrictions were

imposed, the control over the inflow of immigrants was

considerably loose; (2) the period from 1875 to 1965,

numerous restrictions were instituted primarily on the basis

of immigrant's country of origin; and (3) the period since

1965, the framework of numerical restrictions has been

grounded on family reunification consideration (Briggs,

1984: 16-60). Although the evolution of immigration policy

can be characterized into three phases, strictly speaking,

the dramatic change began in the early twentieth century, in

particular in 1917 with the initiation of literacy test on

immigrants.

Among legislation corresponding to the objectives of

immigration policy at different periods, two Acts are worth

highlighting. An overview of these two Acts, the

Immigration Acts of 1924 and 1965 respectively, and their

related situations in conjunction with the formation of
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immigration policy will help to gain insight into the

connection between the historical background and situations

leading to the current immigration policy.

A.1. 1924 National origins Act and Related situations

After the imposition on immigrants of the literacy test

stipulated in the 1917 Immigration Act, U.S. immigration

policy marched into an era of restraint. Explicitly, the

passage of the 1917 Act seemed to indicate a racial

prejudice, because the intention of this Act corresponded

with the request of early immigrants from Western and

Northern Europe to restrict the entry of immigrants from

Southern and Eastern Europe. However, this intention was

basically not satisfied. Owing to the unrest across Europe,

immigrants continued to outpour from the southern and

eastern parts of Europe to the united States even by illegal

entry. Approximately, more than 10 million persons from

Southern and Eastern Europe entered the united states

between 1891 and 1920 (Briggs, 1984: 31-33).

Among the concerns of Americans, the most immediate one

was the fear of changing character of European immigration

because of the increased South and East European immigrants.

Perhaps the most salient response expressing this concern

during this period was the 1911 Dillingham Commission

report. Its prejudiced sentiment on the "new immigrants"

probably laid the groundwork for a subsequent series of
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restrictively legislative acts.' It gave support to the

public perception that Northwestern European immigrants were

more desirable than their counterparts from Southern and

Eastern Europe. Moreover, with the advent of illegal

immigration and the influx of immigrants from Southern and

Eastern Europe, immigrants from Western and Northern Europe

in the united States began to feel threatened by newcomers'

economic progress, and started voicing their discontents by

advocating restrictionism. The withdrawal of the united

States from the League of Nations also had an effect on the

immigration policy; the revival of isolationism led to calls

for new federal legislation. In addition, the greater

numbers of Russian and Japanese immigrants aroused the fears

of "threat of anarchism" and "yellow peril," and also gave

rise to the request for restriction on immigrant inflow

(Briggs, 1984).

In addition, anti-immigration sentiment was also

accompanied by the concern over the economic impact of

immigration and the loyalty of non-naturalized immigrants

already in the United States. The occurrence of economic

difficulties was always imputed to new immigrants. Many

civic and labor groups expressed such concerns as immigrant

caused unrest and strikes among workers by intensifying

competition for jobs which led to the increase in

unemployment.
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Because of the above-mentioned facts and perceptions,

the Per Centrum Limit Act was passed in 1921. This

legislation laid the groundwork for the National Origins Act

of 1924. Immigration from the countries in the Western

Hemisphere, including Mexico, was not subject to numerical

restrictions in the 1921 Act. Numerical restrictions were

not imposed on the Western Hemisphere nations until the

implementation of the 1965 Immigration Amendments. The

intent of 1921 Act was to limit the entry of Southern and

Eastern European immigrants, and the same intent carried

further in the 1924 National Origins Act.

The debate prior to the passage of 1924 Act focused on

such issues as the treatment of the Japanese and a possible

exemption of Japanese immigration from the quotas. Because

of the public restrictionist sentiment, Japanese and other

Asian immigrants were still restricted from entry. The 1924

Act still granted a favorable treatment of exemption from

the numerical restrictions to migrants from the Western

Hemisphere countries. The support of agricultural business

interests in the Southwest, the foreign policy concerns with

the sustenance of U.S. interests in the Western Hemisphere,

and religious bodies made up a coalition to support an "open

door" policy excluding Latin American immigrants from ethnic

consideration in the legislative debates. In addition to

the political and economic interest that the United states

wanted to maintain, the underlying philosophy of foreign
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policy--"sphere of influence"--may be of great significance

to treat Latin American immigration preferentially.

The distinctive feature of immigration policy in this

period is the imposition of both numerical and national-

origins restrictions on immigration. Because of the

restrictions favoring immigration from the Western Europe

and the exemption from quota limitation given to Mexicans

and other Latin Americans, the enactment of the 1921 and

1924 Acts discriminated against immigration from Southern

and Eastern Europe and from Asia.

A.2. 1952 Immigration and Naturalization Act and 1965
Amendments

In a broader sense the 1965 Act was a complement to the

1952 Act: the evaluation of the magnitude of the former

should be based on the discussion about the formation and

implementation of the latter.

The effects of the Second World War on the subsequent

immigrant policy formation appear different from those of

World War I. with the termination of war, the atmosphere

changed to an attitude favorable toward the liberalization

of immigration policy. The presidential campaign platforms

during this period reflected the calls for more liberal

immigration policy: both political parties called for the

admission of more immigrants, and condemned the restrictive

policy imposed on particular ethnic groups. The passage of
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several acts reflected the atmosphere of liberalization: the

Bracero Program from 1942 to 1964, the 1946 War Brides Act,

and the Displaced Persons Act of 1948. 2 Although the

atmosphere had been liberal, the conservative voice in

support of control over the entry of aliens was not subdued.

These voices subsequently resulted in new restrictive

legislations.

The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 placed no

ceiling on immigration from the Western Hemisphere.

Priorities were established within the quotas by granting

first preference to those people whose skills were needed in

the United states and then to close relatives of either U.s.

citizens or lawfully admitted aliens. Therefore, the major

concern of the 1952 Act was associated with the demand of

the American economy for skilled workers; the immigration

consideration was of secondary importance. The so-called

Texas Proviso was also included in the 1952 immigration

law. 3 Under this peculiar provision, employers knowingly

hiring illegal aliens would be exempted from fines and

imprisonment. The immediate result of this provision was an

influx of illegal immigrants to the United states to work in

the agricultural sector (Bouvier and Gardner, 1986).

The 1952 Act was remarkably unfit in that it was

incongruous with both domestic and international political

issue development in the early 1960s. The early 1960s was

an era when the civil rights movement was pressing the claim
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that race should not be regarded as a relevant criterion in

the selection of jobs, housing, and pUblic accommodations

(Bouvier and Gardner, 1986). It was also an era in which

the united states proclaimed an intent to develop good

relations with the newly independent countries in Asia and

Africa. It was a time in which Americans, facing rapidly

growing productivity and real incomes, believed that a

period of long-term economic growth had begun to take off.

Therefore, they believed that an immigration policy with a

more humanitarian emphasis should be adopted. However, in

the early 1960s, because of the legacy of the 1952 Act many

Mexican nationals were attracted to flow into the United

states. Under these circumstances, in 1964 President

Johnson, with a pro-immigration perspective, called for

immigration reforms as a response to the growing civil

rights movement.

The 1965 Amendments to the 1952 Act were characterized

as both liberal and restrictionist. The major feature of

the 1965 legislation was the continuation of the preference

system by placing more weight on preference for family

reunification instead of on need for professionals and

skilled workers in the united states. It imposed numerical

limits for the first time on independent countries in the

Western Hemisphere, but with no single country limit.

Conversely, it granted increased quotas to immigration from

Asia, and consequently resulted in dramatic increment of
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Asian immigrants after the 1965 Act was put into practice in

1968. In order to prevent immigrants of any individual

country from dominating the immigration stream, the 1965

Amendments set up an annual ceiling of 20,000 visas for any

single countries in the Eastern Hemisphere. 4 However, an

annual ceiling for single country in the Western Hemisphere

was not imposed until the 1977 Amendments.

Although the 1965 Act had indeed placed humanitarian

consideration on the top of legislative concerns, and proved

to be less discriminatory in country-ceiling visa

allocation, it had also resulted in a number of

unanticipated results, some of them directly contradicting

the intent of its authors. The dramatic increment of

population from immigration, the rapid growth of Asian

immigration, and the inflow of professionals leading to the

"brain drain" problem in many developing countries were

consequences not foreseen prior to the enactment of 1965 Act

(Abrams and Abrams, 1975).5

Perhaps the most pressing problem substantially

unexpected in the legislative process was that the

imposition of Hemisphere quotas could not satisfy the

growing number of Western Hemisphere immigrants, especially

immigrants from Mexico. Illegal entry therefore became an

alternative for many Mexicans intending to work in the

united states. In addition, the great emphasis placed on

family reunification resulted in the increased numbers of
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immigrants' dependents and in a delayed impact on the

American labor market due to the substantial inflow of

immigrants' dependents (Sassen-Koob, 1980).

B. Common Concerns In the Debate of Immigration Policy

One of the most common concerns in the immigration

policy debate over the continuous entry of immigrants is the

fear of their potential effect on the American economy.

Three distinct motifs are linked to this concern. The first

is associated with the fear that the inflow of immigrants

will take away jobs from native residents, leading to a

decrease in earnings and employment opportunities. The

second is a view that it is wrong for immigrants to ask for

social welfare at the expense of the general pUblic.

Finally, the pUblic conceive that immigrants will take

advantage of the host country by either remitting their

earnings or carrying their savings home after retirement.

Another concern is associated with the effect of

immigrants on the American politics. Because immigrants

always appear heterogeneous in such respects as the language

they speak, the religion they practice, the foods they eat,

and even the daily behavior they display, they are often

seen as sources of disloyalty and disunity. As a result,

immigrants are readily labeled as spies or infiltrators

posing a threat to the stability of the United states. A

vast majority of immigrants originate from the developing
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countries in which political systems may be not as

democratic as that of the united states. These entrants

may not integrate into the host country's political system,

and would further dilute their political commitment to the

host country.

continuous immigration is sometimes deemed as a source

of tension in the social fabric. The question of how much

diversity brought about by immigrants can be assumed by the

host country emerges. There are two aspects of diversity in

question. One is relevant to the size of immigrant inflow:

Would the entry of immigrants lead to the change of ethnic

composition in the United states? How many people with

heterogeneity could the host society absorb without

affecting the stability of the polity? The other is

concerned with the composition of immigration stream in

terms of their labor market characteristics: What impact

would either skilled or unskilled immigrants have on the

American economy? Would employment of immigrant workers

affect employed native residents with similar human capital

characteristics? Usually, these two aspects are not easily

separated in giving rise to tensions in the host society.

c. Growth of Illegal Immigration

The most drastic effect after the enactment of the 1965

Amendments has been the growth of illegal immigration.

Illegal immigration has not been a neoteric term newly added
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to the American lexicon since the initiation of the 1965

immigration law. Whenever a law erects new restrictions,

those people who are confined in access to gains will

somewhat manage to break open the shackles imposed by law.

As a result, the violation of law will occur. In the case

of the immigration law enactment, the occurrence of illegal

immigration could be traced back to 1920s when the first

restrictive immigration law was enacted. As outlined above,

the imposition of literacy test by the 1917 Act resulted in

the inflow of Southern and Eastern European illegal

immigrants, particularly those who were unable to pass the

requirements of literacy the test. 6 Although the illegal

immigrants from Eastern and Southern Europe, strictly

speaking, emerged as debutantes on the stage of U.S. illegal

immigration history, their inflow might have not been as

large when compared to illegal immigration from Latin

American in the post-World War II periods, given the remote

distance and inconvenient transportation available between

European and American continents at that moment.

Mexico has been the primary source of illegal

immigrants to the United States for decades. Strictly

speaking, illegal Mexican immigration was the by-product of

inconsistency and oscillation of U.S. immigration and non

immigration policies. After the Mexican War, the entire

land of the present Southwest was annexed to the United

states indicated in the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo of 1848.
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However, it was not until 1853 that the political boundary

between Mexican and the United states was set with the

Gadsen Purchase (Briggs, 1975a). Most of the Mexican

citizens once living in the annexed areas continued to

remain. These people sustained a cultural and kinship tie

with people in Mexico. It is estimated that fewer than

75,000 Mexican citizens were then willing to stay;

evidently, the nu~bers were not so overwhelming. With the

outbreak of the Mexican revolution in 1911, the inflow of

Mexicans to the United states began to mount, and the

immigrant networks became strengthened (Briggs, 1984).

Although the political boundary between Mexico and the

United states was established in 1848, the border was

completely open until the 1924 Immigration Act and the

establishment of the Border Patrol. At this point, the

official term of illegal Mexican immigration was justified.

Because no quota limit was applied to Western Hemisphere

immigration until 1965, the access for Mexican immigrants

was comparatively open.

The large inflow of illegal entrants to the United

states began with the termination of the bracero program

(see Fogel, 1977), as well as with the imposition of the

1965 Immigration Act. During its peak period, the

importation of bracero workers amounted to more than 400,000

Mexicans. The end of bracero program and the imposition of
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quota limits on Western Hemisphere immigration in the 1965

Immigration Act led to the increase in illegal entry. This

occurred partly because the termination of the importation

of bracero workers cut off the source of abundantly cheap

Mexican labor upon which agricultural employers in the

Southwest had heavily relied. Also, the stress on capital

intensive production and income disparity as a result of

Mexican economic development policy in the post-World War II

periods made it difficult for repatriated bracero workers to

participate in the real benefits of economic growth. Most

importantly, the "Texas Proviso" continued to provide

agricultural employers with access to cheap labor source-

Mexico. Table 8.2 summarizes the variation in the numbers

of both legal and illegal immigration from Mexico to the

United States from 1950 to 1970.

Table 8.2 clearly indicates that the end of the Bracero

Program in 1964 and the imposition of the 1965 Immigration

Act were of great influence to the incrementation of illegal

immigration out of Mexico. 7 Many former bracero workers

were forced to enter the unites States illegally because

the limited chances to legally immigrate to the United

States under the 1965 Act. Although the 1965 Act granted

120,000 visas per annum to immigrants from the Western

Hemisphere on a "first come, first served" basis and did not

count the entry of immigrant dependents as part of the
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Table 8.2

Mexican Immigration to the united states, 1950-1970
(In thousands)

============================================================

year

Legal

Immigrants

*Illegal

Immigrants Total

1950 6.8 421.5 428.3
1951 6.4 458.1 464.5
1952 9.6 475.9 485.5
1953 18.5 751.8 770.2
1954 37.5 1022.3 1059.7
1955 50.8 221. 7 272.4
1956 65.0 62.6 127.7
1957 49.2 38.8 88.0
1958 26.7 32.6 59.3
1959 23.1 25.3 48.3
1960 32.7 22.7 55.4
1961 41.6 23.1 64.7
1962 55.3 23.4 78.6
1963 55.3 31.9 87.2
1964 33.0 35.1 68.1
1965 38.0 44.2 82.1
1966 45.2 90.0 135.2
1967 42.4 108.0 150.4
1968 43.6 152.0 195.6
1969 44.6 202.0 246.6
1970 44.5 266.0 310.5
============================================================
Source: U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service. Annual

Report, 1950-1970.
* .Deportable allens apprehended as reported by the INS.
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ceiling, to those people who could neither acquire a visa

nor enjoy such a kinship status illegal entry became an

alternative (Fogel, 1977).

In addition, the mobility of undocumented Mexican

workers is to some extent the outcome of the expansion of

Mexican economy. After the Second World War, Mexico was

characterized by a rapidly developing economy, and the rapid

economic growth triggered the population movement out of the

rural sector to the urban sector. Despite the land reform

following the 1910 Revolution, agriculture in Mexico since

then has been faced with many obstacles. The arid

conditions, the lack of capital subsidies for small farms,

and the automation of agriculture, along with population

growth, have directly and indirectly led to the emigration

bound to hard urban centers. However, government economic

policy encouraging "import substitution" and capital

intensive production has rendered it difficult for rural

migrants to locate employment opportunities. As a

consequence of limited chances of emplcyment in either rural

or urban sectors, an outward migration of unskilled or

semiskilled workers has occurred (Frisbie, 1975; Hamilton,

1979).

In short, illegal immigration has for a long time been

a product of the interaction between supply and demand

forces. On the demand side, the agricultural employers in
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the United states have sought cheap labor to fill jobs left

by outward rural migrants originally working in the

agricultural sector. However, as the technological forces

of agricultural production continue to expand, the demand

for agricult:lral workers declines and the excessive inflow

of low-skilled immigrant workers pours into the metropolitan

areas either to take jobs unwanted by native workers or to

displace native workers in some low-level occupations. As a

result, a conflict between immigrant workers and native

residents takes place. On the supply side, the

overpopulation pressure, as well as the dislocation of

agricultural workers due to inappropriate policies

administering Mexican economic development, has led

emigration to become a safety valve to alleviate the

potential instability in Mexican political and economic

systems. Even though the oil reserve has been of great help

to Mexican economic growth, the capital intensive nature of

oil production, accompanied by the continuation of rapid

population growth, leaves the vast majority of Mexican

people out of the process of economic expansion. with the

oil price nosedive in the global markets and the

depreciation of Mexican currency since the early period of

the 1980s, the pressure for northward migration in pursuit

of better economic opportunities has increased dramatically.
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D. Current Debate on Illegal Immigration

Providing protection for domestic labor has been one of

the major goals of all u.s. federal legislation on

immigration (Keely, 1975). It is evident that the inflow of

illegal immigrants in competition with native workers for

the same types of occupations leaves the goal unfulfilled.

Therefore, since the 1970s the immigration discussion about

illegal immigration and the admission of specific groups has

persisted.

Because of the presence of illegal immigrants, the

current debate is to a large extent linked to a sentiment

that the issue of illegal immigration to the United states

must be resolved. Therefore, a variety of methods has been

proposed, such as employer sanctions, amnesty, and so on.

The foci of debate seem somewhat different, but, as a matter

of fact, the essence of the debate appears to be identical

with the earlier ones: the attempt to reach a compromise

between pros and cons, to solve the conflict between

restrictionism and liberalization. For instance, there are

groups supporting both amnesty and sanctions so as to fUlly

incorporate those illegal aliens already established in the

united states and to close the door to illegal immigration

by eliminating employment opportunities. At any rate, it

might be fair to say that most of the concerns in the past,

as mentioned above, about the possible impacts of

immigration still persist. Some Americans are still
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concerned over immigrants taking jobs away from them,

immigrant-caused disunity in the united states, and

immigrant assimilation into the host society.

with increasing illegal immigration, the intention to

ban the inflow of illegal immigrants led to the passage of

the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act. Within the

1986 Act, three provisions, employer sanctions, amnesty, and

temporary worker program, as well as the persistence of

emphasis on the preference system, have profound and

dramatic effects on the illegal alien labor market (see also

Greenwood and McDowell, 1985). The analysis of the presence

of illegal aliens in the labor market results in many rich

and robust findings as indicated in the previous chapters.

E. Summary of Findings in the Previous Discussions

Current population mobility across national boundaries

is mostly characterized as the pursuit of economic

opportunities given the disparity of economic development

between countries. The rich countries demand labor force by

either importing foreign workers or relocating their means

of production to countries with abundant cheap labor or

provision of incentives for investment. Conversely, the

poor countries under the pressure of overpopulation and

unbalanced industrial development are confined to the finite

absorptive capacity of the economic system, and must emit

unabsorbed labor outwardly to relieve inner pressure.
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Because the number of migrant workers is usually in excess

of the immigrant quota limits, illegal entry thus becomes

the best alternative for many people who cannot acquire a

visa. Given the persistence of economic disparity between

the North the South on the global stage, the higher wage

level in developed countries will continue to attract

immigrants, particularly when less developed countries are

able to provide their population with sufficient employment

opportunities.

The inflow of both legal and illegal Mexican immigrants

amounts to nearly one million per annum (see estimation in

Chapter III). Most of them tend to live in the united

States temporarily, on a seasonal basis, even those Mexican

migrants holding permanent visas, which are usually used as

a warranty for commuting across the border (see discussion

in Chapter IV).

The most pressing concern with the stock of those

immigrants is their effect on the labor market in the United

States. Because immigrants from Mexico are mostly unskilled

or semiskilled workers, taking jobs with seasonality nature,

their influx into the lower level of occupations will

undoubtedly bring a threat of job competition to native

residents who also engage in the same types of occupations.

Indeed, to some extent the effect of job displacement does

occur. Nevertheless, there is no strong evidence to show
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that the effect occurs on a one-on-one basis. Moreover, the

inflow of immigrants seems not to affect the employment

opportunities in the labor market on a whole.

If it were the case that immigrant workers displace

native workers first, but would be complements to the

latter's employment, then the argument to slow down the

economic growth as a means of reducing the dependence on

low-skilled immigrant workers seems inappropriate (see

Fogel, 1980). As economic growth slows down, the relative

wage of low-skilled native workers might be brought up, but

the substitution of immigrant workers for native workers may

also take place. Moreover, an increase in relative wage

does not necessarily lead to an increase in real wage,

because an increased relative wage would result in an

increase in the labor costs of production, and further to an

increase in prices of consumer goods that would dilute the

gains for low-skilled native workers. Besides, the inflow

of immigrant workers does not lead to a decline in wage

level, but to a slower growth of wage (Chiswick, 1988).

Therefore, it seems unnecessary to slow down the economic

growth to drive away immigrant workers.

The most undiluted concern with respect to the influx

of immigrants is associated with the effects of immigration

on fertility, language, culture, and politics in the country

of destination. Many Americans are afraid that a large
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inflow of immigrants would result in disunity,

heterogeneity, and disloyalty in the United Sates (see

Fuchs, 1983). Therefore, they show either refusal or

discrimination to immigrants. As a result, the assimilation

of immigrants into the host society becomes more complex,

difficult, and unstable. In contrast with the refusal and

discrimination by the recipient society, the reluctance of

immigrants to assimilate may also affect their degree of

acceptance by the local community.

There is no strong evidence that illegal immigrants

take more from the host society than they pay. Illegal

immigrants will be levied more in income taxes and Social

security ~ontributions than they use in social welfare

programs (see discussion in Chapter IV). Therefore, the

relationship between illegal immigrants and the host society

can be characterized in a broader sense as mutually

dependent. Illegal immigrants depend on the host society

for making their living, the host society relies on illegal

immigrants for cheap labor and tax paYments in order to

retain economic expansion and support people in need.

F. critiques on the Provisions of 1986 Immigration Act

The above findings have several implications for the

consequences of enacting the 1986 Immigration Reform and

Control Act.
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F.l. critiques on Employer sanctions

The provision of employer sanctions is making hiring

undocumented immigrants with knowledge by employers an

illegal activity. Under this provision, employers in

violation will be subject to punishment. This provision

curtails the demand for undocumented workers. Evidently,

this provision is based on the assumption as follows: When

the demand for undocumented workers decreases, more native

workers would be employed, and the wage level and working

environment would become higher and better. How many job

vacancies available for native workers will be increased due

to cutting off the dependence on foreign labor is unknown.

One thing that can be certain is that the increment of job

opportunities will not be on a one-on-one basis since

immigrant workers do not displace native workers on the same

basis (see Chapters V & VI: effect of immigration on job

displacement). Therefore, the increase in jobs available to

native workers is expected to be limited.

In addition, whether the imposition of employer

sanction provisions will effectively deter employers from

hiring undocumented workers remains questionable. According

to chiswick's (1988) findings, establishments hiring illegal

immigrant workers are mostly aware that it is illegal to

hire illegal aliens. Under this circumstance, employer
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sanctions alone therefore may not have a significant

deterrent effect. Moreover, referring to the history of

immigration legislation, several states did indeed enact

employer sanctions law during 1970s, however, by 1980 there

was only one employer convicted and fined for the offense

(Briggs, 1984).8 Therefore, along with the condition that

migration is also substantially affected by the supply-side

forces, it is dubious that employer sanctions can

effectively deter the employers hiring illegal aliens.

Undoubtedly, the imposition of employer sanctions may

influence employer attitude toward the hiring of

undocumented workers. Nevertheless, the change in

employers' attitudes does not necessarily ease the inflow of

illegal immigrants, but, sometimes, places undocumented

workers under exploitation because of their irregular status

in the host country. Even though employers would abide by

the law, the escalated wage level of those jobs once taken

by immigrant workers will probably hurt the willingness of

employers to continue their businesses in the United states

(Naven and Frederickson, 1983: 20-30). As a result,

employers will either end their businesses or reduce the

scale of production, or even relocate their businesses

abroad as a remedy to the increase in labor costs. All

these results appear disadvantageous to native workers.
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As argued above, the enforcement of immigration law

aims at protecting the economic position of domestic labor.

The imposition of employer sanctions would somewhat increase

the wage level of unskilled native workers, leading to a

more equal income distribution in the United states.

However, the imposition of employer sanctions would mean

fewer employment opportunities available for Mexican

workers, leading to lower incomes and smaller remittances

sent home. Consequently, the income distribution would get

worse and the foreign exchange crisis would be accentuated

in Mexico (Reynolds and McCleery, 1988). Given the

disparity of economic development, overpopulation, and

geographic proximity, the pressure of northward migration

from Mexico or other Latin American countries will not be

easily alleviated. If the access of northward migration

from Latin America were blocked, the unrest taking place in

any of these countries would cause the United states many

troubles and disturbance.

Finally, there is no doubt that the U.s. population is

aging. The direct impact of an aging population in the

united states will be on the structure of the national work

force. It is expected that more labor will engage in white

collar and supervisory positions and fewer will fill the

jobs in the lower level of occupations. The enforcement of

employer sanctions may cut off the dependence on foreign
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labor, but it also cut off the source of cheap labor to fill

low-skilled entry level jobs.

F.2. critiques on Amnesty

Mexican immigrants have been characterized as staying

temporarily, working on a seasonal basis. Although they

enter the united states at a rate of nearly one million per

year, an unknown number of them would go home after

finishing their jobs here (see Lowell, Bean, and De La

Garza, 1986). Because of this nature, similar to that of

migratory bird, for a long time the inflow of immigration

has presented a rather steady trend. The enforcement of

amnesty provisions, accompanied by increased border

enforcement and employer sanctions, will accelerate the

settlement process of immigrants already established in the

united states (see Teitelbaum, 1980), and further lead to

the inflow of immigrants' dependents and relatives.

Therefore, at least·in the short run, an increase in

immigrant inflow can be expected. The one-time increase in

the number of immigrants in the united states should have a

somewhat stronger impact on the host society in such aspects

as job competition, welfare program expenditures, and

assimilation.

It has been argued that granting illegal immigrants

amnesty will have more positive effect in speeding up the

assimilation of immigrants into the American society (e.g.
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Greenwood and McDowell, 1985). Yet, given the existence of

discrimination against immigrants in the host society,

accelerated settlement of immigrants may accentuate the

already existing discrimination of native residents against

immigrants. In addition, the actual effect of amnesty

granted to already established illegal immigrants to resolve

the illegal immigration issue remains uncertain.

In the first instance, the grant of permanent-resident

status or temporary-resident status to illegal immigrants

would only benefit immigrants who illegally entered the

nation before January 1, 1982, illegal entrants after

January 1, 1982 will continue to be an issue to the host

country (see Chiswick, 1988: 11-36). It had been expected

that the imposition of employer sanctions would compel

illegal entrants after 1981 to leave because of fewer jobs

available in the destination. This expectation appears to

have been too optimistic. this is because illegal entry is

not only affected by demand-side incentives, but also by

supply-side forces (see Chapter III). The supply-side

forces would not only compel the immigrants entering after

January 1, 1982 to =tay: but also drive new immigrants out

of the country of origin. Finally, the grant of amnesty may

result in a recognition that the past efforts to control the

illegal entry had been ineffective, and also in an

expectation that amnesty would be granted again in the
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future when the government cannot resolve the issue of

illegal entry (see Greenwood and McDowell, 1985; Ethier,

1986b).

F.3. critiques on Agricultural Worker programs

In addition to employer sanctions and amnesty, one

noted provision in the 1986 Immigration Act is the "special

agricultural workers" (SAW) program. Under this

agricultural worker program, immigrants once granted visas

can adjust their status to become permanent resident aliens

after a certain time span. 9 In addition to the SAW program,

there is a three-year "replenishmen~ agricultural workers"

(RAW) program in the 1986 Act. This program will begin in

1990 to substitute for the SAW program. Persons who are

granted visas have to work in agriculture for at least 90

days for three consecutive years in order to obtain

permanent residence.

In contrast with previous agricultural worker programs

such as the bracero program and the current H-2 program,

both the agricultural worker program under the 1986

Immigration Act provide immigrant workers with access to

obtain a permanent resident alien visa (Chiswick, 1988).

However, both programs provide opportunities for only a

subset of persons. Under the SAW program the benefited are

confined to illegal entrants who previously worked in the
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agricultural sector. For those who are neither illegal

entrants before January 1, 1982 nor workers in the

agricultural sector the chance is limited. By the same

token, the RAW program will allow people to enter as

agricultural workers in order to meet the labor shortage in

agriculture, yet only a subset of persons would be

benefited. In addition, the RAW program will somewhat

encourage illegal entry before it is put into practice,

because persons with no relatives in the united states will

try to enter the United states in order to establish

relations with agricultural employers, since this relation

is conducive to obtaining visa to enter after the

implementation of RAW p~0gram. The RAW program to some

extent becomes an incentive for further illegal migration.

Similar to amnesty, had illegal immigration continued, the

RAW program might be repeated at the urging of agricultural

interests.

Provisions as employer sanctions, amnesty, and

agricultural worker program are expected to deter illegal

immigration and at the same time satisfy the demand for

labor in agriculture. The effectiveness of these provisions

are based on the prerequisites that the border enforcement

can be fully operated, and that the demand for agricultural

workers is accurately estimated. However, the increasing

enforcement efforts devoted to border patrol and domestic
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regulation by the INS have appeared to be ineffective in

control of illegal entry (see Bean and SUllivan, 1985;

Briggs, 1985b). How tightly the border can be sealed

remains questionable in the face of the continuous, illegal

immigration. Even though the border can be tightly sealed,

where the geographically proximate countries should find a

safety valve to assuage their over population pressure at

should least in the short run be of serious concern.

In addition, the provision of the agricultural worker

program was evidently a concession to agricultural

interests. The legalization of importing agricultural

workers is to a large extent a reprint of the bracero

program (1942 to 1964); there would be no surprise if the

agricultural worker program brought about the same result as

the bracero program did in causing a large inflow of illegal

entries, given the continuation of immigration quota

regulation since the 1965 Immigration Act. Moreover, if the

labor shortage problem in agriculture should be taken into

account, the satisfaction of the labor shortage in

manufacturing and other industries, given the aging

population in the united States, should be considered as

well.

Some people may argue that the prohibition of illegal

aliens' entrance to the United States is required to

safeguard national sovereignty, and has nothing to do with
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any other countries. This argument ignores the reality of

international economy and politics, especially the

interactive relationship of the United states with Mexico

and other Latin American countries. As indicated above,

remittances and life savings of iID~igrant workers have for a

long time contributed to Mexico in alleviating foreign

exchange crisis and disparity of income distribution. The

largest source of remittances has been accounted for by

undocumented workers across national boundaries (Russell,

1986). The immediate crisis brought about by narrowing the

access for Mexico to gain foreign exchange will be the

shortage of foreign exchange to repay the foreign debts. As

a result of the inability to repay debts, Mexican economy

will be dismayed, given the already existing pressure of

foreign debts. The direct impact on the Mexican economy

will be reflected in higher inflation, more unemployment and

underemplo~ent, and much more seriously political

instability and social upheaval. Given the close

geopolitical relationship between Mexico and the united

states, an unstable Mexico is not what the United states

would like to see. Accordingly, the possible effects on

migrant-sending countries should not be neglected when

making immigration policy.

For a long time, northward migration from Mexico has

played an important role at the bottom level of the labor
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market, particularly in the Southwest of the United States

(Kearney, 1986).10 As the overpopulation pressure and

income disparity in Mexico continue, the Mexican

undocumented workers will continue to flow in the united

states, at least in the foreseeable future. Any unilateral

endeavor to resolve the issue of illegal immigration without

considering any synchronized policies will greatly harm both

countries. Mexico and the United States are separated by a

political boundary; it has been proved to be difficult to

keep Mexican illegal immigrants from entry. Accordingly,

increasing their willingness to stay should be a great

concern to policy makers in both countries.

In short, based on the findings derived from the

discussions in the previous chapters, the apparent

deficiencies of the ongoing immigration legislation can be

explained in the following terms: The provisions of amnesty

and agricultural worker program, both SAW and RAW programs,

benefit only a subset of the illegal immigrants already

established in the united States. A substantial portion of

illegal immigrants continue to stay here as an underclass

exploited by employers. Moreover, these two provisions to a

substantial degree provide an incentive for further illegal

immigration unless the border can be tightly sealed. If the

political boundary were well safeguarded, the overpopulation

pressure and income disparity in the migrant-sending
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countries would lead to a social upheaval, and further

threaten the U.s. national interest. Given the fact that

the border is difficult to seal, the illegal immigration

would continue, and the amnesty and RAW program would become

recurrent events in the future. The imposition of employer

sanctions not only burdens employers with the responsibility

of verifying employees' identification, but also results in

the possible discrimination against minority workers since

sometimes employers find it difficult to separate minority

workers with legitimate status from undocumented workers.

It is evident that the imposition of employer sanctions is

intended to cut off the demand for foreign labor. However,

the ignorance of supply-side forces in motivating illegal

immigration, accompanied by the loose control of the border

in the South, makes the efficiency of employer sanctions

questionable.

G. Policy suggestions to Resolve the Issue of Illegal
Immigration

The U.s. immigration policy toward Mexican immigration

has gone through many shifts, from the absence of

quantitative limits on immigration to the inflow of illegal

immigration (Fogel, 1977). Given the labor supply in excess

of job supply and high population growth in the migrant-

sending countries, in particular Mexico, the pressure of
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immigration from Mexico to the united states is likely to

increase in the foreseeable future (see Bouvier and Gardner,

1986). In dealing with the illegal immigration inflow, the

corresponding policy is evidently faced with one perplexity:

the control over illegal immigration and the border on one

hand, but the demand for unskilled labor and the pressure of

out-migration in countries of origin on the other. In other

words, the perplexity occurs because the illegal immigration

issue is the consequence of the interaction between demand

and supply forces. Any effort to solve this issue, as has

been explained, by focusing on only one-sided forces would

result in disadvantages to both migrant-sending and migrant

receiving countries--Mexico and the united states in the

discussion. Therefore, seeking a balance between domestic

economic need and sustenance of national sovereignty and

international reality should be the main objective of future

immigration reform.

Since both the supply and demand forces have strong

influence over the illegal immigration inflow, the

immigration policy should incorporate the provisions in

consideration of both forces in order to solve the issue of

illegal immigration. Generally speaking, international

labor migration is fundamentally an economic issue; any

problems caused by the labor migration ought to be dealt

with by resorting mainly to economic manners. In light of
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the motivation and effects of immigration, there are short-

term and long-term solutions to illegal immigration, and

also some suggestions for the existing immigration policy.

G.l. Long-Term solutions--Adjustment of Economic
Development Policy

It is widely known that the lure of economic

opportunities in the migrant-receiving country has been of

great importance in explaining the population movement

across national boundaries, if excluding the case of

political refugees. Yet why would people like to leave

their homeland, staying in a place with differences in

language, culture, and even race? The answer to this

question can be simply explained in the following terms: the

country of origin of migration is short of economic

opportunities or too populous to attract people to stay.

Today, the increasing illegal immigration across the U.5.-

Mexican border exactly reflects the deteriorating economic

conditions in Mexico unable to attract Mexican people to

stay. If the economic conditions in Mexico were improved,

the pressure of out-migration northward from Mexico could be

lessened (Cehelsky, 1979).

As indicated, remittances have been a source of revenue

to many migrant-sending countries. Remittances are

conducive to the accumulation of foreign exchange and
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balance of payment, but would also give rise to

disadvantages such as inflation, import demand, and reliance

on remittances (Russell, 1986). If the border became more

restrictive, what other sources of revenue would substitute

for remittances in providing foreign exchange and at the

same time avoiding the disadvantages of remittances? Briggs

(1975b) and Russel (1986) suggest that financial and

technical aid, humanitarian aid, and foreign direct

investment can be the options or substitutes. However,

referring to the history of foreign aid leading to the

current predicament of increasing foreign debts, financial

aid may not be ideal. Moreover, accepting proposed

humanitarian aid is often regarded by the Mexican government

as a sYmbol of inability to handle its own problems and

usually rejected (Stoddard, 1976). Therefore, these

liabilities of foreign aid seem to indicate that foreign

direct investment is the only choice that can be made,

because it can create both employment opportunities and

incomes that attract migrants who would otherwise tend to

locate elsewhere. However, the types of industries in

which foreign investments are welcomed are of great concern.

The motivation of people to migrate is to a substantial

degree finding employment opportunities; given the high

unemployment a~d underemployment, the most promising method

is to generate employment opportunities in the medium to
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long run to allow potential migrants to work in the homeland

(Morrison, 1982). Therefore, Mexico should revamp its

economic development policy by changing the focus from high

capital-intensive production to industries exploiting

"intermediate technologies." The latter can absorb

plentiful labor. In addition, an adjustment from

encouraging import-substituting firms to promoting export

oriented industries in order to accumulate foreign exchange

should also be made (Reubens, 1978b).

The United states has for a long time been a major

trading partner with Mexico, and also the host country for

Mexican immigrants. Given the close interactive

relationship between Mexico and the United states in labor

and capital migration flows, both countries should adjust

their own policies in order to solve the issue of illegal

immigration. For instance, reducing bilateral trade and

investment constraints would contribute to the development

of both countries to their own comparative advantage.

Therefore, the abundant labor in Mexico can be efficiently

absorbed, as well as capital and technology in both

countries (Reynolds and McCleery, 1988). Internal and

external debts have been a burden to Mexico; special

arrangements such as debt-equity swap must be made to ensure

that there is enough capital accumulated to invest

especially in the labor-using export activities for
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absorbing abundant labor." In addition, in the short run

remittances would still be an important source of foreign

exchange to Mexico; a program to attract remittances for

investment in labor-using activities should be of great

concern as well (Reynolds and McCleery, 1988).

As overpopulation pressure is also one of the reasons

motivating people to migrate. Adjustment of economic

development policy alone without considering population

control would not contribute to the decrease in emigration

potential out of Mexico (Fogel, 1977). Although the

fertility may vary inversely with the increase of incomes,

counting on the income increase alone will take longer than

the adoption of policies increasing incomes and controlling

fertility simultaneously.'2

However, attracting foreign investment and adjusting

industrial structure to resolve the issue of illegal

immigration will be a slow, long-term process, but is

essential. As illuminated,

the vision behind the 1986 Act is misfocused
because it centers only on migration controls. The
other half of the equation--the need to bolster
Mexico's economic situation--was ignored by the 1986
Act. (Shaffer, 1988: 197)

without coordinating the immigration policy with trade,

investment, and debt policy on the basis of bilateral

cooperation, the Mexican economy would not be robustly
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bolstered to absorb the plentiful labor, and the illegal

immigration will continue (Shaffer, 1988).

G.2. Short-Term Solution: Foreign Worker program

Because of the expected shortage of unskilled labor,

accompanied by the continuation of income disparity between

Mexico and the United states, the inflow of illegal

immigration will not cease in the foreseeable future. As a

result, an appropriate measure to regulate the illegal alien

inflow should be desirable. Moreover, since a decrease in

emigration is expected to be the long-term objective of

economic development, and is expected to take place at later

phases of development (Morrison, 1982), the short or medium

term objective of regulating illegal immigration can be

achieved by providing legal access to potential illegal

immigrants, as well as by restrictive border and domestic

enforcement. This task can only be completed by the

cooperation between Mexico and the United states. However,

this sort of legalization of illegal immigration required is

not similar to amnesty and agricultural worker programs

proposed in the 1986 Act, but requires establishing a

foreign worker program which can protect the rights of both

native and foreign workers.

In some ways, the nature of the foreign workers program

must be similar to that of the Western European guestworker
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programs, which were to be temporary. Yet the proposed

foreign worker program would be transitional, and

complementary to the economic development assistance of

migrant-receiving country to labor-sending country. As the

proposed foreign worker program would be based entirely on

economic, not on humanitarian considerations, a consensus

should be reached between Mexico and the united states in

order to avoid a flood of immigrant dependents. In the

Western European countries, too many immigrant dependents in

the destinations create problems pertaining to housing,

education for both domestic and immigrant children, and

political participation (see Briggs, 1984).

The design of a foreign worker program is based on the

assumption that there will be a labor shortage in unskilled

and low~level occupations in the host country. It is

estimated that the growth rate of young American labor force

participation will decline from now until the end of this

century. Along with the continuous growth of educational

attainment, the shortage of unskilled workers starting from

the early 1980s will continue (Muller and Espenshade, 1985;

see also Wachter, 1980; Beranek, 1982). In addition,

because a majority of undocumented Mexican workers appear to

be non-permanent and seasonality-typed, a foreign worker

program seems to match with their labor market

characteristics. Moreover, immigrant workers are likely to

concentrate in some areas, giving rise to concerns over
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their economic and non-economic effects. A comprehensive

foreign worker program would not only provide an access for

undocumented workers to employment opportunities, but also

possibly avoid the concentration of immigrant workers.

The establishment of the foreign worker program does

not represent a laissez-faire policy in dealing with illegal

immigration. On the contrary, it takes into account both

international reality and domestic "need," resorting to law

institution and enforcement to regulate illegal labor

activities while protecting the rights of both domestic and

foreign workers. It must be realized that the absence of

illegal aliens will result in losses for both countries-

Mexico and the United states. On the north side of the

border, wages will increase, leading to increased prices of

consumer goods, as well as losses for skilled workers and

capital owners. In Mexico, the wages will decrease, leading

to the deterioration of income distribution (Watcher, 1980).

In either case, the unbenefited are evidently the unskilled

workers in each country. Therefore, benefiting unskilled

workers in Mexico and at the same time decreasing the losses

of unskilled workers in the united states to a minimal level

should be the main concern of a proposed foreign worker

program.

Many employers, primarily in low-level occupations, are

willing to hire foreign laborers in order to cut labor costs

and to resist competition from labor abundant economies
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(sapir, 1983). The provision of foreign worker program

seems to provide them with access to a source of cheap

labor. However, under a proposed foreign worker program,

foreign labor is not expected to be cheaper than before.

Foreign workers will not be eligible for such social

services as Medicaid, food stamps, aid to families with

dependent children provided by the government in order to

avoid creating additional burdens for taxpayers. 13 Yet, to

protect the u.s. health care system, the government should

require employers to pay the medical insurance expenses for

foreign workers. 14 In addition, employers should be

required to pay a certain kind of "tariff" for the hiring of

foreign workers. The revenues from this levy should be

spent by the government on training and r~locating domestic

manpower, in particular on training and relocating

indigenous unskilled workers, to fit employment

opportunities in the higher level of occupations (Portes,

1978; Reubens, 1978a; Harwood, 1983) .'5 At any rate, the

medical insurance paYment and the imposition of "tariff ll are

all aimed at increasing the costs of hiring foreign workers.

As a result, the emploYment of foreign labor will not be so

cheap that domestic workers will lose too much of their

competitiveness with foreign workers. In addition, because

of the intervention of government in collecting the

IItariff" and providing job training, domestic workers will

also gain from upward mobility.
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However, with the increased costs of hiring foreign

workers, the possibility for employers trying to locate a

source of cheaper labor force may increase. In order to

avoid the continuing inflow of illegal immigrants to

displace both foreign workers imported under the foreign

worker program and native workers, border patrol and

domestic enforcement should be strictly conducted. 16

Moreover, since the employers have been provided a legal

access to cheaper labor force, any employers who continue

employing undocumented workers should be charged with civil

and criminal penalties (see Fogel, 1980). Under the

proposed program, employers in any industry who need cheaper

labor can be provided with a legal access, and with the

border under control employers would have no worry about

hiring undocumented workers or about being penalized for

mistakenly refusing to employ legal residents who have

similar ethnic appearance and language utterance to

undocumented immigrants.

To estimate the demand for foreign workers to be filled

annually, the government must monitor the conditions of

domestic labor market carefully, and a comprehensive measure

of the "need" in the domestic labor market is of necessity

(Reubens, 1983). This job of monitoring labor market should

not be taken by the INS, because it has neither the

expertise nor the desire to monitor the variation of labor

market conditions. The administrative responsibility for
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supervising the foreign worker program should be assumed by

the Department of Labor or a long-standing supra department

commission that can administer and coordination all the

policies with respect to human resource development (Briggs,

1984).

Long-run solutions to illegal immigration issue are

expected through economic assistance to labor-sending

countries, mainly to Mexico. A foreign worker program could

regulate the employment of undocumented workers in the short

to medium run. Such programs depend upon the recognition

that the United States must reform its immigration policy to

respond to economic and strategic realities (see also Bean

and Sullivan, 1985).

G.3. Matching Immigration Policy Reform with Economic IINeedll

The framework of current immigration policy has been

established since the early 1950s and the mid-1960s, when

the impact of immigration on the American economy had not

been so apparent or significant. The major concern at that

time was to avoid discrimination against would-be immigrants

and give humanitarian consideration first priority.

However, beginning in the 1970s, the pronounced change in

the American economy was the internationalization of the

domestic economy. The ratio of foreign trade to the gross

national product has increased, and competition in the

global markets has become more intense. Nevertheless, the
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framework of current immigration policy is still based on

its early focus on humanitarian consideration, even though

the American economy has become so internationalized. As

global competition is expected to be more acute in the

1990s, there is a need to reconsider the major concern of

current immigration policy by synchronizing immigration

policy with other economic policies (Briggs, 1984).

Since the 1970s, not only has American economy begun to

face a dramatic change, but the foreign-born population has

also increased. with an increase in immigration, the u.S.

labor market has begun to confront immigrant workers with

different skills, education, and experiential backgrounds.

Yet, immigration policy continues to ignore variations in

labor market conditions, and pays no attention to its role

in the influence of labor markets in the United States

(Briggs, 1984).

Given the internationalization of domestic economy and

the importance of immigration policy in affecting the labor

market conditions, the emphasis of future immigration policy

should no longer be placed on the provision of humanitarian

consideration--family reunification. In order to resolve

the issue of illegal immigration and maintain the u.s.

competitiveness in the global markets, an effort to forge

immigration policy based on economic considerations should

be made. Only by giving economic considerations the first

priority in the implementation of immigration pOlicy can the
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United states acquire needed labor to compete with other

countries in the global markets. By focusing on economic

conditions, the emphasis of immigration should be placed on

the provision of occupational references. The early

experience of Canada's immigration policy in response to its

domestic economic conditions may be a good reference (see

Boyd, 1976).

It has been discussed in the previous chapters that the

inflow of unskilled immigrants will lead to relative income

losses for unskilled native workers but gains for skilled

workers and owners of capital. On the contrary, the inflow

of skilled workers will depress the relative incomes of

skilled native workers but increase the earnings of

unskilled native workers. However, in spite of the inflow

of unskilled immigrants or skilled immigrants, the whole

population would become better off because of the increase

in total output of production (see Johnsons, 1978; Chiswick,

1981). In particular under the above-mentioned foreign

worker program, because income losses of unskilled native

workers can be somewhat compensated by the government

provided job training program, it is more evident that

unskilled native workers would gain more opportunities of

locating jobs at higher level of occupations. However, as

the proposed foreign worker program is temporary, its major

concern for acquiring needed unskilled workers should be

incorporated into the future immigration policy reform.
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Therefore, by emphasizing economic considerations as part of

the immigration policy, the future immigration legislation

should be based on a "skill-based rationing system" as the

framework of occupational references provision (see

Chiswick, 1981).17 In response to domestic economic

conditions, a "skill-based rationing system" could attract

foreign workers with different skill, education, and

experiential backgrounds to work in the United states.

Whether those foreign workers should be granted permanent

residence status or allowed to bring in their dependents is

dependent upon the long-term demographic needs and economic

conditions in the united states. In other words, unlike the

early regulation of occupational preferences the proposed

occupational preferences should be interpreted in a broader

sense in order to take into account the need for unskilled

workers in the United states and to institutionalized the

foreign worker program.

H. Prospect of Reducing the Number of Migrants

As proposed, a long-term solution to resolve the issue

of illegal immigration is to boost Mexicans' incomes to

reduce the number of illegal immigrants crossing the united

states-Mexican border. Accordingly, it may be practical to

ask about the conditions required to substantially reduce

the nUID~er of illegal iID~igrants? In other words, how long

would it take for Mexico to reduce the wage disparity
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between Mexico and the United states in order to decrease

its out-migration pressure?

As demonstrated in Chapter III, the wage differential

between Mexico and the United states leads to northward

migration of Mexican people. The estimating equations

developed there allow a direct assessment of these policy

questions. The relationship between wage differential and

migration is demonstrated by the test of the following

regression model (see Chapter III, footnote 1):

In MIt = 3.441 + 1.123 In [( 1 - Uust ) Wust - Wmt] (1)

Where MIt represents the annual number of migrants after

reducing the effect of the INS expenditures on border patrol

activities, and Uusdenotes the unemployment rate in the

United states. Both Wus and Wm indicate the wage rates in

the United states and Mexico, respectively.

Since the number of migrants is as shown affected by

the variation in wage or income disparity, a decrease in

wage disparity would be expected to lead to the decline in

northward migration pressure, and vice versa. Accordingly,

if an estimated average of 610,000 immigrants annually is

assumed (see discussion in Chapter III), then a predicted

value of wage differential can be easily computed. As a

result, $6621 is derived. When the number of migrants is

reduced from 610,000 to 300,000, a second predicted value of

wage differential can be computed. As the estimating

equation is linear, the wage differentials required to
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support any arbitrary immigration flow can be estimated. By

using $6621 as a base and the other predicted value of wage

differential as numerator, a formula for calculating the

percentage reduction of wage differential can be designed as

follows:

Diffp / DiffBase = R (2)

Where p denotes predicted, and R the percentage reduction of

wage differential.

The relative reduction of wage differential is closely

related to the variations in Mexico's economic economic

growth relative to that of the united states. Therefore, an

estimated relationship between Mexico's wage growth and over

n periods percentage reduction of wage differential can be

expressed by the formula:

( 1 + r )" = R

Here r is the presumed real economic growth rate in Mexico,

and n the number of years required to bring about a relative

wage differential R.

Table 8.3 indicates the computational result for each

formula under a presumed economic growth rate in Mexico. It

is clearly indicated that when Mexico's economic growth rate

is assumed to be 8%, 10%, or 15%, respectively, growth

periods ranging from 5 to 8 years should be required to

reduce the number of migrants from 610,000 to 300,000

annually. In addition, 12 to 21 years of constant growth

are required to reduce the number of migrants reduced to a
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Table 8.3

computational Result of the Years
Required to Reduce the Number of Migrants

Under a Presumed Economic Growth Rate

=======~==================================================~=

M't Diffp R r n
------------------------------------------------------- - - - -
300,000 $3,520 .53 4% 16 years

100,000

50,000

300,000

100,000

50,000

300,000

100,000

50,000

300,000

100,000

50,000

1,323

714

$3,520

1,323

714

$3,520

1,323

714

$3,520

1,323

714

.20

.15

.53

.20

.15

.53

.20

.15

.53

.20

.15

4%

4%

8%

8%

8%

10%

10%

10%

15%

15%

15%

41

56

8

21

29

7

17

23

5

12

16
===========================================================
Source: Author's Tabulation.
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level of 100,000 persons annually, and 16 to 29 years to a

level of 50,000 persons annually, Mexican economic growth

rates of 8%, 10%, or 15% respectively.

As a result of the above computation, boosting Mexico's

economic growth and further relative wages is obviously a

long-term solution task even with exceptionally high

hypothetical growth rates. However, how effective would

economic growth in Mexico lead to the reduction of migrant

outflow? In other words, if Mexico's real economic growth

rate is kept at the level of 8% annually over the coming

decade, how much capital investment would be generated and

how many job opportunities could be created in order to

reduce the number of migrants from 610,000 to 300,000

annually within 8 years.

Because I have found no data to directly indicate that

the number of jobs be generated by the amount of capital

investment in Mexico, I can only refer to Mexico's past

economic performance. According to the statistical data of

the United Nations (1981), real economic growth rate in

Mexico was 8.1% in 1981, and the annual total external debt

and direct investment were 4 and 2 billion dollars,

respectively. As a result,

the open unemployment rate among the active
population dropped from 5.3% in 1980 to 4.5% in 1981, .

The natural increase in the economically active
population, which has represented an annual average of
900,000 persons in the last four years, was also
absorbed in 1981, . . . . (United Nations, 1981: 555
556)
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Accordingly, if the real economic grwoth rate in Mexico can

be kept at the level of 8% or above annually over the coming

decade, the economically active population may be

substantially absorbed and the number of Mexican migrants

can be reduced. However, it is imporatnt to note that if

Mexico's real economic growth rate is less than 8% annually,

the objective of reducing the number of migrants would

undoubtedly take much longer.

In addition, many factors are decisive to an individual

country's economic growth. Economic policies adopted, the

amount of capital investment, expansion of trade markets,

and generation of employment opportunities are all directly

and indirectly influential to a country's economic

conditions. It is therefore difficult to measure the effect

of capital investment alone on the economic growth and

further on the reduction of migration pressure.

Coordination of capital investment with such policies as

trade, fiscal, and monetary policies should be taken into

account by the Mexican government.

In sum, since resolving the issue of illegal

immigration has been regarded as a major objective for both

the united states and Mexico, and the long-term strategy to

achieve this objective is to raise Mexico's economic growth

rate to a certain level, active cooperation between these

two countries, should be considered. The cooperation

between the united states and Mexico may be a reasonable
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expectation, given the close trading relationship between

these two countries in the past, the intention for Mexico to

stimulate its economic growth and the desire for the united

states to regain its premier economic power in global

markets (Shaffer, 1988: 196). Nevertheless, the proposed

bilateral cooperation does not imply that the United States

should alone assume the responsibility especially in such

aspect as capital investment for stimulating Mexico's

economic growth. Mexico itself must playa major role in

attracting more foreign investment in labor-intensive

industrie~. In the absence of this investment, Mexico's

economic conoitions will not be improved, and the number of

migrants will not accordingly be reduced in the future.

I. Concluding Remarks: Policy Dilemma

Given such criteria as differences in the quality of

life between the North and the South, popUlation growth in

the less developed countries and unbalanced economic

development between countries, there is no sign that either

the disparity of income distribution between labor-receiving

and -sending countries has declined, or the migration flow

from the poor countries to the rich countries will cease.

Confronted with this global migration flow, the United

States is evidently one of the countries that must be deeply

affected. In dealing with this migration inflow, it is

suggested that the United States should handle this issue
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from a "global flow perspective. II In other words, the

design of immigration policy should be taken into account

with other concerns of foreign policy and national security

ranging from economic and political to military objectives

(Gordon, 1975; McCarthy and Ronfeldt, 1983). However, with

the interdependence between the united states and Mexico,

both countries must collaborate to resolve the issue of

illegal migration, as any unilateral effort will be

ineffective. Thus a multinational negotiating system

dealing with immigration and emigration issues between

labor-sending and labor-receiving countries should be taken

into account (Reubens, 1983).

The large inflow of migration, both legal and illegal,

has been a challenge, as well as an opportunity, to the

United states. The challenge lies in reforming the existing

immigration policy to conform with the economic and

political conditions in the United states. Were this task

completed, then the challenge would be transformed into an

opportunity for the United states to regain control over the

illegal entry of foreign labor.

However, there exists a predicament in the

implementation of the above-proposed policies resolving the

issue of illegal immigration. International (illegal)

migration, as illuminated, is a human response to conditions

of uneven economic development. The solutions to
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immigration issue should therefore be sUbstantially based on

an appeal to economic manners. Nevertheless, racism or

nativism, or ideological and emotional sentiments in a

broader sense, involved in the process of immigration policy

formation weakens the reliability of economic measures to

resolve the immigration issue.

Undoubtedly, there are several fair reasons explaining

the derivation of sentiments against the inflow of immigrant

workers: Fears of job displacement and deterioration of

working conditions lead Americans to believe that the inflow

of immigrant workers pose a threat to their economic well

being. The inflow of immigrants with e ":hnic, language, and

cuItural backgrounds different from thf- former immigrant

groups has provoked Americans' perception that the nation is

under siege in population composition, unity of societal

fabric, and stability. Moreover, immigrants to the united

states have been traditionally labelled, whether in official

documents (e.g., the Dillingham report) or in daily news, as

"inferior" because of their national origins or ethnic

backgrounds. Immigrants' lIinferior" characters are very

often regarded as a detrimental factor leading to the

heterogeneity of the country. All these perceived threats

and fears have resulted in restrictionist sentiments against

the continuation of an open door policy dealing with

immigration stream to the United states.
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As indicated in an empirical study (Harwood, 1986), it

shows that

the American pUblic consistently expresses
overwhelming opposition to illegal immigration along
with calls for strengthened enforcement actions by the
government to stop the influx, because they
(immigrants) are seen as a threat to the American way
of life. (Harwood, 1986: 204-205)

However, opposed to public opinions are the "pro-alien"

attitudes toward the presence of immigrants in the country

held by the intellectual community (Moore, 1986). The gap

between the description of reality by scientific methods and

the perception of the same phenomenon held by public

opinions has undoubtedly given rise to a dilemma facing

immigration policy makers and officials in charge of

immigration law enforcement. Their choice of either one-

side sentiment would surely place them in an ambivalent

situation. In other words, if intellectual suggestions on

the making of immigration policy on the basis of scientific

research can be seen as rational in providing guidance for

policy makers, the involvement of irrational perception held

by pUblic opinions in the process of policy formation can

somewhat affect the efficacy of intellectual policy

suggestions because of the influences exerted by the general

pUblic to the election. The oscillation of policy makers

between following the rational suggestions and the

irrational public opinions renders the immigration policy

inconsistent. The inconsistency of immigration policy
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reflects not only the dilemma facing pOlicy makers, but also

the difficulty in resolving the issue of illegal

immigration.

Although the inflow of immigrant workers does not

necessarily lead to the deprivation of employment

opportunities and real threat to economic well-being for

Americans, the racial prejudice rooted in an individual is

hardly removed. The irrational sentiments derived from

racism or nativism overload the difficulty in resolving the

immigration issue by counting on a rational policy proposal.

without overcoming the barrier erected by racism, any policy

proposal dealing with immigration issue would be

ineffective. The continuation of inconsistency and

oscillation apparently rooted in the current immigration

policy would persist, and the inflow of illegal immigrants

would continue with no appropriate regulation.

Finally, the inflow of immigrant workers, as

illuminated, has given rise to job displacement for a small

fraction of American workers. Although the precise number

of jobs taken away by immigrant workers is hard to measure,

the effect of job displacement indeed leads to a resentment

of American workers. The resentment pointed at immigrant

workers may not only impede their assimilation into the host

society, but also narrow the further inflow of subsequent

immigration, given that prior immigrants such as Mexican

~uericans have expressed care
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immigrant workers. If a presumed case that the affected

ethnic groups work together to support the restrictionism

against immigrants took place, it would be difficult

appealing to economic measures for resolving the immigration

issue. Even though the above consequence may not occur

because of the existence of separation between various

ethnic groups and sometimes within an ethnic group, the

shadow of solidarity between affected ethnic groups is

difficult to be removed. Consequently, restrictionism would

surface once for a while in the formation of immigration

policy, and increase the degree of difficulty in resolving

immigration issue by virtue of only economic measures.

In sum, racism rooted in individuals and resentment

provoked by job displacemen~ of immigrant workers would

increase the complexity of the immigration issue; resorting

to economic measures to resolve the immigration issue would

increase difficulty. Seeking a balance point between

political considerations and economic measures therefore

becomes a challenge to immigration policy makers.
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Chapter VIII Notes

1. This commission, chaired by Senator William Dillingham,

was established in February, 1907. Its investigation

was undergoing for three years, and in 1911 the

Commission released its report. The report postulated

that the new immigrants were inferior to the nation's

old immigrants and difficultly assimilated into the

American society. Therefore, restrictions should be

imposed to control the entry of immigrants.

2. The bracero program, officially known as the Mexican

Labor Program, was unilaterally created in 1942 by the

u.S. congress in an attempt to attenuate the alleged

labor shortage problem in the nation's agricultural

sector because of the advent of World War II. This

program was unilaterally terminated by the United

states in 1964 (Briggs, 1984). It might be fair to say

that the creation of the program was to tap the,cheap

labor in Mexico in order to fill the manpower deficit,

but with the termination of war those Mexican workers

became unwanted. The War Brides Act of 1946 was to

permit 120,000 alien wives, husbands, and children of

American military service persons during World War II

to enter the united States (Fuchs, 1983). The

Displaced Persons Act was signed into law in 1948 to

relocate refugees from countries where communist
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governments were established. The basis of permitting

hundreds of thousands of Eastern European refugees

still drew upon the national-origins law by loaning

future quotas to the Eastern European countries

involved (Briggs, 1984).

3. The inclusion of IITexas Proviso ll in the Immigration and

Nationality Act of 1952 indicated basically a

concession to the agricultural interests in Texas. It

granted employers the immunity from violating law by

providing illegal aliens with jobs and related services

(Briggs, 1984). The inclusion of this provision in

1952 Act to some extent reflected the lobbyist power of

agricultural interests in the United states.

4. According to the 1965 Amendments, an annual ceiling of

170,000 visas was set for all nations in the Eastern

Hemisphere, and each country was allocated visas no

more than 20,000. For countries in the Western

Hemisphere, an annual ceiling of 120,000 immigrants was

imposed but with no single country limit applied. In

addition, visas were issued on a "first come, first

served" basis, the preference categories and the labor

certification provisions in the law were applied only

to countries in the Eastern Hemisphere. The numbers of

visa issued to the immediate relatives of U.s. citizens

over the age of twenty-one were not counted in the
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ceiling allocated to either the Hemisphere or the

single country (Briggs, 1984).

5. According to Abrams and Abrams' (1975) study, the

population gain accounted for by immigration rose

rapidly after the enactment of the 1965 Act. The entry

of immigrants accounted for 14 per cent of the total

population growth in 1970, and represented 21 percent

of the total population growth in 1973.

6. Two provisions in the 1917 Act were of great

importance. One was the literacy test requirement for

immigrants over the age of sixteen. The other

authorized the secretary of labor to admit the

importation of temporary workers if necessary (Briggs,

1984).

7. Even though the concentration of INS enforcement

efforts in the southern border may not directly index

an upward trend of apprehended Mexican illegal

immigrants, its record is more or less suggestive of

the size of illegal immigration inflow. Mexico is

believed to have been the largest source country of

illegal immigrants (Houstoun, 1983).

8. Immigration matters have been considered to be the

prerogative of the federal government. However, after

the u.S. Supreme Court sustained the constitutionality

of a California employer sanctions law in 1976, there
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at least eleven states have adopted similar laws since

then (Briggs, 1984).

9. The SAW program only applies to illegal aliens who have

worked in agriculture for at least 90 days by May 1,

1986. In addition, there is a ceiling of 350,000

permanent resident alien visas to be grant·ed under the

SAW program (Chiswick, 1988).

10. It must be admitted that some employers in the United

States have been quite dependent upon foreign labor to

assume the lower level jobs, in particular since a

significant contraction of the labor force occurred in

terms of the U.S. long-term demographic composition.

It may be argued that employers should have no "need"

for foreign labor, but the fact that the attempts to

locate cheap labor sources have motivated employers to

either import foreign labor or relocate their

production to the less developed countries

sUbstantially supports the argument that the inflow of

illegal immigration cannot be entirely rega~ded as a

matter of "need" from the supply side. Therefore, the

inflow of illegal immigrant workers may strengthen the

willingness of employers in the non-monopoly sector to

continue their production in the united states.

11. The diffusion of industries should also be a major

concern. The concentration of industries in the

northern states or urban areas of Mexico will somewhat
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aggravate the situation of outward rural migration and

even northward migration out of Mexico (see also

Rivera-Batiz, 1986). If industries were concentrated

in the norther states of Mexico, the economic downturn

in these areas may increase the potential of people

crossing national boundary to find jobs.

12. Since a vast majority of Mexicans are catholic, the

attitude of Catholic Church toward family program has

therefore played an important role. Generally

speaking, the Church has been against abortion and

practice of contraception. Yet there is no strong

evidence to show that the Church also opposes the

notion of family planning in order to control

population, but opposes the promotion of family

planning by virtue of coercive conducts. In addition,

the Church believes that a family should have the

number of children that each family can support. In

some sense, this sort of argument can be regarded as a

passive notion of family planning. Therefore, the poor

should not have too many children because they cannot

afford. Since the Church does not express the

opposition to family planning and agrees with the

significance of family incomes to the number of

children, the family planning program in conformity

with voluntarism can be accepted by the Church.

Moreover, by referring to the Church's attitudes toward
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such social programs in Mexico as land distribution,

social insurance, and cooperative, a gradual, peaceful

solution is preferred by the Church (Mcgowan, 1935:

120-122). Therefore, a gradual, peaceful, and

voluntary family planning program would also gain

support from the Church. However, the Church's

opposition to the practice of contraception would

undermine the effectiveness of family planning program,

since the practice of contraception plays an important

role in the program. Therefore, the Mexican government

should pay more attention to softening the Church's

hardheaded attitud~ towa=cl the practice of

contraception, and also educating the Mexicans to adopt

the practice. otherwise, the efficiency of family

planning program in reducing popUlation pressure

remains questionable.

13. Under the proposed foreign worker program, foreign

workers are not allowed to bring their families with

them, and everyone year they must renew their visas.

These two regUlations are to ensure that there would be

no inflow of immigrant dependents to increase the

potential of job competition, and that the number of

foreign workers is accurately estimated. Moreover,

referring to the discussion in Chapter VII that the

location of family will considerably decide the stay or

departure of migrants in the destination, the
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regulation of not allowing foreign workers to bring

their families would somewhat assure the temporary

nature of foreign worker program.

14. It has always been claimed that illegal aliens owe a

large number of unpaid bills to hospitals, and that the

federal government should reimburse the unpaid portion

of medical costs owed by illegal aliens (see Arnold,

1979). In order to avoid increasing the burden of both

hospitals and the government, policy makers should

consider requiring foreign workers to join medical

insurance programs similar to the one required for

foreign students; the cost should be reimbursed by

employers rather than by foreign workers.

15. Given the previous findings that illegal aliens compete

with native workers performing the same kinds of jobs,

but contribute to the increase in employment

opportunities in the labor markets, the increase in

employment opportunities may take place in the higher

level of occupations. Therefore, government provision

of job training may be of great help to "displaced"

workers in upward mobility.

16. Following a theoretical study (Ethier, 1986a), the

border enforcement will probably decrease national

income, given the case that illegal immigrants

contribute to the increase of tax base. The domestic

enforcement will hurt either illegal aliens or all
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unskilled workers, depending on the capability of firms

to distinguish illegal aliens. However, under the

proposed foreign worker program, the restrictive border

enforcement will not decrease national income because

the foreign workers will continue to be part of the tax

base, and domestic enforcement will not disadvantage

u.s. unskilled workers because employers would no

longer worry about verifying the identification of

hired foreign workers.

17. According to Chiswick's (1981) suggestion, applicant's

skill level should be the primary determinant of

admission in the design of "skill-based rationing

system." Family reunification should playa minor role

in this system. By reference to Canada's experience of

immigration policy, a point system might be adopted.

However, in order to make this system workable, a

rather restrictive border control would be essential.
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APPENDIX A

Data Set Employed in the Reqression Models
in Chapter III and Sources of Data

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
year Uus * Pus CLFm Urn PmM------------------------------------ ------------------
1945 0.019 63.3 3.7 8.0 0.152 0.33

46 0.039 84.8 4.2 8.1 0.144 0.39
47 0.039 165.2 4.3 8.3 0.136 0.48
48 0.038 166.8 4.4 8.5 0.128 0.51
49 0.059 245.3 4.4 8.6 0.119 0.49
50 0.052 378.6 4.7 8.8 0.098 0.65
51 0.033 440.1 5.3 8.9 0.079 0.75
52 0.031 440.9 5.5 9.1 0.016 0.82
53 0.029 756.4 5.6 9.2 0.042 0.80
54 0.056 986.9 s.9 9.3 0.017 0.65
55 0.043 254.5 6.1 9.4 0.018 0.78
56 0.042 124.2 6.4 9.7 0.022 0.86
57 0.043 74.4 6.7 10.2 0.022 0.97
58 0.068 44.6 6.9 10.5 0.023 1.05
59 0.055 37.6 7.2 10.8 0.054 1.10
60 0.045 45.9 7.4 10.9 0.082 1.22
61 0.067 55.6 7.6 11.4 0.086 1.26
62 0.056 69.2 8.1 11.8 0.090 1.33
63 0.057 74.9 8.6 12.3 0.098 1.41
64 0.052 55.2 9.0 12.8 0.106 1.57
65 0.044 68.2 9.6 13.3 0.119 1.75
66 0.038 92.2 10.1 13.9 0.135 1.93
67 0.037 101.4 10.6 14.4 0.146 2.04
68 0.035 120.3 11.3 14.9 0.154 2.21
69 0.034 152.2 11.9 15.4 0.186 2.36
70 0.048 196.3 12.8 15.9 0.213 2.69
71 0.058 249.9 13.4 16.1 0.186 2.85
72 0.055 303.3 14.3 16.4 0.174 3.19
73 0.048 398.3 15.5 16.6 0.146 3.75
74 0.055 505.9 16.4 16.8 0.126 4.71
75 0.083 457.0 18.1 17.1 0.103 5.61
76 0.076 549.4 19.5 17.7 0.091 5.47
77 0.069 595.6 20.1 18.3 0.077 4.86
78 0.060 667.1 22.7 18.9 0.081 5.92
79 0.058 659.7 24.5 19.7 0.096 7.51
80 0.070 57.9 26.6 22.2 0.147 9.75
81 0.075 642.3 29.4 22.7 0.117 11.95
82 0.095 606.4 30.8 23.5 0.161 8.48
83 0.095 607.3 32.7 24.2 0.191 7.29
84 0.074 830.1 34.8 24.9 0.187 8.53
85 0.071 907.8 36.4 26.1 0.103 7.74

=~==========================================================
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APPENDIX A (Continued) Data Set Employed in
the Regression Models and Sources of Data

===========================================================~
year Fm I m ME CLF us BUDGET
-----------------------------------------------------------
1945 22.576 0.565 6.791 11.494 4.27

46 23.183 0.552 6.995 11.750 4.38
47 23.811 0.689 7.205 12.005 5.61
48 24.461 0.683 7.421 12.261 5.52
49 25.132 0.679 7.644 12.516 6.33
50 26.380 0.757 7.954 12.773 6.61
51 26.949 0.726 8.174 13.407 6.68
52 27.522 0.786 8.380 13.869 7.05
53 28.113 0.816 8.600 14.259 6.51
54 28.724 0.961 8.886 14.647 7.13
55 29.355 0.970 9.106 15.059 8.50
56 30.010 1.059 9.332 15.493 12.16
57 30.685 1.071 9.563 15.894 12.74
58 31.385 1.043 9.785 16.392 13.36
59 32.109 1.192 9.985 16.787 14.98
60 34.923 1.205 10.221 17.215 16.07
61 37.255 1.258 10.521 17.643 18.27
62 38.535 1.302 10.800 18.071 17.56
63 39.930 1.344 11.031 18.499 18.04
64 41.251 1.441 11.285 18.928 17.53
65 42.684 1.484 11.515 19.355 18.67
66 43.320 1.530 11.753 19.784 18.84
67 44.814 1.561 12.000 20.211 19.49
68 46.374 1.605 12.299 20.640 20.33
69 47.952 1.579 12.734 21.061 22.86
70 49.244 1.647 13.198 21.486 27.17
71 52.452 1.773 13.781 21.913 32.53
72 54.279 1.869 14.125 22.362 36.50
73 56.177 2.113 14.7!~ 22.769 39.34
74 58.143 2.089 15.295 23.198 42.99
75 60.004 1.819 15.700 23.626 50.81
76 62.059 1.911 16.236 24.035 58.13
77 64.179 1.929 16.857 25.096 105.28
78 66.361 1.928 17.351 26.327 120.13
79 68.618 1.846 17.909 26.715 121.06
80 69.199 2.012 19.121 27.854 142.94
81 71.250 2.106 20.043 28.990 151.68
82 73.120 1.981 19.683 29.807 158.48
83 74.980 2.196 19.572 30.390 166.97
84 76.490 2.035 20.092 30.925 186.13
85 78.520 2.111 22.940 31.751 209.59
86 NA NA 23.667 32.575 238.60

~~~=====================~~_~__~~~_~~~~~C~~_~D===~~a_~~=;====
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APPENDIX A (continued) Data Set Employed in
the Reqression Models and Sources of Data

Uus = U.S. unemployment rate (statistical Abstract of the
U.S., 1965-1988).

*M = number of Mexican migrants (INS Annual Report, 1945-
1987), thousand persons.

= average productivity per worker of the U.S.
(Statistical Abstract of the U.S., 1965-1988),
tabulated by authors; thousand dollars.

CLFm = Mexican labor force (Yearbook of Labor statistics
lLO, 1950-1988; Economic Survey of Latin America,
1963-1985), million persons.

CLFus

Urn = Mexican unc-nployment rate (Yearbook of Labor Statistics
lLO, 1950-~988; The Europa Yearbook, 1968-1988),
tabulated by authors.

Pm = average productivity per worker of Mexico (Yearbook of
Labor Statistics lLO, 1950-1988; statistical Yearbook,
U.N.,1970-1983; and International Financial Statistics
IMF, 1955-1987), tabulated by authors; thousand
dollars.

Fm = Mexican population in a year (World Population Data
Sheet, 1962-1988; U.N. Demographic Yearbook, 1948
1986), million persons.

1m = natural increase of Mexican population in a year
(World Population Data Sheet, 1962-1988; U.N.
Demographic Yearbook, 1948-1986; and World Health
Statistics-Annual WHO, 1947-1984), tabulated by
authors; million persons.

ME = number of Mexican workers employed (Yearbook of Labor
statistics ILO, 1950-1988; The Europa Yearbook, 1968
-1988; and Economic Survey of Latin America, 1963
1985), tabulated by authors; million persons.

= U.S. civilian labor force (statistical Abstract of
the U.S., 1965-1988), million persons.

BUDGET = BUdget spend on the Border Patrol activities
(Annual Report of the Bureau of the Budget, 1945
1987), million dollars.
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APPENDIX B

Maximum Likelihood Estimates of Logistic Regression
Equations predicting the Selection of Males 15-64

into the Sample of Employed u.S. Migrants:
Respondents from Four Mexican communities, 1982-83

===========================================================
Explanatory
Variables

In the
Labor Force

B SE

In Employed
U.S. Migrant
Workforce

B SE

Personal Background
Age 0.339b 0.045 0.086 0.099
Age2 -0.005b 0.001 0.001 0.001
1-3 Years Education 0.880b 0.457 -0.077 0.415
4-5 Years Education 1.310b 0.517 -0.558 0.491
6+ Years Education 1.003b 0.471 -0.773 0.512
Mex. Labor Force Exp. 0.107b 0.017 -0.136b 0.037
Household Head 1.405b 0.355 -0.357 0.351
Urban Origin -0.764b 0.173 -1. 504b 0.299

Household Context
No. of Members 0.027 0.032 -0.009 0.351
Land Owner 0.154 0.362 -0.064 0.336
Business Owner -0.044 0.255 -0.206 0.312
Mexican Income -0.018 0.016

Migrant Background
U.S. Experience 0.249b 0.050
U.S. Experience2 -0.010b 0.002
Undocumented -0.864b 0.431
California Sample 1. 496b 0.368

U.S. Commections
Migrant Family 0.814b 0.226
Legal Family -0.5658 0.344

Labor Force Participation
Probe of Participation 2.7868 1.586
Intercept -5.269b 0.842 -4.368 1.014
Chi Square 957.760b 774.700b

n 1,376 1,376
===========================================================
NOt3S: 8 P < .10., b P < .05.
Source: Massey, Douglas S. 1987. "Do Undocumented Migrants

Earn Lower Wages than Legal Immigrants? New
Evidence from Mexico. II International Migration
Review. 21(2): 236-274.
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